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Abstract
Enterprise models are created to represent business and Information Technologies (IT)
elements, and to abstract the relation between them in one enterprise under study. They
provide value for an organization when they are used to support enterprise analysis. The
analysis of an enterprise model, especially if this model is big, is a complex human activity that involves formulating hypotheses, discovering insights, and interpreting results in
order to communicate assessments. Modeling tools are used to get access to the available
data in an efficient way, but they are limited and normally they do not support business analysis. Thus, analysts manipulate the enterprise models in order to extract the
required useful information to evaluate the state of the enterprise. However, analysts have
the entire responsibility of discovering information useful to provide assessments, which
demands reasoning with incomplete information and might produce omission of elements
and miscalculation of results specially in large enterprise models.
The success of the analysis depends on three factors. The first one is the knowledge, experience, and skills of the analysts, who must be able of dealing with increasingly complex
models. The second one is the quality of the models, which should represent accurately
the enterprise. Finally, the third one is the granularity, completeness, and level of detail
of the information contained in the models, which is necessary for obtaining actual and
reliable results. Since a business analysis might include several tasks (e.g., browsing the
model, calculating numeric values), it might be decomposed in various individual analyses
in charge to perform some procedures in order to solve specific tasks on the model. In
this dissertation, these individual analyses are called automated business analysis methods
that provide specific results useful to business analyses.
The process for constructing an enterprise model is complex and requires demanding
activities such as human observation, consulting sources of different natures, and interpreting unstructured information. Thus, building an enterprise model that properly represents
the enterprise has a high level of difficulty. The difficulty is based on two main reasons:
1) the enterprise size and complexity and 2) several uncontrolled factors that affect the
modeling process such as sources quality and lack of information. In addition, models represent the state of the enterprise in a given moment, but enterprises change continuously,
which implies that models are inherently imprecise. Thus an enterprise model may lack
complete information and even contain imprecise or inconsistent information; then, they
must be refined when new information is gathered from enterprise sources. Thus, model
imperfection is inevitable in enterprise models. Then, it is better to include information in
the model to represent explicitly certain problems than to ignore them and to assume that
the model accurately represents the enterprise. Modeling the imperfection implies creating
other kinds of models that in this dissertation are called imperfect models, which contain
information that can assess the imperfection. However, it demands the characterization
of the imperfection, which implies understanding the sources of enterprise information.
When an enterprise model is imperfect, it is important to identify and measure its
imperfection level in order to understand how the model might be refined to reduce or
even remove certain imperfect information. Identifying and measuring the imperfection of
i
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an enterprise model can determine whether the model is useful for further purposes such
as analysis. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to refine every imperfect information in enterprise
models because of enterprises dynamics. When the imperfect model is intended to be used
to analyze the enterprise, some imperfect information can impede to make analyses through
performing automated analysis methods because these methods need to follow algorithms
that make numeric calculations. Then, if the model includes information that cannot
be used to make calculations the analysis cannot be supported by automated analysis
methods; thus, analyses need to be performed in a manual manner by analysts. However,
if some imperfect information can be transformed to imprecise information, despite it
remains imperfect, it can be used to performed automated analysis.
When the imperfect model contains only imprecise information, automated analysis
methods need to be upgraded in order to take into account this kind of information. But
in this case, the results of an analysis method that uses as input imprecise information
will be also imprecise and perhaps its imprecision can be greater than imprecision of input
information. As a result, before performing an automated analysis method, it is necessary
to evaluate the adequateness of the model regarding desired analysis methods in order to
determine if it can be used to analyze the enterprise.
The problem addressed in this dissertation is the lack of support for creating and
analyzing large imperfect enterprise models. To solve this problem, it is necessary the use
of platforms that support a) the creation of imperfect enterprise models and b) enterprise
analysis based on imperfect models. Nevertheless, the development of these platforms
requires addressing three aspects: how to define and create imperfect enterprise models,
how to perform analysis based on imperfect models, and how to support automated analysis
on enterprise models that do not depend on specific metamodels and are able to cope with
imperfection.
This dissertation proposes a novel approach for modeling and analyzing imperfect
enterprise models. Based on this approach, enterprise models can include imperfect information and enterprise analysis might be performed on imperfect models. The proposed
approach is based on a strategy for flexible modeling and metamodeling, which allows creating models that do not conform all the time to the metamodel of the modeling language
and updating metamodels after starting the modeling process. This approach has been
implemented in the iArchiMate platform, which uses ArchiMate as modeling language.
iArchiMate serves for 1) creating automated analysis methods, 2) modeling imperfection, 3) studying the imperfection by measuring the level of imperfection of models and
determining the level of adequateness of the imperfect model regarding desired analysis
methods, and 4) performing business analysis methods using imperfect models.
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Introduction
1.1

Research context

Human brains interpret reality by taking information from sensory organs and making
a model of the world based on such information [1]. Modeling is an essential activity
for humans because every action in common life is preceded by the implicit or explicit
construction of a model. Thus, if the model is incorrect, the action may be inappropriate
[2]. Humans create mental models observing the reality in different ways. Most humans
look directly at the reality, but blind humans can make their observations by listening or
touching the reality; however, humans can also make models using information provided
by other humans, documents, and other kinds of sources of information.
Conceptual Modeling (CM) refers to the activity of creating conceptual models, which
abstract the reality independently from the technology and strategy used to solve one specific problem [3]. Conceptual models have been used in several areas of computer science.
Some applications were focused on software development and databases. Nowadays, there
are a lot of initiatives based on conceptual models in order to provide abstraction in different levels [4]. For instance, in the enterprise context, an enterprise model is a conceptual
model that serves to represent an enterprise from several points of view or perspectives
with an intended purpose.
An important concern regarding CM is quality. Lindland et al. [5], classify quality in
three types: syntactic quality, semantic quality, and pragmatic quality. Syntactic quality
refers to how well the model corresponds to the modeling language: if the model adheres
to the language rules, it has a high syntactic quality. Semantic quality refers to how well
the model corresponds to the domain. Thus, the model must guarantee a) validity, which
means that every element in the model is correct and relevant to the problem and b)
completeness, which means that the model contains all elements that are relevant for the
domain. Pragmatic quality refers to how well the model is understood and used by the
relevant audience.
The required and desired characteristics of a model depend on its purpose and domain.
However, some authors have proposed sets of generic characteristics that models should
accomplish independently the domain.
According to Stachowiak [6], a model must accomplish three features. Mapping feature:
1
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a model is based on an original (the original refers to a system under study). Reduction
feature: a model maps just a reduced amount of properties of the original. Pragmatic
feature: a model is usable by replacing the original regarding its purpose. For instance,
a map is a model of the earth (mapping feature); it is useful when it represents a specific
area of the earth such as countries or cities (reduction feature); and there can be various
representations of the same area, but with different specific properties; for example, road
maps, river maps, or temperature maps (pragmatic feature).
According to Hawking et al. [1], a model is a good model if it is elegant, contains few
arbitrary or adjustable elements, explains all existing observations, and makes detailed
predictions about future observations. Elegance refers to the form of a model, and it is
related to its accuracy (i.e., lack of adjustable elements). When the model is accurate
and it requires no adjustments, observing the model should be equivalent to observing the
reality; consequently, the model may serve to predict future states of the reality.

1.1.1

Model Driven Engineering

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) provides common concepts for understanding the basic
notions of models and metamodels, where a model is a simplified representation of a system
built with an intended purpose and a metamodel is a specification model for a domain
that makes statements about what can be expressed in the valid models of said domain
[7]. It means that a metamodel is a formal description of a modeling language allowing
the development of modeling and analysis tools.
In MDE, according to Selic [8], one model must provide the following characteristics: 1)
abstraction by presenting a simplification of the system; 2) understandability, which means
that the model must be intuitive; 3) accuracy for providing a true representation of the
modeled system; 4) predictiveness, which implies that the model must predict the interesting properties of the system; and 5) inexpensiveness, which means that the construction
of the model must be significantly cheaper than the modeled system.
One system might be represented by different models, where each model represents
specific aspects and is characterized by a given metamodel [2]. In addition, for a specific
aspect, there might be reusable metamodels in different systems. Nevertheless, various
systems can belong to the same domain; then, the metamodel that represents such domain defines its concepts and relations, facilitating the modeling process of those common
systems.
In order to arrange models and metamodels in MDE, the OMG1 defined a four-level
architecture. The bottom level is called M0, while the top level is called M3. The level M0
corresponds to the real system under study. The system is represented by a model, which
is placed in the level M1. The model conforms to a metamodel defined in the level M2.
The metamodel conforms to a metametamodel at level M3. Finally, the metametamodel
conforms to itself. This dissertation uses the MDE four-level architecture to provide
mechanisms for creating enterprise models from different points of view.

1.1.2

Enterprise Modeling

Enterprise modeling refers to the usage of modeling languages to coherently specify and
describe an organization through different enterprise models. Each enterprise model represents components and relations of an organization. Enterprise models provide a holistic
1

The Object Management Group (OMG) is an international consortium that develops technology standards. The members of the OMG are software development companies and end users that provide feedback
of the standards based on the usage of real scenarios.
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view of the enterprise through its abstraction, for understanding its organizational and
technological aspects [9, 10]. Typically, these models are focused on structural aspects of
the enterprise and serve for documentation, communication, diagnosis, analysis, discussion, and design [11].
Constructing an enterprise model is complex and requires demanding activities such as
human observation, consulting sources of different natures, and interpreting unstructured
information. On top of this, building a model that properly represents an enterprise
has a high level of difficulty because of the increasing size and complexity of enterprises.
Furthermore, there are uncontrolled factors such as enterprise changes over time and the
quality of the sources of information that might result in inaccurate information or even
in lack of information.
Enterprise modeling is an iterative process in which a team of modelers identifies and
classifies the available sources of enterprise information to build an initially incomplete
enterprise model that is further validated, refined, and completed, when new insights
are gained into the considered aspect of the enterprise or new information sources are
identified.
The structure of the modeling language used to create an enterprise model is defined
in one enterprise metamodel, which provides the abstract syntax of the modeling language
that includes the enterprise concepts and the enterprise relations. An important activity of
the enterprise modeling process is the selection of a modeling language, which depends on
the issues, requirements, and objectives of the enterprise. However, it is unlikely that one
language can cover completely all the needs of every business. As a result, the metamodel
of the selected modeling language might be complemented through a composition based
on existing metamodels that cover specific aspects. For instance, the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Open System Architecture (CIMOSA) is an enterprise modeling framework
to support business and technology integration. CIMOSA is focused on a framework for
enterprise modeling, which includes a reference architecture and an enterprise modeling
language [9].
Thus, there might be various enterprise metamodels for abstracting different domains
and they can be selected or created. On the one hand, the metamodel is selected when
the domain expert has identified one Domain Specific Modeling Language (DSML) that
matches properly with the enterprise and purpose of modeling. On the other hand, the
metamodel is created, when the domain expert builds one metamodel specifically for the
enterprise. Nevertheless, building the metamodel can be supported by metamodel composition, where several desired concepts can be reused from existing modeling languages in
order to facilitate the creation of the enterprise metamodel [12].
Selecting a DSML might be advantageous because normally, these languages have
become standards and have been validated by several academic and industrial staff. For
instance, one of the best known DSML is Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
[13], which is widely used for creating models that represents business processes. Another
well known DSML is ArchiMate [14], which is used for creating Enterprise Architecture
(EA) models and is closely linked to TOGAF standard [15].

1.1.3

Enterprise Analysis

Enterprise models provide value for an organization when they are used to support enterprise analysis. The analysis of enterprise models is a complex human activity that involves
the formulation and reformulation of hypotheses, and the perusal of insights in order to
get assessments [16]. These analyses are performed by domain experts, who manipulate
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the enterprise models to extract information to support decision making processes, such as
planning future states of the enterprise. The quality of an enterprise analysis depends on
three factors: 1) the experience, knowledge, and skills of the analyst; 2) the quality of the
models, which determines the accuracy of the models; and 3) the granularity, completeness
and level of detail of the information contained in the models.
Typically, model analyses are performed by humans supported by modeling tools that
are used just to get access to the available data in an efficient way. However, analysts have
the entire responsibility of discovering information useful to provide assessments. On the
one hand, this can be an advantage because humans are good at reasoning with incomplete
information, but on the other hand, this can be a serious problem because the omission
of elements and miscalculation of results, especially in large enterprise models, are very
likely.
Therefore, analysts require technological support in order to obtain desired information
useful for the analysis process. With this in mind, the development of automated analysis
methods might serve to make complex and long calculations, which generate results that
can be used by the analyst to make assessments.

1.1.4

Imperfection in Enterprise Models

During the construction process of an enterprise model, modelers identify, classify, and
consult available enterprise sources in order to obtain enterprise information for creating
the model. Nevertheless, enterprise sources have different levels of precision and reliability.
Usually, it is possible to find several sources with contradictory information, imprecision,
opposite points of view, conflict of interest, lack of information, and other kinds of situations that obstruct the construction of the enterprise model. In addition, due to enterprises
change over time, it is possible to find information that was true in the past, but sources
cannot confirm if that information remains valid.
Thus, enterprise models are inherently imperfect. In this dissertation, we argue that
tools and processes that support enterprise modeling should embrace imperfection, instead
of assuming that the model accurately represents the enterprise. In addition, the model
should include evidence of the decisions made by the modeler, for those elements that represent imperfect information. Thus, based on said evidence, modelers inform the reasons
for they decided to include imperfection in a desired element, attribute, or relation.

1.2

Problem Statement

The problem addressed in this dissertation is the lack of support for creating and analyzing
large imperfect enterprise models. To solve this problem, it is necessary the use of platforms that support the creation of imperfect enterprise models and to support enterprise
analysis based on imperfect models through automated analysis methods. Nevertheless,
the development of these platforms requires addressing three aspects. The first aspect is
how to define and create imperfect enterprise models. Currently, enterprise models are
created based on the metamodel of the modeling language, which cannot be modified
impeding modelers to include imperfect information in the model. The second aspect is
how to perform analysis based on imperfect models. When the model is imperfect, it is
necessary to know how imperfect the model is, in order to determine whether or not the
model is adequate for further purposes such as analysis. Thus, if the level of imperfection
of the model is proper for performing analysis, analysis methods might be able to make
operations using the imperfect information placed in the model. The third aspect is how to
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support automated analysis of enterprise models that do not depend on specific metamodels
and are able to cope with imperfection. Analysts use enterprise models to analyse the enterprise; however, they require technological support to obtain desire results. Automated
analysis methods can browse the model and make calculations allowing analysts to access
data in a efficient and reliable way.

1.2.1

Challenges

In order to solve the aforementioned problem, it is necessary to take into account the following aspects currently present in the practice and state of the art of enterprise modeling.
1. Limited support for enterprise analysis. Normally, modeling tools only provide
services for performing topological analysis. This includes doing calculations of the
amount of elements, attributes, or relations based on a given parameter, or organizing information using matrices or tables. Other tools provide analysis methods
for specific contexts and modeling languages, which implies that analysis methods
depend on the metamodel of the modeling language. In addition, usually these limited analysis services are manual, which implies that analysts must intervene in all
analysis process at run time.
2. Lack of characterization of enterprise analysis methods. In the literature,
there are several analysis methods for a variety of purposes (e.g., optimization, performance, and impact of change); however, those analysis methods are normally
focused on particular problems. i.e., they are able to analyze just some features of
the model, which implies that not all elements of the model are necessary. Since
analysis methods have been independently developed, there is a lack of uniformity,
structure, and characterization.
3. Lack of metamodel independent analysis methods. Analysis methods algorithms are based on a particular metamodel; thus, they are very specialized making
them neither applicable nor reusable in other enterprise models. The lack of reusability becomes an important issue because, when the analyst decides to perform
an existing analysis method that was not designed for the enterprise model under
analysis, there is the need to modify the method increasing the effort and cost of the
analysis process.
4. Imperfect enterprise models are not defined. In some computer science areas
such as information theory, it is possible to find solid definitions regarding imperfection. Nevertheless, there is a lack of a formal definition of imperfection in enterprise
modeling. This is an important issue because without a formal definition of imperfect
enterprise models, it is not possible to create them.
5. Limited extensibility and adaptability of modeling languages. Most enterprise modeling languages were not designed considering flexibility. Thus, when
modelers try to introduce in the models elements that were not initially expected to
be in the metamodel (e.g., imperfect information), model conformance rules make it
not possible. Some tools and languages are flexible enough to allow the inclusion of
ad-hoc attributes in elements or relations; however, this characteristic is not useful
for performing analysis because usually these kinds of attributes just provide unstructured information. For instance, ad-hoc attributes not necessarily specify the
their types; then, analysis methods might not be able to use them because they
might not know how to process them.
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1.2.2

Research Objectives

The objective of this dissertation is to solve the problems identified with a novel approach
to support the creation and analysis of imperfect enterprise models. The proposed approach includes the necessary abstractions to define the kinds of imperfect models and a
framework to model imperfection and to implement business analysis methods based on a
novel architecture. Specific results that the research wants to achieve within a given time
are:
1. To study, understand, and characterize imperfect enterprise models to make possible the construction of platforms supporting their life cycle (modeling, validation,
evolution, etc). This objective implies the need to study the sources of imperfect
enterprise information.
2. To study the impact of model imperfection on model analysis and use this to develop mechanisms to support enterprise model analysis based on imperfect enterprise
models.
3. To study existing automated analysis methods in order to understand their differences and commonalities and thus identify requirements for the creation of platforms
to support automated analysis methods independent from their metamodels.
4. To develop a prototype platform to support all the proposed solutions in order to
validate them in realistic environments.

1.3

Thesis Approach

To achieve the stated objective, this dissertation proposes a novel approach for modeling
and analyzing imperfect enterprise models. Based on this approach, enterprise models can
include imperfect information and enterprise analysis might be performed on imperfect
models. The proposed approach is based on a strategy for flexible modeling and metamodeling, which allows creating models that do not conform all the time to the metamodel
of the modeling language and updating metamodels after starting the modeling process.
The main elements of the proposed approach are the following:
• Characterization of imperfect enterprise models and a framework for
modeling imperfection. There are different kinds of imperfect information, each
with some specific characteristics. Thus, in order to model imperfection, modeling
tools need to provide services that allows representing such information as well as
to document the reasons that explain why certain information is imperfect. This
approach includes a characterization of enterprise sources and imperfect enterprise
models, a strategy to model imperfection, and a framework that provides elements
that serve to represent imperfect information. The framework also provide components that allows including the consulted sources, information provided by sources,
and decisions made by modelers. These components serve as documentation in order
to understand certain imperfect information included in the model.
• Characterization of automated enterprise analysis methods. Enterprise
analysis can be done by performing automated business analysis methods on enterprise models. However, analysis methods need to be characterized in order to
obtain a compilation, classification, unified documentation, and structure of analysis
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methods. The approach presented in this dissertation includes a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to identify and characterize business analysis methods from
different academic and industrial sources.
• Development of automated enterprise analysis methods. Automated analysis methods need to be implemented on top of modeling tools. Thus, tools must offer
certain components that facilitates the creation of said analysis methods. This approach presents a framework that provides services to create and perform automated
business analysis methods.
• A framework to quantify imperfection. When models are imperfect, modeling
tools need to provide metrics and other techniques to quantify the level of imperfection of the model, and to evaluate whether this level is adequate, for performing the
desired enterprise analysis. This approach offers modelers and analysts information
that can be used for studying and measuring certain imperfection problems in the
models in order to understand and, if possible, correct them. When the model is
imperfect, on the one hand, the modeler can realize that the model is not finished
because the imperfection level of the model suggests that there is a lack of elements,
relations or attributes in the model. On the other hand, the analyst can identify
that the model is not adequate to perform enterprise analysis, because there are
different kinds of imperfection in the elements, attributes, or relations required for
one specific business analysis method.
• A framework to perform enterprise analysis based on imperfect enterprise
models. When models are imperfect, modeling tools need to provide mechanisms
to upgrade business analysis methods in order to be performed using models that
include certain imperfect information. This approach offers components to upgrade
analysis methods taking into account the different kinds of imperfect information
required to perform such analysis methods.

1.4

Thesis Contributions

The research presented in this dissertation has the following contributions.
1. A structured catalog of existing automated analysis methods. Business
analysis methods are taken from the state of the art and practice. This dissertation
contributes with a catalog of automated analysis methods, which is the result of
the compilation, classification, structuring, characterization, and unification of the
analysis methods found in a systematic literature review.
2. A framework for enterprise analysis. This dissertation proposes a framework to
build and perform automated business analysis methods that favors their evolution
and maintenance.
3. A characterization of imperfect enterprise models. This dissertation defines
the notion of imperfect model using it as a base concept for modeling imperfection
as well as characterizes all possible imperfect models.
4. A framework for modeling and analyzing imperfect models. Based on the
characterization of imperfect models, this dissertation proposes a framework to 1)
build imperfect models that might include elements to document the decisions made
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for stating such imperfect information and 2) analyze the level of imperfection of the
model based on different techniques as well as services to determine whether or not
the model is adequate regarding specific analysis methods.
5. A modeling and analysis platform. This dissertation presents the iArchiMate
platform, which was fully implemented in this research. It implements the proposed
approach using ArchiMate as modeling language. iArchiMate serves for 1) creating
automated analysis methods, 2) modeling imperfection, 3) studying the imperfection by measuring the level of imperfection of models and determining the level
of adequateness of the imperfect model regarding desired analysis methods, and 4)
performing business analysis methods using imperfect models.

1.5

Outline of the dissertation

The following is the structure of the rest of this document.
• Chapter 2: Enterprise Modeling presents an overview of the enterprise modeling
context and the main characteristics of current modeling approaches. The first part
of this chapter is focused on Model Driven Engineering (MDE) as a foundations for
enterprise modeling. Later, thes chapter is focused on the concepts, characteristics,
and process of enterprise modeling. Finally, this chapter presents the iArchiMate
platform, for flexible enterprise modeling using ArchiMate as modeling language.
• Chapter 3: Enterprise Analysis presents the solution for supporting enterprise
analysis through the creation of automated business analysis methods and automated
analysis chains. In addition, analysis methods are sorted in one catalog that presents
detailed information of each analysis method. Finally, the creation, validation, and
execution of analysis methods and analysis chains on top of the iArchiMate platform
is presented.
• Chapter 4: Imperfection in Enterprise Models classifies imperfect sources of
information and based on this classification, defines imperfect enterprise models. In
addition, this chapter presents the Decision Trace, which refers to additional data
that evidence the reasons why modelers decided to include imperfect information
in the model. Moreover, this chapter presents the characteristics of iArchiMate, for
providing the necessary support to create imperfect models with the correspondent
decision traces.
• Chapter 5: Enterprise Analysis based on Imperfect Models presents an
approach for measuring the level of imperfection in imperfect models based on exploratory visual analysis, topological analysis, and domain analysis. This chapter
also presents the solution for performing automated business analysis methods considering imperfect information. The solution is also developed in iArchiMate, which
also can report the impact and sensitiveness of imperfect information regarding desired analysis methods.
• Chapter 6: Discussion presents a discussion based on the contributions presented
in this dissertation as well as the a discussion of the future work.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions concludes the dissertation with a revision of the contributions.
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2

Flexible Enterprise Modeling
Enterprises increasingly depend on Information Technologies (IT) and require support in
order to achieve their business goals. Moreover, the enterprise complexity and constant
evolution generate difficulties in the relation between business and IT elements. Thus,
enterprise modeling refers to the use of various modeling languages to coherently specify
and describe components of an organization and its relations through enterprise models
[17], which can provide a holistic view of the enterprise through its abstraction, for understanding its organizational and technological aspects. Then, enterprise models have
become very important artifacts for organizations.
Usually, enterprises require specific elements to be modeled that are not defined in
the modeling language. Then, there is the need to specialize such modeling language
(e.g., including elements or relations between elements); nevertheless, normally, modeling
tools are not flexible enough to allow this kind of changes. Consequently, certain modeled
elements might not represent properly the enterprise or might not even be placed in the
model.
In this chapter, we start by presenting Model Driven Engineering as a general context
to discuss the basic modeling concepts. We then argue why language flexibility is an
important issue in modeling and present some existing work dealing with it. Next, we
present our proposal for managing flexible enterprise modeling. Later, we concentrate on
Enterprise Modeling, identifying its characteristics and requirements as well as discussing
the general process of building enterprise models. Finally, we illustrate an enterprise
scenario that will be used throughout the rest of this dissertation and we present details
of the tool iArchiMate that we have developed to support the approach.

2.1

Model Driven Engineering

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach to address technologies regarding Domain Specific Modeling Languages (DSML) as well as transformation and generation engines [18]. The core concepts of MDE are models that represent systems, and metamodels
that define the languages in which the models are expressed. MDE uses models for supporting design, construction, operation, maintenance, and modification of systems. In this
dissertation, MDE concepts are used just for developing DSMLs in the enterprise modeling
11
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context. DSMLs formalize the structure of particular domains and they are are described
using metamodels that contains the domain concepts and rules. Said metamodels are the
base for creating models of systems that belong to the described domain. Definitions 2.1
and 2.2 present the concepts model and metamodel respectively.
Definition 2.1
A Model is a simplified abstract representation of a system under study, which allows
reasoning about the system, focusing on desired and relevant details in order to achieve
an intended purpose.

Definition 2.2
A Metamodel is a specification model that defines concepts and their relation in a
particular domain and specifies constraints associated with the defined concepts.
In Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) a DSML supports abstractions for specific domains; on the contrary, a General Purpose Modeling Language (GPML) represents the
entities and properties of a general system. A well known GPML is the Unified Modeling
Language (UML), which is a standard language proper for modeling systems with a very
broad scope that covers a large and diverse set of application domains [19]. It is not limited
to modeling software, but it can model different kinds of standard systems [20].
The Object Management Group (OMG)1 defined a four level architecture, which is
presented in Figure 2.1. In this architecture, relations can be instanceOf and conformsTo.
The former is used to relate the system with the model, while the latter is used to relate
a model with the corresponding metamodel as well as to relate a metamodel with the
corresponding metametamodel. The conformsTo relation indicates that model’s elements,
1

http://www.omg.org/
conformsTo

M3: Metametamodel
conformsTo

M2: Metamodel
conformsTo

M1: Model
instanceOf

M0: System

Figure 2.1: Four Levels Architecture.
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attributes, and relations must accomplish the concepts and rules defined in the conforming metamodel. This usually means that a model’s element must be an instance of a
metatype defined in the conforming metamodel; relations between model’s elements must
be relations instances between metatypes, subject to the cardinality rules as described;
and element’s attributes must be the only ones defined for the corresponding metatypes.
In the architecture, the level M0 refers to the system under study, which is represented
by a model. The model corresponds to the level M1 and conforms to one metamodel,
which defines the concepts and relations of the domain, and is placed in the level M2. The
metamodel conforms to one metametamodel placed in the level M3, which conforms to
itself.
In this dissertation, this architecture is used to create DSMLs for the enterprise context.
These DSMLs are specified through metamodels that define enterprise concepts and rules.
Thus, enterprise models must conform to one of these metamodels. In addition, this
metamodel conforms to the metametamodel provided by the technology used to create
the DSMLs.

2.2

Inflexible Modeling and Metamodeling

This section focuses on the problems of lack of metamodel flexibility in current modeling
frameworks and provides an overview of a strategy to overcome said problems. This
section begins with a discussion about the limitations of modeling frameworks with respect
to metamodel flexibility, and then presents the state of the art related to metamodel
flexibility.

2.2.1

Lack of metamodel flexibility

When a modeler starts the process of building a model, it is impossible to know every detail
about the structure of the model before completing the project because several modeling
projects are long and new needs can be identified in the process provoking adjustments
of the modeling goals; then, the metamodel is very likely to change. Unfortunately, most
modeling environments typically lack the capacity to modify the metamodels in an easy,
efficient, and natural way, after the modeling phase has started. This applies also to
general purpose modeling frameworks, such as Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)2 .
The first reason behind these characteristics can be traced to the fact that these tools
and environments are based on a strong conformance relation that usually has to be
permanently guaranteed. This means that each model must conform, in every moment, to
the metamodel [21]. As a result, elements in the models have to be instances of metatypes
defined in the metamodels; relations between elements in the models must be instances
of relations between metatypes and should follow the cardinality rules described there;
and element’s attributes must be those defined for the corresponding metatypes. Then,
modeling environments are typically designed around requirements for the creation of
models and leave the manipulation of metamodels as a secondary aspect [22].
All these problems are particularly evident in the EMF framework, which is very
prominently used in the modeling community. As it happens, in EMF there are some
strong requirements with respect to the metamodels: 1) metamodels have to be completely described before any modeling can be done [22]; 2) problems of non conformity
are considered as errors and require immediate resolution; and 3) changing metamodels
after models have been created requires the application of non-trivial model migration
2

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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techniques. As a result, before modeling begins but after the metamodels are finished,
there is a code generation phase which creates the classes required by the tools that will
manipulate the models (e.g., parsers, editors, interpreters, etc.). This makes metamodels
even more fragile because, in order to alter them, it is necessary to replay some complicated activities which include code generation, compilation, configuration, and eventually
some kind of programming.
The second reason behind the aforementioned limitations is that some frameworks
and tools, including EMF, combine linguistic and ontological validation of conformance.
Linguistic validation refers to the activities to assert that a model is described using
the primitives and structural elements defined in a metamodel [23, 24]. In this case,
a metamodel can be understood as a linguistic framework for the definition of models.
On the other hand, ontological validation verifies that the elements in a model, as well
as their attributes and relations, are ontological instances of the metatypes defined in
the metamodel. In this case a metamodel describes some reality and the way in which its
elements may be related. In the former perspective, model elements are linguistic instances
of the metatypes; in the latter, model elements are ontological instances of the metatypes.
Combining these two perspectives makes it impossible to create a model that conforms
to a metamodel from one perspective and not from the other. Then, the technological
complexity associated to handling the linguistic perspective has created limitations in
EMF for its ontological perspective. In particular, the code-generation technique used to
create the framework of classes to define and validate models has performance benefits
but is almost completely fragile and makes it impossible to easily change metamodels at
runtime.

2.2.2

State of the Art

This section presents some previous works that tackle the problem of metamodel flexibility.
In [25], Sanchez-Cuadrado et al. present a framework capable of creating a metamodel
from model fragments that are constructed by end-users using sketching tools, such as
Visio or PowerPoint. This approach, called Botton-up Meta-Modelling, is directed to
domain experts that do not know MDE but use informal drawing tools. The proposed
framework transforms the models made with these informal tools into untyped model fragments which are annotated by engineers in order to indicate the actions to take when the
metamodel is induced. By means of these model fragments and annotations, changes can
be automatically applied on the metamodel, but only if they do not break the conformity.
Otherwise, the user is queried for additional information.
Gabrysiak et al. [26] discuss how metamodels can be used in a flexible way and present
a classification of approaches based on how dynamic metamodels are in different tools.
Typically, modeling approaches fall into only one of the categories they propose: a) metamodels defined before modeling, which rely on well established predefined metamodels; b)
lazy metamodel creation, which allows creating and changing models and based on them,
a metamodel is derived; and c) evolution and model coevolution, which allows updating
models when metamodels change.
In [27], Ciccheti et al. use test-driven development (TDD) techniques to build metamodels iteratively. In this proposal, test cases from the metaclasses are attached in a
metamodel. Said test cases are executable models that perform transformations. When a
test case informs that the metamodel is inadequate, the metamodel needs to be upgraded.
In [23], a metamodeling environment called MetaDepth is presented. This environment allows metamodeling with an arbitrary number of ontological levels and permits a
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dual ontological and linguistic instantiation based on a linguistic metamodel proposed by
authors. Then, models at all levels are linguistic instances of said linguistic metamodel.
Additionally, each level can provide linguistic extensions, and potency annotations can
be used to manage these multiple levels. In addition, MetaDepth manages models just
in the deep levels, thus suggesting a top-down strategy. Finally, MetaDepth is also integrated with the Epsilon language; particularly, with Epsilon Validation Language (EVL)
to express constraints.
Atkinson et al. [28] is a proposal for deep metamodeling. The tool is developed
based on Ecore. They consider multilevel constraints, and propose extending Object
Constraint Language (OCL) to use multiple ontological metalevels. This approach is able
to implement in the OCL interpreter the ability to recognise indirect ontological instances
of clabject. In addition, it allows a model to be viewed in two different languages and
the modeler can select the best for a particular purpose. It is achieved by making the
definition of visualization choices and structuring choices.
Erol et al. [29] present a proposal for collaborative drafting of business processes models. In this work, the authors assert that modeling in a general sense is a process that
could consist of the following activities: 1) elicitation, which refers to the act of collecting
information from domain experts; 2) modeling, which is the transformation of the informal specification into a formal specification; and 3) validation, which refers to the act of
evaluating the congruence of the formal specification regarding the informal specification.
Based on these activities, this work presents a case study of a wiki supported drafting of
process models, which includes a wiki engine developed to support collaboration in processes for building models. Thus, one wiki page can contain fields of different types; then,
a new field type for business process models can be added in the corresponding metamodel.
Created pages and fields can be changed and extended in the modeling process.
The Reflective Ecore Model Diagram Editor3 was a graphical editor based on Graphics
Modeling Framework (GMF) to manipulate EMF models independently of the metamodel.
This editor was capable of dynamically loading a metamodel, while creating models conform to it. In addition, it offered a dynamically generated tool palette with the element
types obtained from the metamodel. However, this editor had some restrictions related
to the way it handled relations and attributes from the metamodel. Nevertheless, the
editor does not propose a clear architecture and its last release was in 2009; then, current
versions of Eclipse and other frameworks do not support the project anymore.
There are other approaches that allow software developers to extend existing metamodels using Profiles: In Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30], profiles are used to define
stereotypes, that is additional metadata structures for elements in UML metamodels that
define which values can be attached as tagged values in the corresponding elements in
the models. For instance, a software developer can create a Persistence profile including
a Table stereotype applicable to classes. This stereotype can define attributes, such as
table and database names. Then, developers using the profile in an UML editor can annotate any class using that Table stereotype with concrete values for the defined attributes.
The main benefits of using profiles reside in the capability of UML editors to ignore or
enforce the profiles, allowing to extend metamodels without affecting existing models or
tools (i.e. it is not necessary to update them). In EMF Profiles [31], the notion of profiles
has been adapted to support metamodeling in EMF. This allows extending metamodels
in a lightweight way, for instance by adding metamodel information without breaking the
conformance of existing models.
3
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2.3

Supporting metamodel flexibility

In this dissertation, we have developed a strategy based on making a distinction and
separating linguistic conformance and ontological conformance. In this strategy, on the one
hand, linguistic conformance should be permanently verified against a static intermediate
metamodel whose goal is to provide a linguistic framework for the definition of models. On
the other hand, ontological conformance is verified against a domain metamodel, which can
be modified at runtime. Furthermore, ontological conformance is not mandatory. Thus,
at any time a model must conform to the linguistic metamodel but it may not conform
to the domain metamodel. The core of this strategy are thus the intermediate linguistic
metamodel and the mechanisms to validate the ontological conformance in a dynamic way.
Comparing to [25], this proposal also provides mechanisms to document how the information was gathered by modelers in order to know how to make further changes. Also,
the user can decide how and when the model or metamodel have to be changed; however,
our approach is limited since it can only support EMF models and metamodels, albeit it
can import and export models to work with other enterprise modeling tools. Taking into
account the work presented in [26], this proposal belongs simultaneously to several categories. Regarding the first category, which is the definition of metamodels before modeling,
our strategy is based on the ArchiMate metamodel; nevertheless, it supports the creation
of attributes, new relations, and new elements that are not define in the metamodel. With
respect to the second category, which is modeling captured insights, our strategy provides
support to flexible modeling through drafts of models in the enterprise context. In addition, this proposal allows validating whether the model conforms ontologically to the
ArchiMate metamodel; thus, in case of errors, the model or metamodel might be manually
upgraded as proposed in [27]. Moreover, similarly to MetaDeph [23], this proposal handles a linguistic metamodel that provide a structure for modeling imperfect information;
however, it is based on ArchiMate as modeling language. Our proposal also integrates
the Epsilon Language for validating the model. Finally, this proposal follows a similar
conception to the work presented in [29] because we use generic types to allow flexible
modeling and metamodeling.

2.3.1

An intermediate metamodel

GIMM (Generic Intermediate Metamodel) is the metamodel that we propose to use as
a linguistic framework for the definition of models [32]. In this sense, GIMM provides
the necessary primitives to define models in a way that is completely independent of the
domain. GIMM is thus very close to Meta Object Facility (MOF)4 and ECORE, which
is the EMF’s metametamodel. In fact, GIMM was developed to be as close as possible to
ECORE in order to facilitate compatibility with EMF-based approaches and tools, but it
has been stripped of some technical aspects that were not relevant for the solution of the
metamodel inflexibility problem. Because of this, it is trivial to transform GIMM -based
models into models that conform to ECORE-based domain metamodels.
Figure 2.2 presents the elements that are part of the metamodel. First of all, GIMM
defines the type called Model, which contains all other elements. Then, the abstract type
Component is specialized by the types Group, which serves to create groups in the model
and Element, in order to represent instances of the model. The type Relation serves
to represent relations between elements, and the type Attribute serves to represent the
actual values of attributes contained in elements and relations of the model. The type
4
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Figure 2.2: Generic Intermediate Metamodel GIMM.
Attribute has an attribute named type with the attribute type AttributeTypeValue
that is an enumeration, which contains the name of all possible types of attributes in the
model (e.g., int, double, string).
Moreover, the most important aspect of this metamodel is that each Element has
an attribute called typeName. This attribute, which is just a string, is used to indicate
to which metatype in an ontological metamodel each element belongs. In the following
section we explain how this attribute is used in order to verify the conformance of models
from an ontological point of view.

2.3.2

Dynamically generated validation rules

The second aspect of the strategy are the mechanisms to validate the linguistic and the
ontological conformance of GIMM -based models. In the former case the solution is trivial
because GIMM is a metamodel that is not intended to be modified; then, the typical
validation mechanisms can be used without requiring any special treatment.
The ontological validation, is handled with the dynamic generation of validation rules
to evaluate the conformance of the model with respect to the domain metamodel. In
our implementation, this is handled by means of EVL invariants5 dynamically generated.
Since these rules are generated every time the domain metamodel is modified, metamodel
flexibility is ultimately supported.
There are currently two types of rules generated. We call the first group ontological
rules because they are specifically targeted towards validating ontological conformance to
the domain metamodel. For example, one of these rules serves to verify that the attribute
typeName of each Element in the model has a value that matches the name of a metatype
in the domain metamodel.

2.4

Enterprise Modeling

Enterprise Modeling refers to the practice of creating, maintaining, and utilizing integrated
enterprise models for providing various abstractions of an enterprise. Enterprise modeling is necessarily based on the use of modeling languages (e.g., BPMN, ArchiMate), for
creating said enterprise models. Nowadays, enterprise modeling languages cover domains
5
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such as IT infrastructure, IT architecture, as well as IT and business alignment [10, 33].
Definition 2.3 presents the concept enterprise model.
Definition 2.3
An Enterprise Model represents the relation between the business and Information
Technologies (IT) of the enterprise that includes enterprise elements with its attributes
and relations between elements.
Enterprise models have gained great importance for organizations because they allow to
coherently specify and describe business and IT components as well as their relations [17,
34]. They provide a holistic view of the enterprise for understanding its organizational and
technological aspects. Typically, enterprise models are focused on structural aspects of the
enterprise, and serve for documentation, communication, diagnosis, analysis, discussion,
and design purposes.
Regardless of enterprise models usage, they share some basic characteristics. They tend
to be large because typical enterprise models involve several areas (e.g., human resources,
infrastructure, etc.) and dimensions of an enterprise, which may range from technical to
pure business aspects [35]. In addition, this large scope also results in complex models
where the number of relations is high compared to the number of nodes. Moreover, enterprise models are well structured, which means that their structure respects well defined
and verifiable rules, typically formalized using a metamodel.

2.4.1

Enterprise Modeling Process

The enterprise modeling process is a complex task that involves several actors such as
domain experts, modelers, and sources of enterprise information. In addition, this process
requires demanding activities such as human observation, consulting sources of different
natures, and interpreting unstructured information. Then, building a model that properly
represents an enterprise has a high level of difficulty because of the increasing size and
complexity of enterprises. Furthermore, there are uncontrolled factors such as the quality
of the sources on information, which might result in lack of information.
Before starting the construction process of an enterprise model, the domain expert
produces some concerns about the enterprise based on the enterprise requirements. These
requirements might guide the expert, for identifying insights regarding the business issues
and objectives. Then, the construction process starts with the selection of a framework
of reference that defines the structure of the model, and which is typically based on a
metamodel. The enterprise metamodel can be a) selected, when the domain expert has
identified one standard modeling language that matches properly with the enterprise and
purpose of modeling or b) created, when the domain expert builds one metamodel specifically for the enterprise. However, building the metamodel can be supported by metamodels composition, where several desired concepts can be reused from existing modeling
languages in order to facilitate the creation of the enterprise metamodel [26, 12].
Afterwards, modelers have to discover and classify multiple sources of enterprise information (e.g., persons, documents, meetings) which can be located anywhere in the
company, or may even be external (e.g., regulations, policy documents). Later on, by
performing observations of different kinds over those sources (e.g., interviews, reviews,
meeting acts), modelers extract, consolidate, and interpret information as facts. Nevertheless, information offered from enterprise sources might not represent accurately the
enterprise because sources might provide contradictory information or even they might
not provided certain information that they are supposed to provide. Once facts are collected, they are introduced into the model through creating the corresponding instances
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that represent the enterprise elements, creating relations between elements, and setting
attributes in elements and relations [36]. Nevertheless, there is the issue of compatibility
between the facts and the metamodel selected as the underlying structure for the model:
if the metamodel does not offer an adequate metatype to represent a certain fact, that fact
will have to be left out of the model or it will have to be adjusted in order to match the
metatypes existing in the metamodel. For example, standard metamodels commonly have
a metatype to represent any infrastructure device, but do not include a specific metatype
to represent load balancers. Thus, models sacrifice a little bit of semantics when they
represent load balancers using the much simpler infrastructure device concept.
A natural way to handle the construction of enterprise models is through the use
of drafts [29, 37]. Then, the creation of an enterprise model may happen in phases,
without committing since the beginning on a definitive metamodel. However, most current
enterprise modeling environments, as well as general purpose modeling frameworks and
tools, lack the required capabilities to support modeling drafts. Typically, there is very
little or no support for flexible or changing metamodels. In addition, models have to be
perfectly structured during the whole modeling process and there is no support to trace
this process.

2.4.2

Enterprise Modeling Requirements

Enterprise modeling demands a minimum set of requirements that DSMLs should accomplish to provide the necessary characteristics in order to be able to properly create, update,
and manage large enterprise models.
• Extensibility. DSMLs must be extensible in order to warrant that enterprise models may include further elements, which are not defined in the DSML after the model
has been created.
• Flexibility. Enterprise models might be upgraded; then, the DSML needs to be
flexible in order to provide the mechanisms to manipulate properly the conforming
models.
• Modularity. Since models are big and complex, they used to be represented in
smaller and simpler fragments. It means that one model can have different kinds
of interconnected modules, which each one represents a particular aspect of the
enterprise.
• Points of view. Enterprise models may offer stakeholders access to specific elements
that may come from different modules, in order to provide desirable portions of the
model that are useful to achieve intended goals.
• Separation of Concerns. Different stakeholders have different backgrounds; thus,
an enterprise might have various models, where each model satisfies specific concerns. Thus, models should also include concepts to facilitate clear communication
for diverse groups of stakeholders [38].

2.4.3

Enterprise Modeling Domains

Enterprise modeling includes four domains (see Figure 2.3), where each domain might
be represented by multiple enterprise models [39]. Models from different domains can be
used for different purposes. An enterprise model of a specific domain can include various
modules to fragment and facilitate its comprehension as well as points of view to observe
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Figure 2.3: Enterprise modeling domains.
desired elements of the model. In this section, we present a brief description of these
domains.
Business Domain
Business domain presents a description of the enterprise in order to provide an understanding of the organization. The goal of this domain is to relate all business elements such as
business goals, business processes, business functions, business capabilities, business actors
among others. This domain includes the following models:
• Requirements models. They offer concepts and structure to facilitate the process
of defining, documenting and maintaining requirements [40]. These models helps to
understand, structure, and analyze the way in which business requirements are related to information technologies requirements [41]. These models can be supported
by the i* Framework, which focuses on concepts for modeling requirements during
its early phase. It was developed for modeling organizational environments with
their IT systems. It has two main modeling components: the Strategic Dependency
(SD) model that is used to describe the dependency relations among various actors
in an organizational context and the Strategic Rationale (SR) model that is used
to describe stakeholder interests and concerns. Its main concept is the intentional
actors because they have intentional properties such as goals, beliefs, abilities and
commitments [42]. In addition, there is the KAOS methodology for requirements
engineering that allows analysts to build requirements models. The main concept in
KAOS is goal, which is defined as a prescriptive statement of intent that the system
should satisfy through cooperation of its agents [43]. KAOS has been designed to:
a) state problem descriptions by their definition and manipulation of relevant concepts, b) improve the problem analysis process by providing a systematic approach
for discovering and structuring requirements, c) clarify the responsibilities of all the
project stakeholders, and d) let the stakeholders communicate easily and efficiently
regarding the requirements.
• Organizational models. They define how activities are directed toward the achievement of organizational goals [44]. They include authority, communications, and
resources. These models are classified as functional, divisional, or matrix structure. Functional models provide business hierarchies that group business tasks in
functional areas (e.g., management, sales, production). Divisional models group
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business actors by a common criteria (e.g., product, location). Matrix structure
combines functional and divisional elements through teams of business actors that
work on projects.
• Business process models. They allow representing a logical sequence of business activities done by various and diverse business actors. Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) is a well known DSML for process modeling, which has been developed by the OMG. It provides a graphical notation for specifying processes in a
process diagram understandable and intuitive to the business and technical users of
an organization. Thus, BPMN creates a standardized bridge for the gap between
the business process design and process implementation [13]. BPMN includes different elements with specific semantics for modeling processes. These elements are
grouped in five categories: Flow Objects that are the main elements to define behavior: Events, Activities, and Gateways. Data that groups the elements: Data
Objects, Data Inputs, Data Outputs, and Data Stores. Connecting Objects that serve
to connect Flow Objects: Sequence Flows, Message Flows, Associations, and Data
Associations. Swimlanes that are used to group modeling elements: Pools and
Lanes. Artifacts that are used to provide additional information about the process:
Group and Text Annotation. All elements of BPMN are identified through specific
shapes and icons. This specification defines for each element, many semantic concepts. Thus, the interpretation of a business process model must be consistent with
the semantic interpretation defined in BPMN. Moreover, an important objective of
BPMN is to provide an interchange format regarding domain model and diagram
layout. It allows exchange of model’s elements between different business process
modeling tools.
• Business motivation models. They provide a structure to develop, communicate, and
manage business plans in an organized manner. They identify factors that motivate
the establishing of business plans, identify and define the elements of business plans,
and indicate how all these factors and elements are related. These models include
elements for governance and guidance to the business (e.g., Business Policies and
Business Rules) [45]. They also include business rules that serve to a) make business
tactics in order to guide performance of the business, b) offer fallback position when
some elements of the business plan fails, and c) resolve conflicts in business plans.
The elements of business motivation models are: End, Mean, Course of Action, Directive, Influencer, Assessment, Organization Unit, Business Process, and Business
Rule. End refers to change what the enterprise is to what the enterprise wants to be
taking into account business market and competitors. Mean is what the enterprise
has decided to do in order to get an End. Course of Action is a way of configuring
some aspects of the enterprise to guide efforts towards desired results. Directive is a
policy to control, guide, and shape the strategies and tactics. Influencer is something
that can cause changes that affect the enterprise in its Means or Ends. Assessment
is a judgment about the Influence. Organization Unit is a placeholder of the organization. Business Process realizes Courses of Action. Business Rule provides specific
guidance to implement Business Policies [45].
Information Domain
Information domain provides a common business language to enable consistent communication between enterprise systems by defining kinds of data to provide a basic vocabulary
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and assigning critical attributes of the enterprise [46]. This domain includes data models,
which provide a well defined data structure used by the organizational information systems
[47]. There are three different types of data models: conceptual data models, which are
used to identify domain concepts; logical data models, which defined the specific entities,
attributes and relations that belongs to a system under study; and physical data models,
which are used to design the internal schema of a database enacting its corresponding data
tables, columns (placed on the tables), and relations between tables. Data models aid to
assist business and IT staff to understand and use the information of an enterprise and its
information systems as well as to to manage data as a resource in order to foster the integration of information systems. Data models are usually created during the analysis and
design phases of a project in order to warranty that the business requirements regarding
enterprise information are included in the project design.
Application Domain
Application Domain identifies the systems required to support the business, defining their
structure and behavior making emphasis on the interaction between them and with users.
This domain defines sets of capabilities to manage enterprise information and facilitates
identifying business improvements [46]. This domain includes enterprise application and
integration components, custom application development models, services definitions, processes alignment specifications, and services architectures. This domain includes models
for describing the structure of the application systems of the organization such as components models, architecture models, and development models.
Technology Domain
Technology Domain enables capabilities required by the enterprise. These capabilities are
offered through technology infrastructure systems such as hardware devices, infrastructure
services, software, networks among others. In this domain, models are created to describe
infrastructure elements such as networking models, which allows representing communication devices (e.g., routers, switches) with corresponding protocols as well as their physical
location; infrastructure models, which represents hardware (e.g., servers) and software
(application servers, databases) systems.
Relation between domains
There are five relations between the aforementioned domains. The relation from Business
to Information relates business processes and indicators to business entities. The relation
from Business to Application relates business processes and business services to application services. The relation from Information to Application relates business entities to
application services. The relation from Information to Infrastructure relates information
structure to technological support. Finally, the relation from Application to Infrastructure
relates application components to infrastructures services and software.

2.5

Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise Architecture (EA) embraces sets of elements such as principles, methods, and
models from business, information, application and technology domains, in order to provide a holistic view of the enterprise under study. EA is used as a guide to the design
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of enterprise organizational structure, business processes, information systems, and infrastructure [48, 49, 50]. EA projects rely on the construction of models [51, 52] that abstract
the enterprise for understanding its organizational and technological aspects [48, 53].
ArchiMate has become the standard language for describing and visualizing EA models involving different domains [54]. It has been designed to provide a complete graphical representation of EAs over time and is closely linked to the TOGAF6 standard [15].
ArchiMate is a visual language with concepts for specifying inter-related architectures and
specific viewpoints for selected stakeholders [14]. In addition, ArchiMate is defined in
one metamodel as small as possible, but sufficient to fulfill most of EA modeling tasks.
This is achieved because ArchiMate metamodel includes concepts that cover most of the
practical modeling cases [14]. Thus, ArchiMate allows modeling various enterprise domains (e.g., motivation, requirements). The ArchiMate metamodel incorporates three
kinds of elements: 1) active structure elements, which are concepts that perform behavior
(e.g., Business Actor); 2) behavior elements, which are concepts that represents activity
units (e.g., Business Process); and 3) passive structure elements, which are passive entities
manipulated through behavior elements (e.g., Business Object). In addition, ArchiMate
metamodel divides its concepts into three layers aligned with TOGAFs architectures.
The business layer provides concepts that are supported on business processes from the
enterprise. The application layer gives necessary support to the business layer through application components and services. The technology layer provides required infrastructure
needed to execute software application. Finally, ArchiMate includes two extensions: the
motivation extension and the implementation and migration extension. The former includes actual motivations or intentions (e.g., goals, requirements) and their sources (e.g.,
stakeholders), while the latter supports the process to apply the enterprise architecture in
the organization.

2.6

Enterprise Scenario

In order to illustrate the concepts presented in this dissertation, we have built one enterprise scenario, based on a publisher of academic books. The enterprise model of this scenario has been built using ArchiMate as modeling language. It has 184 business elements,
13 application elements, 13 infrastructure elements, 28 motivation elements, and 432 relations arranged in 12 views. Business elements include business actors, business collaborations, business events, business functions, business interactions, business objects, business
processes, business roles, contracts, locations, products, and values. Application elements
include application components and application services. Infrastructure elements include
communication paths, devices, infrastructure services, networks, nodes, and system software. Motivation elements include assessments, drivers, goals, principles, requirements,
and stakeholders. The views of the model are:
• Business Motivation: In this view, the model presents the goals of the enterprise
that are related to principles, requirements, assessments, and drivers.
• Business Processes: This view includes the business processes of the enterprise focusing in those that are the most important for the business such as Book Selection,
Book Design, Book Correction, Book Warehousing and Shipping, and Book Sales.
6
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• Canvas: This view sorts different business elements in the categories of the canvas
business model.
• Capabilities: In this view, business capabilities are modeled taking into account their
related business processes, business actors, business roles, and IT systems.
• Competitors: Based on the business goals, this view models the enterprise competitors.
• Layered: This view presents the relation between various elements that belongs to
the ArchiMate layers infrastructure, technology, or business. Elements from the
infrastructure layer includes devices, system software, and infrastructure services.
Elements from the application layer are application components and application
services. Finally, elements from the business layer are just business processes.
• Market: In this view, the locations where the enterprise exerts its business are
modeled.
• Resources: This view includes the resources of the enterprise such as employees,
factories, IT systems among others.
• Stakeholders: This view shows enterprise primary and secondary stakeholders.
• Technical Infrastructure: This view presents all IT elements of the enterprise with
their corresponding relations.
• Value Chain: In this view, the enterprise capabilities and its corresponding business
processes are presented.
For instance, Figure 2.4 presents the business process view of the publisher scenario
that represents the core processes of the publisher through ArchiMate elements such as

Figure 2.4: Business Processes view of the Publisher Scenario.
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business processes, business collaborations, business interactions, business actors, and business roles that belong to the business layer of the ArchiMate specification. In addition,
this view includes ArchiMate relations such as aggregation, triggering, flow, association,
and assignment.
Figure 2.5 presents the layered view of the publisher scenario with a subset of its
elements. This view of the model presents elements of the technology, application, and
business layers of the ArchiMate specification such as business processes, application
services, application components, infrastructure services, system software, and devices.
Moreover, the relations used in this view are flow, used by, realization, aggregation, and
composition.

Figure 2.5: Layered view of the Publisher Scenario.
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Thus, based on the enterprise model of this scenario, we illustrate the results of all
elements that we present in the following chapters of this dissertation.

2.7

iArchiMate Platform for Flexible Modeling

We built iArchiMate (See http://iarchimate.virtual.uniandes.edu.co), which is an
enterprise modeling and analysis tool. iArchiMate serves to create ArchiMate models in a
flexible way by creating drafts of models as well as to analyze such enterprise models. The
tool’s core is a graphical editor based on Eclipse Modeling Framework Project (EMF)7 and
Graphical Modeling Framework Project (GMF)8 . In addition, for the creation of iArchiMate, EuGENia9 was used in order to create the required GMF components. Moreover,
iArchiMate allows importing models from other modeling tools such as Archi10 . It is useful
because existing models can be manipulated in iArchiMate.
iArchiMate is based on the strategy for supporting metamodels flexibility. Nevertheless, since iArchiMate was built to create ArchiMate models, the GIMM metamodel has
been specialized in order to demand elements and relations that belong to the ArchiMate specification. This new metamodel is called DSIMM (Domain Specific Intermediate
Metamodel). Then, DSIMM now includes the same elements that belong to GIMM already described and the following enumerations: ElementTypeName, which includes all
ArchiMate elements (e.g., BusinessRole, ApplicationService) and RelationTypeName,
which includes all ArchiMate relations (e.g., UsedBy, Flow). In addition, the attribute
typeName of the type Element is linked to the enumeration ElementTypeName and the
attribute in the type Relation, which is linked to the enumeration RelationTypeName is
created. Figure 2.6 presents DSIMM.
Figure 2.7 presents a screenshot of iArchiMate. In the left side, the package explorer
allows browsing the views of the model. In right side of the graphical editor, there is the
palette, which includes components for creating ArchiMate models. The tool allows se7

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
3http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmp/
9
http://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/eugenia/
10
http://www.archimatetool.com
8

Figure 2.6: Domain Specific Intermediate Metamodel DSIMM.
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot of iArchiMate.
lecting the ArchiMate type of elements (e.g., BusinessProcess, ApplicationComponent)
and relations (e.g., UsedBy, Flow) through the attribute typeName. At the bottom of
iArchiMate, there is the properties view, which includes a tab for displaying the attributes
of the selected element or relation.
iArchiMate handles linguistic conformance using EMF’s validation engine, and ontological conformance using iArchiMate’s validation engine, which is based on Epsilon
Validation Language (EVL)11 . Listing 2.1 presents a fragment of the validation script
for validating ontological conformance with the ArchiMate metamodel. In this validation,
iArchiMate verifies the attribute typeName in elements and relations, as well as the sources
and targets for relations. It has the following lines:
• Lines 1 and 13 establish the EClass Element and Relation respectively from the
DSIMM as context.
• Lines 2, 14, 24, and 63 set the names of the rules.
• Lines 3 to 9 and 15 to 21 check the correct value for the attribute typeName.
• Lines 10 and 22 present messages for informing the wrong selection of the attribute
typeName placed in all elements and relations.
• Lines 25 to 60 validate the correct source and target of Specialization relations
placed in the model.
11

http://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/evl/
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• Lines 64 to 104 validate the correct source and target of Composition relations
placed in the model.
• Line 61 and 105 presents a message for informing that the relations Specialization
or Composition respectively cannot be created with the source and target elements
assigned.
Listing 2.1: Fragment of Validation Script
1 context Element {
2
critique h a s R i g h t E l e m e n t T y p e N a m e {
3
check {
4
if ( self . typeName . name == ' NotSelected ') {
5
return false ;
6
} else {
7
return true ;
8
}
9
}
10
message : ' The required feature \ ' typeName \ ' of \ ' < Model >:: < Element >\ ' cannot ⤦
Ç have the value \ ' NotSelected \ ' '
11
}
12 }
13 context Relation {
14
critique h a s R i g h t R e l a t i o n T y p e N a m e {
15
check {
16
if ( self . typeName . name == ' NotSelected ') {
17
return false ;
18
} else {
19
return true ;
20
}
21
}
22
message : ' The required feature \ ' typeName \ ' of \ ' < Model >:: < Relation >\ ' cannot ⤦
Ç have the value \ ' NotSelected \ ' '
23
}
24
critique v a l i d a t e S p e c i a l i z a t i o n {
25
check {
26
if ( self . typeName . name == ' Flow ') {
27
if ( self . source . typeName . name == self . target . typeName . name )
28
return true ;
29
var v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s ;
30
v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
31
' BusinessRole ' ,
32
' B u s i n e s s C o l l a b o r a t i o n ' };
33
if ( v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . source . typeName . name )
34
and v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
35
return true ;
36
v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
37
' B us in es s Pr oc e ss ' ,
38
' B u s i n e s s F u n c ti o n ' ,
39
' B u s i n e s s I n t e r a c t i o n ' };
40
if ( v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . source . typeName . name )
41
and v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
42
return true ;
43
v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
44
' ApplicationComponent ',
45
' ApplicationCollaboration ',
46
' A p p l i c a t i o n I n t e r f a c e ' };
47
if ( v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . source . typeName . name )
48
and v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
49
return true ;
50
v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
51
' Node ' ,
52
' Device ' ,
53
' Syste mSoftwa re ' };
54
if ( v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . source . typeName . name )
55
and v a l i d S o u r c e T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
56
return true ;
57
return false ;
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}
return true ;
}
message : ' Cannot create Flow from ' + self . source . typeName . name + ' to ' + ⤦
Ç self . target . typeName . name

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107 }

}
critique v a l i d a t e C o m p o s i t i o n {
check {
if ( self . typeName . name == ' Composition ') {
if ( self . source . typeName . name == self . target . typeName . name ) {
return true ;
} else if ( self . source . typeName . name == ' BusinessRole ') {
var va l i d T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
' BusinessCollaboration ',
' B u s i n e s s I n t e r f a c e ' };
if ( v a l i d T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
return true ;
} else if ( self . source . typeName . name == ' B us in es s Pr oc e ss ') {
var va l i d T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
' BusinessFunction ',
' B u s i n e s s I n t e r a c t i o n ' };
if ( v a l i d T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
return true ;
} else if ( self . source . typeName . name == ' A p p l i c a t i o n C o m p o n e n t ') {
var va l i d T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
' ApplicationCollaboration ',
' A p p l i c a t i o n I n t e r f a c e ' };
if ( v a l i d T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
return true ;
} else if ( self . source . typeName . name == ' Device ') {
var va l i d T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
' Node ' ,
' Syste mSoftwa re ' ,
' I n f r a s t r u c t u r e I n t e r f a c e ' };
if ( v a l i d T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
return true ;
} else if ( self . source . typeName . name == ' Syst emSoftwa re ') {
var va l i d T a r g e t N a m e s = Collection {
' Device ' ,
' Node ' ,
' I n f r a s t r u c t u r e I n t e r f a c e ' };
if ( v a l i d T a r g e t N a m e s . includes ( self . target . typeName . name ) )
return true ;
}
return false ;
}
return true ;
}
message : ' Cannot create Composition from ' + self . source . typeName . name + ' ⤦
Ç to ' + self . target . typeName . name
}

Figure 2.8 presents the result of applying the validation script. Figure 2.8a shows
a fragment of an enterprise model which includes some problems detected during the
validation process. Figure 2.8b presents the Problems view with the details about the
errors and warnings discovered.
1. The element CRM does not have any ArchiMate concept assigned to the attribute
typeName; consequently, the relations from the SQL Server Database Service and
Glassfish Application Server to the CRM present warnings.
2. The relation from the Glassfish Application Server to the DMS does not have any
ArchiMate relation assigned to the attribute typeName.
3. The relation from the WindowsServer to the SQL Server Database Service cannot
be a Composition relation.
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(a) Fragment of Layered View

(b) Problems View

Figure 2.8: Conformance Validation Results
4. The relation from the JBoss Application Server to the BI cannot be a Realization
relation.

2.8

Summary

This chapter introduced the basic concepts of modeling in a general context and presented
the main ideas regarding inflexible modeling and metamodeling, which is a fundamental
obstacle for creating enterprise models. Thus, the chapter explains our proposal to support
flexibility in the creation of enterprise models. Based on this proposal we satisfy the
enterprise modeling requirements that we have been discussed.
The chapter also discusses the concepts related to enterprise modeling and enterprise
modeling process. Based on this, we have presented an enterprise scenario in order to
validate our strategy as well as the concepts and elements that are presented in the following chapters. Finally, this chapter presents our modeling and analyzing platform that has
been developed in this research and was used to create the aforementioned scenario. This
platform, which has been built following the described strategy, serves to create ArchiMate
models in a flexible manner.
The following chapter explains enterprise analysis based on automated business analy-
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sis methods and presents our approach for creating and running such analysis methods on
enterprise models. This approach is based on the concepts of flexible modeling and metamodeling and has been implemented in our modeling platform presented in this chapter.
In addition, the automated analysis methods have been validated using the enterprise
model of the publisher scenario.
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Enterprise Analysis
In a general context, analysis consists in the identification, separation, and examination of
the parts of a component in order to study its function and meaning. An analysis performs
different actions that allow obtaining conclusions regarding the component that is being
analyzed. When the component is represented by a model, the analysis of the component
can be performed by analyzing the corresponding model. Nevertheless, analyzing a model
is challenging because of its size and complexity. In this chapter we cope with enterprise
analysis challenges through automated analysis methods.
In this chapter, we discuss enterprise analysis and automated analysis. Based on those
ideas, a catalog of automated analysis methods found in the literature is presented. In
addition, the chapter presents our proposed solution to create automated analysis methods
for ArchiMate models. The automated analysis methods are illustrated using the models
of the publisher scenario already presented. Finally, the chapter presents the solution
implemented in iArchiMate.

3.1

Enterprise Analysis Introduction

In the enterprise context, enterprise models provide value for an organization when they are
used to support enterprise analysis. The analysis of an enterprise model, especially if this
model is big, is a complex human activity that involves formulating hypotheses, discovering
insights, and interpreting results in order to communicate assessments. Definition 3.1
presents the concept enterprise analysis.
Definition 3.1
Enterprise Analysis is the process of applying and evaluating certain business criteria on enterprise models in order to obtain results that might enrich the model and
be used to make assessments of the actual (AS-IS) or desired (TO-BE) state of the
enterprise.
Various enterprise analyses are currently used in the enterprise context. These analyses
can be classified as internal, external, or both. Internal analyses are those that are focused
on elements that belongs to the enterprise. Some internal analyses are:
33
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• Capabilities analysis is the study of enterprise processes based on given specifications
in order to determine whether or not enterprise processes comply to desired enterprise
objectives [55, 56, 57].
• Risk analysis is the study of dangers to business and people provoked by human
events. Its results can be quantitative or qualitative and are used to align business and IT objectives. Quantitative risk analysis determines the probabilities to
occur certain adverse events. Qualitative risk analysis identifies threats in order to
determine business vulnerabilities [58].
• Business process analysis evaluates business processes performance by measuring
processes elements (e.g., events, activities, resources) in order to reduce overall costs,
increase efficiency of resources, and provide better customer service and support
[59, 60, 61].
• Change impact analysis allows identifying the consequences on resources, effort, and
schedule of a business or IT change as well as estimating the required adjustments
in order to perform a desired change [62, 63, 64].
• Financial analysis evaluates the income statement, balance sheet, and cash flow
statement of the enterprise in order to determine its profitability, solvency, liquidity,
and stability, among others [65].
External analyses are those that take into account elements that are not part of the
enterprise. These analyses require other models that represent external elements of the
enterprise, which can exert any impact on the enterprise (e.g., competitors). Some external
analyses are:
• PEST (Political, Economic, Social and Technological) analysis provides an overview
of various environmental features to take into account by an enterprise. It allows
understanding market behavior and business position as well as helps to identify the
direction of change based on the business environment [66].
• Porter forces analysis aids to understand the enterprise current competitive position
and a future position when the enterprise is expected to move. It is useful to identify
potential new products or services [67]. The forces considered are:
– Supplier power. Suppliers can produce an important influence on the business
production because they might make actions against the business such as setting
high prices to raw materials, which might affect the expected profit.
– Buyer power. In some cases, buyers might drive price changes. It usually
happens when there are a lot of sellers and few buyers or when few buyers buy
a great amount of products.
– Threat of substitutes. For an enterprise, substitutes products are those in other
industries that might affect the demand of their products. The threat is that
prices elasticity might be affected by substitutes products.
– Threat of new entrants. In profitable industries, many enterprises might be
interested in participating affecting the products’ prices of said industries. Thus,
enterprises that already belong to a profitable industry need to take actions in
order to overcome new competitors.
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– Industry rivalry. Competitors in one industry might affect the enterprise profit;
then, there is the need of a permanent search of business strategies to take advantage over competitors such as changing prices of individual products, promotion of featured products, and business alliances. Nevertheless, rivalry is good
for the industry because it favors some features such as innovation, quality, and
efficiency.
• Market analysis studies the commercial viability and dynamics of the market that
belongs to a specific industry, based on some desired characteristics such as market segments, competitors, customers behavior, potential demand, market trends,
consumption patterns, etc [68].
• Product life cycle analysis evaluates the evolution of a product through its life span.
This evaluation is done along five stages: development, introduction, growth, maturity and decline. This analysis allows assessing the actual state of the product and
the actions that should be taken in order to increase the products profit [69].
• Competitors analysis is used to identify competitors of an enterprise and to evaluate
their business strategies in order to predict their behavior. This analysis involves
the key aspects: objectives, assumptions, strategy and capabilities [70].
Some internal and external analyses are:
• SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis identifies internal and external characteristics of an enterprise. Internal characteristics are:
strengths that give the business a competitive advantage and weaknesses that place
the business competitive disadvantage provoking a reduction of progress. External
characteristics are: opportunities that provide the business a favorable position and
threats that impacts negatively the business [71].
• Stakeholders analysis determines the power and interest of stakeholders, who are
those individuals or groups that have concerns in the enterprise. In this analysis,
stakeholders with high power and high interest are key players. Stake holders can be
internal (e.g., managers, developers, finance department) or external (e.g., customers,
suppliers) [72].
Typically, analyses are performed on enterprise models by analysts; however, models
are big and complex and it is quite normal to find those models fragmented. Moreover,
modeling tools are used to get access to the available data in an efficient way, but they are
limited and they do not support business analysis. Then, performing business analysis is
a though human activity that involves formulating hypothesis, discovering insights (using
available resources such as incomplete models and limited modeling tools), interpreting
results and provide assessments that support decision making processes. Thus, analysts
manipulate the enterprise models in order to extract the required useful information to
evaluate the state of the enterprise. However, analysts have the entire responsibility of
discovering information useful to provide assessments, which demands reasoning with incomplete information and might produce omission of elements and miscalculation of results
specially in large enterprise models.
When the analyst performs a business analysis on an enterprise model, according to the
purpose of the analysis, the analyst determines which elements, relations, and attributes
are involved. The analyst browses the model using a modeling tool and gets the desired
information from the model, in order to obtain the required results that can enrich the
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model. Those results are interpreted by the analyst for providing assessments. For instance, if an enterprise model is used to perform a financial analysis in order to assess the
annual product profit, the analyst must verify that the attributes price, fixed cost, variable
cost, and sales are included in the model. Using a modeling tool, the analyst collects the
values of said attributes and make calculations in order to provide the products’ profit.
Nevertheless, if the enterprise sells a great amount of different products, which are classified by different categories, the enterprise model might become huge; thus, browsing the
model might produce errors.
The success of the analysis depends on three factors. The first one is the knowledge, experience, and skills of the analysts, who must be able of dealing with increasingly complex
models. The second one is the quality of the models, which should represent accurately
the enterprise. Finally, the third one is the granularity, completeness, and level of detail
of the information contained in the models, which is necessary for obtaining actual and
reliable results.
Since a business analysis might include several tasks (e.g., browsing the model, calculating numeric values), it might be decomposed in various individual analyses in charge to
perform some procedures in order to solve specific tasks on the model. These individual
analyses are analysis methods that provide specific results useful to business analyses. For
instance, continuing with the previous example, a full financial analysis may require the
calculation of partial information such as income per product. Thus, an analysis method
created for this task provides such information. However, to perform this method, it is
necessary that the model includes values to the attributes price and sales in every product. Then, the metamodel of the modeling language needs to include these attributes. In
addition, if the results need to be stored in the model, the metamodel also needs to include
the attribute income in the corresponding type.
Based on the ideas already presented, we conclude:
• Making analysis is demanding and complex for humans, who cannot be replaced.
• There are some simple analyses, but also there are analyses that require to process
a lot of information to obtain conclusions.
• Decomposing complex analyses in simpler and smaller analyses is a good strategy to
perform business analysis.
• There are quantitative analyses used to make assessments based on numeric indicators and there are qualitative analyses used to make assessments based on the
experience, knowledge, interests of the analyst.
• Some analyses might provide qualitative and quantitative results.
• The information required in the model depends on the specific analysis that is desired
to be performed.

3.2

Automated Analysis

Nowadays, an analysis requires identifying methods and models that can transform data
into reliable and comprehensible knowledge [73]. Automated analysis methods are the
means for extracting, manipulating and reasoning about data contained in a model, using
automated mechanisms [74]. By implementing automated analysis methods, some of the
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responsibilities that analysts have regarding analysis are revoked, especially those responsibilities concerning manual tasks that add very little value to the overall analysis processes;
thus, analysts earn a lot of extra time that they can devote to perform more advanced and
valuable analyses [75]. By using automated analysis methods, it is possible to work with
all elements placed in models, instead of using only fractions of them as analysts might
do, when they try to handle the complexity. Usually, models are organized by views, but
several elements can be placed in different views. Then, when analysts analyze manually
a model, it is very likely that they use just some views, which can provoke inaccurate
results. Definition 3.2 presents the concept automated analysis method.
Definition 3.2
An Automated Analysis Method is a function, for automating the procedures to
analyze models through extracting, processing, storing, and reporting information, in
order to be able to work with larger models, in a repeatable way, and with less chances
of manually introducing errors.
An automated analysis method consists of an algorithm, which makes calculations
based on the information placed in the model. Its results can have two natures. On the
one hand, they can be stored in the models by assigning values to existing attributes
as well as creating new attributes new relations or even new elements. For instance, an
analysis method that supports a financial analysis stores information calculated by its
algorithm (e.g., income of products). On the other hand, they can be presented to the
analyst by reports that offer detailed information and might include charts that facilitates
their interpretation. For instance, an analysis method for assessing the impact of removing
certain elements needs to report its results by a table with detailed information.
Some enterprise analyses might require performing multiple automated analysis methods in which some of them require information that is provided by other analysis methods
(i.e., results stored in the model). As a result, one enterprise analysis can be performed
by running one automated analysis chain. Definition 3.3 presents the concept automated
analysis chain.
Definition 3.3
An Automated Analysis chain is the composition of various automated analysis
methods, where every analysis method provides results that are used as input by the
next analysis method in the analysis chain.
An Analysis chain can be interpreted as an organized sequence of transformation functions which operate on a model and produce updated models or other kinds of artifacts.
Results of analysis methods are very important because in terms of the analysis processes,
each output generates cumulative value. Thus, analysis chains presents a sequential value
creation process composed by different interdependent value activities [76].
Since analysis chains are the composition of analysis methods, creating an analysis
chain should be just the selection and configuration of certain analysis methods. In addition, analysis chains might be used several times and even on different models as well as
can be used as the base of further analysis chains. Then, they need to be stored allowing
being executed all necessary times on various models.

3.3

A catalog of Automated Analysis Methods

In the literature, there are several enterprise analysis methods used for different purposes
(e.g., optimization, performance, and impact of change); however, normally those analysis
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methods are focused on a very specific problem and they are also based on specific metamodels (e.g., workload of human resources in business processes models using BPMN,
for a commercial enterprise). Then, the analysis method algorithm might be very specialized making it neither applicable nor reusable in other enterprise models. The lack
of re-usability becomes an important issue because, when the analyst decides to perform
an existing analysis method that was not designed for the enterprise model that is being
analyzed, there is the need to modify the analysis method increasing the effort and cost
of the analysis process.
Moreover, since analysis methods are taken from multiple references, there is a lack
of uniformity, structure, and characterization. Nevertheless, exploring enterprise analysis
methods is a very important activity because it allows understanding tools requirements
that are used to built modeling tools with analysis support.
In this section, we present a catalog that summarize the existing analysis methods in
the literature. For each analysis method, we present a unified characterization, detailed
description, required inputs, algorithm, and results. This catalog is also extensible in order
to allow the inclusion of new analysis methods. This catalog was built through the compilation, classification, structuring, characterization, and unification of the analysis methods
found in the current literature. The catalog should serve for the following purposes.
• To assist analysts in the identification of proper analysis methods considering the
goals and characteristics of the enterprise that is being analyzed.
• To create requirements for modelers, whose goal is to create models that are complete
with respect to specific business objectives.
• To support stakeholders in identifying aspects of the enterprise that matches their
concerns.
• To assists analyst in performing business analyses, specially when the analysis is
based on large and complex enterprise models.
• To offer analysts a modeling and analysis a platform (i.e., iArchiMate) to perform
analyses through running automated analysis methods.

3.3.1

A Systematic Literature Review

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was performed [77] in this dissertation, for identifying analysis methods suitable with the needs of enterprises and thus build a catalog of
automated analysis methods. The selected references are those that propose approaches
suitable with the quantitative and functional analysis dimensions proposed by Lankhorst
[48].
Quantitative analysis provides results regarding specific measures of the enterprise
model. This analysis serve for several purposes such as optimization (e.g., quantification
of the effect of design choices), impact of change (e.g., quantitative effect of changes), or
capacity planning (e.g., amount of people required to finish processes on time). Enterprise
models can be quantified by different measures such as performance measures that are timerelated measures (e.g., response times, throughput), reliability measures (e.g., availability,
dependability), or cost measures (e.g., architecture cost, ROI).
Functional analysis provides results that refer to information from functional aspects,
which can be static or structural (e.g., structural properties) and dynamic or behavioral
(e.g., services or activities). The analysis of static structure focuses on the syntactic
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i.e., symbolic representation of the elements and its relations. In one EA model, these
analyses focus the separation of concerns, which allows managing the complexity of the
architecture. The analysis of the dynamics focuses on the formal semantics, and is based on
formal approaches such as process algebras and ow networks. Thus, a functional behavior
analysis based on formal methods is a qualitative analysis that can detect logical errors,
leads to a better consistency, and focuses on the logic of models.
The method of the SLR includes research questions, search process, and inclusion
exclusion criteria. The research questions addressed are [77]:
• RQ1. What enterprise automated analyses have been already addressed? Enterprise
automated analysis are performed based on models, but models are created in different modeling languages. We are interested in finding automated analysis already
addressed by different authors in the enterprise context. In order to address RQ1,
we identified automated analyses published in journals, conferences, and books.
• RQ2. What enterprise automated analyses are proposed by enterprise frameworks?
Enterprise frameworks provide elements such as definitions, methods, guidelines,
techniques. We consider that based on these elements, it is possible to assert some
automated analysis that have not been addressed.
• RQ3. What analyses of models and graphs have application in the enterprise context?
Since automated analysis are based on models, we are interested in including graph
analyses (e.g., topological analysis) and models analyses (e.g., conformance analysis)
in order to discover enterprise insights based on the characteristics of the model.
The search process was a manual search of conference proceedings, journals, and books
that include studies regarding enterprise, graphs, or models analysis, regardless of impact
factors and other bibliometrics. In addition, the search process included enterprise frameworks which propose enterprise analyses which might be automated. Ultimately, among
those frameworks we only included TOGAF because it compiles elements included in previous models and because it is, among the most popular frameworks, the one that delves
the most into methodological aspects [77].
Once literature in enterprise analysis was collected, we had to asses whether or not it
was relevant. To achieve this, we defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. The inclusion
and exclusion criteria were [77]:
• Inclusion Criteria
– Peer reviewed articles or books, which propose enterprise analysis techniques
that can be classified in the quantitative or functional dimensions.
– Peer reviewed articles or books, which propose graph or model analysis.
– Enterprise frameworks that provide enterprise analyses.
• Exclusion Criteria
– Studies that propose enterprise analysis techniques focused on simulation, animation, or another technique that illustrate dynamic behavior of the enterprise.

3.3.2

Reference Selection

Based on the search process and on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a set of references
were selected. Selected references are presented below grouped by: quantitative dimension,
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functional dimension, or both dimensions (i.e., references that provide analyses applicable
in quantitative and functional dimensions).
Regarding quantitative dimension, Iacob et al. [49] present an approach, for the quantification of performance of enterprise architectures applicable in the business, application,
and infrastructure layers of ArchiMate. Davenport et al. [78] propose a five-step approach
for redesigning processes with IT in order to optimize the efficiency of the processes in
enterprises. Armistead et al. [79] expose a strategic view of business process management,
useful for measuring business process effectiveness and human resources influence in business processes. Akkary et al. [80] present an architecture that improves instruction supply
based on infrastructure resources such as memory and processor. Menascé et al. [81]
present analytical models for a wide range of multithreaded software server architectures.
Di Penta et al. [82] motivate the problem of analyzing the evolution of licensing statements and propose an approach to automatically track the licensing evolution of systems,
identifying changes in licenses and copyright years. Somasundaram et al. [83] explain
information storage techniques, for managing and analysing storage volumetrics. Quartel
et al. [84] present a valuation approach to determine the cost and contribution of IT to
the business. Berande et al. [85] present management-oriented quality attributes models,
which allows analysing the relation between quality attributes in IT elements. These works
contribute with analyses that provide results based on specific indicators (e.g., availability,
performance, optimization).
Regarding functional dimension, Sunkle et al. [86] propose an approach to show how
to perform impact of change analyses in the EA context based on ontologies. In [14],
ArchiMate is presented by The Open Group as an EA modeling language, where structure
and behavior is defined. Guadamuz [87] explains Habeas Data as a legal tool for data
protection providing elements to analyze the way in which IT comply data security. Lam
[88] presents an approach to business continuity planning (BCP) in order to avoid falls
based on a practical value in a wide range of IT-related organizations. Angelov et al. [89]
study several reference architectures in order to investigate the contextual factors that
influence the success of a reference architecture. Gómez et al. [90] propose an approach
for managing model and metamodel conformance, for the EA context making the distinction between linguistic and ontological conformance. In [15], TOGAF is presented by The
Open Group as and EA standard framework. Bollobás [91] presents the graph theory
that is suitable for topology analyses. Kofman et al. [92] present a governance solution
for specifying governance capabilities, decision rights and responsabilities. Fischer et al.
[93] propose a federated approach for EA maintenance, which involves the participation
of business actors and roles. These works provide analysis methods, for determining certain characteristics of the architecture (e.g., alignment, coherence) or the model (Graph
structure, conformance).
In addition, there are references that include analysis in both, the quantitative and
the functional dimensions. Donoso [94] addresses network design providing strategies
for managing and analyzing network resources and volumetric. Schmidt [95] presents
solutions for planning and implementing successfully high availability and disaster recovery
providing needed server requirements to support business operation. Florez et at. [96]
present a proposal for analyzing enterprise models based on ArchiMate modeling language,
illustrating availability and requirements of infrastructure and application layers.
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Methods Classification

The literature review allowed identifying analysis methods and understanding the diversity
of enterprise analyses. This diversity was used to classify analysis methods in specialized
categories. Thus, based on the SLR the following activities were made:
1. Identification of analysis methods. By reviewing the selected references, it was necessary to identify, which of their analysis methods might be included in the catalog.
2. Classification of identified analysis methods by analysis dimension (quantitative and
functional). Once analysis methods were identified, it was necessary to determine
which dimension each one of them fits.
3. Classification of identified analysis methods by analysis type. Similar to the previous
activity, each analysis method were classified by type.
4. Characterization of analysis methods. The characteristics that each analysis method
should have were included.
5. Unified documentation of each analysis method. For each analysis method, each
characteristic were fully documented.
6. Development of the algorithms, for each analysis method. Method’s algorithms were
developed using pseudo code and documented.
7. Implementation of the analysis methods. Analysis methods of the catalog were
implemented and tested in iArchimate.
Based on the characteristics of the identified analysis methods, the catalog has 16
analysis types that were proposed in order to classify the analysis methods in a more
specific way than just the analysis dimension. These types were taken based on the
purpose of the identified analysis methods. The 16 types are:
1. Performance (Pe): measures the ability of the system, for complying its activities
based on a desired parameter (e.g., response time).
2. Optimization (Op): estimates the efficiency and effectiveness of the system processes.
3. Impact of Change (IoC): determines the consequences of modifying the system.
4. Capacity Planning (CP): estimates needed resources, for achieving desired goals.
5. Cost (Cos): establishes costs of the business.
6. Availability (Av): estimates the percentage of time that the system is working correctly.
7. Trade-Off (TO): measures the relation between quality attributes.
8. Human Resources (HR): provides different kinds of results regarding actors or roles.
9. Alignment (Al): determines if elements of different layers of the system are correctly
adjusted.
10. Coherence (Coh): verifies that all elements of the system have the proper related
elements.
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Dimension
Quantitative

Functional

Table 3.1: Distribution of references
Type
References
Performance (Pe)
Optimization (Op)
Impact of Change (IoC)
Capacity Planning (CP)
Cost (Cos)
Availability (Av)
Trade-Off (TO)
Human Resources (HR)
Subtotal
Impact of Change (IoC)
Alignment (Al)
Coherence (Coh)
Correctness (Cor)
Conformance (Con)
Gap (Ga)
Graph Structure (GS)
Count (Cou)
Process (Pr)
Human Resources (HR)
Subtotal

[49]
[79,
[80,
[94,
[84]
[96,
[85]
[79,
[86]
[14]
[14]
[94,
[89,
[15]
[91,
[14]
[89,
[93]

Amount

78]
94, 81, 82]
95, 83]
95]
78]

96, 87, 88, 95, 14]
90]
14]
92]

Total

3
2
4
3
4
4
10
5
35
2
3
4
9
5
5
6
2
3
3
42
77

11. Correctness (Cor): corroborates that the system complies the requirements.
12. Conformance (Con): finds out errors regarding the relation between the model and
the metamodel of the modeling language.
13. Gap (Ga): presents the differences between AS-IS and TO-BE models.
14. Graph Structure (GS): checks the topology characteristics of the model.
15. Count (Cou): calculates the amount of elements or relations of the model based on
a given parameter.
16. Process (Pr): finds out specific relations between business processes and another
desired elements of the model.
Table 3.1 presents the distribution of the references of the literature review made in
this dissertation, sorting the references by dimension and type as well as indicating the
amount of methods for each type.
Each analysis method in the catalog is classified by dimension (e.g., quantitative or
functional), type of the analysis (e.g., performance, cost, availability), and TOGAF Architecture Domain that can be Business Architecture (B), Data Architecture (D), Application
Architecture (A), and Technology Architecture (T). Table 3.2 presents the catalog with the
quantitative dimension, while Table 3.3 presents the catalog with the functional dimension.
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Table 3.2: Catalog of Quantitative Automated Analysis Methods
Type

Id

Domain

Name

Pe

QPR001
QPR002

TA
AA

QPR003
QOP001

AA
BA, DA, AA

QOP002
QIC001
QIC002
QIC003

BA
TA
TA
AA, TA

QIC004
QCP001

AA
BA, DA, AA, TA

QCP002

BA, DA, AA, TA

QCP003

BA, DA, AA, TA

QCT001
QCT002
QCT003
QCT004
QAV001
QAV002
QAV003
QAV004
QTO001
QTO002
QTO003
QTO004
QTO005
QTO006
QTO007
QTO008
QTO009
QTO010
QHR001

BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
DA
DA
BA,
BA,
BA

QHR002

BA

QHR003
QHR004

BA
BA

QHR005

BA

Infrastructure services workload [49]
Application services processing and response
time [49]
Application services utilization [49]
Estimate process efficiency based on resources
usage [78]
Estimate process effectiveness [78]
Modify Infrastructure resources [80]
Modify Network resources [94]
Modify threads of a service / application (concurrency) [81]
Modify license implications [82]
Estimate overall solution architecture storage
volumetric [83]
Estimate overall solution architecture network
volumetric [94]
Estimate number of servers required to support
operation [95]
Overall architecture Cost [84]
Overall architecture Cost/Benefit [84]
Overall architecture ROI [84]
Overall architecture required portfolio [84]
Estimate architecture availability [95]
Estimate overall architecture RTO [95]
Estimate overall architecture RPO [95]
Application component availability [96]
Application service Perf. vs Flex. [85]
Application service Perf. vs Sec. [85]
Application interface Perf. vs Flex. [85]
Application interface Perf. vs Sec. [85]
Application component Perf. vs Flex. [85]
Application component Perf. vs Sec. [85]
Data Access Perf. vs Flex. [85]
Data Access Perf. vs Sec. [85]
Overall process Perf. vs Flex. [85]
Overall process Perf. vs Sec. [85]
Human Resource workload at business process
level [79]
Human Resource capacity requirements at business process level [79]
Business processes participants [79]
Roles by business process or function that have
only one accountable actor [78]
Human resources capacity planning [79]

Op

IoC

CP

Cos

Av

TO

HR

DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,

AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

DA, AA, TA
DA, AA, TA
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Table 3.3: Catalog of Functional Automated Analysis Methods
Type

Id

Domain

Name

IoC

FIC001
FIC002
FAG001
FAG002
FAG003
FCH001
FCH002
FCH003
FCH004
FCO001
FCO002
FCO003
FCO004
FCO005
FCO006
FCO007

BA, DA, AA, TA
BA, DA, AA, TA
BA, AA
BA, TA
AA, TA
BA
BA
AA, TA
BA, AA
DA
DA
BA
AA
TA
BA, DA, AA, TA
AA

FCO008

TA

FCO009
FCF001
FCF002
FCF003
FCF004
FCF005
FGP001
FGP002
FGP003
FGP004
FGP005
FGR001
FGR002
FGR003
FGR004
FGR005
FGR006
FCN001
FCN002
FPR001
FPR002
FPR003
FHR001
FHR002
FHR003

TA
BA,
DA
AA
AA
TA
BA
DA
AA
AA
TA
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
BA,
DA,
BA,
BA
BA
AA
TA

Impact of removing elements [86]
Impact of removing a relation [86]
Business-Application Alignment [14]
Business-Technology Alignment [14]
Application-Technology Alignment [14]
Business active structures have assignments [14]
Business processes realize business services [14]
App. components use infrastructure elem. [14]
App. services used by business processes [14]
Data security compliance at transport level [87]
Data security compliance at persistence [87]
Business layer single point of failure [88]
Application layer single point of failure [95]
Technology layer single point of failure [95]
Overall architecture single point of failure [95]
Integration protocols compatibility at application service level [14]
Communication and transport protocols compatibility at technology level [94]
Requirement compliance at infrastructure [96]
Metamodel conformance [90]
Architecture conformance at Information [89]
Architecture conformance at Application [89]
Architecture conformance at Integration [89]
Architecture conformance at Technology [89]
Business process Gap Analysis [15]
Information Architecture Gap Analysis [15]
Application Architecture Gap Analysis [15]
Integration Architecture Gap Analysis [15]
Technology Architecture Gap Analysis [15]
Circular reference [91]
Derived associations [14]
Element depth by typed relations [14]
Minimum spanning tree [91]
Shortest path by typed relations [91]
Element dependency [91]
Counting of elements by types [14]
Counting of relationships by types [14]
Data/Information vs Application [89]
Data/Information vs Process [89]
Process responsibility assignment [92]
Business layer elements RACI matrix [93]
Application layer elements RACI matrix [93]
Technology layer elements RACI matrix [93]

Al

Coh

Cor

Con

Ga

GS

Cou
Pr

HR

DA, AA, TA

DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
DA,
AA
DA

AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,
AA,

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
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Methods Characterization

The catalog was created based on ArchiMate; then, each analysis method has an unified
and well-defined documentation based on the ArchiMate specification. Thus, analysis
methods are unified taking into account the ArchiMate layers, elements, and relations. In
addition, since ArchiMate does not include attributes for each element, the characterization
also indicates required attributes in order to provide the necessary information, for analysis
methods can be performed. The documentation of analysis methods provides the required
information for understanding the purpose, requirements, mode of use, and results. The
documentation contains:
• ID, which is a code for identifying the analysis method that includes three letters indicating the dimension, type, and a consecutive number of three digits (e.g., QAV004
indicating that the analysis method is the fourth that belongs to the dimension quantitative and the type availability).
• Name, which is a textual designation for the analysis method that can also identify
it.
• Dimension, which can be quantitative or functional.
• Type, which can be one of the 16 types already described.
• ArchiMate layer, which indicates the layer involved in the analysis method (e.g.,
Business, Application, Infrastructure, Motivation).
• Description that presents the purpose of the analysis method indicating which information is going to be calculated.
• Elements, which informs all ArchiMate element types that are used in the analysis
method (e.g., BusinessProcess, ApplicationComponent, Device).
• Required relations, which informs the required ArchiMate relations between elements
used in the analysis method (e.g., UsedBy, Realization, Flow).
• Required attributes, which specifies the involved attributes for running the desired
analysis method.
• Output, which informs the kinds of results that the analysis method provides (e.g.,
model enriched, report).
• Algorithm, which presents the procedure for extracting information from the model
and calculating the correspondent result
The catalog and all information about it are available in http://catalog.virtual.
uniandes.edu.co For illustration purposes, the quantitative analysis method Application Component Availability (QAV004) and the functional analysis method Requirement
Compliance at Infrastructure Level (FCO009) are presented.
QAV004: Application Component Availability
Table 3.4 presents the quantitative automated analysis method QAV004: Application
Component Availability. This analysis method is intended to calculate the availability
of all application components placed in the model, based on the related infrastructure
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elements. This method illustrates the need of the required attribute availability in
Device, the reporting of the analysis method results, and the enrichment of the model
with new attributes (availability in SystemSoftware, InfrastructureService, and
ApplicationComponent).
Table 3.4: Automated Analysis Method: QAV004
ID:
Name:
Dimension:
Type:
Description:

ArchiMate
Layers:
Elements:

Required
Relations:

Required
Attributes:
Output:

QAV004
Application Component Availability
Quantitative
Availability
This availability analysis method aims to calculate the availability of
all application components based on the availability of the devices,
system software, or infrastructure services that support them. The
availability value of system software and infrastructure services is also
calculated
Application
Infrastructure
ApplicationComponent
SystemSoftware
InfrastructureService
Device
Aggregation from Device to SystemSoftware
Realization from Device to InfrastructureService
UsedBy from Device, SystemSoftware
InfrastructureService to ApplicationComponent
availability in all Device
1) Enriched model with the attribute availability in all application
components, system software, and infrastructure services
2) Report with the following information: a) element type; b) element
name; c) availability value; d) associated elements, which were used
to calculate the availability; and e) action (e.g., availability created or
availability updated)

Algorithm 1 calculates the results of the analysis method QAV004, where IE = Infrastructure Element such as Device, SystemSoftware, or InfrastructureService; AC = ApplicationComponent; A = Association; C = Composition; R = Realization; UB = UsedBy.
The algorithm iterates all infrastructure elements (i.e., devices, infrastructure services, and
system software). For each infrastructure element, the algorithm gets the relations and
verifies whether each relation targets one application component, infrastructure service,
or system software with the correspondent relation (i.e., used by, realization, or aggregation/composition respectively). If true, the availability of the target element is multiplied
by the availability of the infrastructure element.
FCO009: Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level
Table 3.5 presents the functional automated analysis method FCO009: Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level. This analysis method creates relations between requirements and IT elements, when the IT element complies the requirement condition. This
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Algorithm 1 Analysis Method QAV004
for all ie in IE do
for all r in d.relations do
if (r.type = A and r.target = SS)
or (r = R and r.target = IS)
or (r = U B and r.target = AC) then
r.target.availability *= ie.availability
end if
end for
end for
method illustrates the need of required attributes, the reporting of the analysis method results, and the enrichment of the model with new relations (Association from Requirement
to the corresponding infrastructure elements).
Table 3.5: Automated Analysis Method: FCO009
ID:
Name:
Dimension:
Type:
Description:

ArchiMate
Layers:
Elements:

Required
Relations:
Required
Attributes:

Output:

FCO009
Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level
Functional
Correctness
This analysis method aims to create an association relation between
requirements and infrastructure elements such as devices, infrastructures services, or system software, when the element does not comply
with the condition specified in requirements. The condition is given
by the attributes: a) conditionAttribute, b) conditionOperation, c)
conditionValue, and d) targetElements
Motivation
Infrastructure
Requirement
SystemSoftware
Device
InfrastructureService
None
conditionAttribute, condition Value, conditionOperation, and
targetElements in Requirement.
<conditionAttribute> (e.g., availability) in all <targetElements>
(e.g., Device)
1) Report with the following information: a) requirement name; b)
requirement attributes; c) associated elements; d) associated elements
type; e) condition attribute with the correspondent value, and f) action (e.g., relation created)
2) Enriched model with association relations from the requirement to
the corresponding infrastructure elements

Algorithm 2 calculates the results of the analysis method FCO009, where R = Requirement. The algorithm iterates the requirements of the model and gets the values of
the required attributes conditionAttribute, conditionOperation, conditionValue,
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Algorithm 2 Analysis Method FCO009
for all r in R do
for all e in r.targetElements do
if (e.conditionOperation = “ >= ”
and e.conditionAttribute >= e.conditionV alue)
or (e.conditionOperation = “ <= ”
and e.conditionAttribute <= e.conditionV alue) then
newRelation(r, e)
end if
end for
end for

and targetElements. For each requirement, the algorithm iterates all elements specified in targetElements. For each of those elements, the algorithm gets the value of
the attribute specified in conditionAttribute and makes the comparison specified in
conditionOperation with the value specified in conditionValue. If the comparison is
true, the Association relation is created.

3.3.5

Discussion

The catalog then contains valuable information of each analysis method that can be used by
analysts and modelers as a guide, when they are interested in creating enterprise models
for analyzing the enterprise. On the one hand, when the analyst wants to analyze the
enterprise, it is important to know what kinds of analyses are going to be performed. Then,
the analyst can use the catalog in order to identify which automated analysis methods
provide proper results. On the other hand, the catalog can be used by the modeler to
know which information is mandatory, for performing desired analysis methods.

3.4

Automated Analysis Problem

As mentioned before, automated analysis methods follow predefined instructions to extract data from the models, perform calculations, and inform the results to the analysts.
However, these methods can also enrich the models by creating new elements, attributes,
and relations, which are also the result of applying specific calculations and algorithms.
Unfortunately, there are important limitations to the adoption of automated analysis
methods [96].
• The first limitation lies on the quality and level of detail of models. While manual analysis does not require precise, complete, and very detailed information, most
automated analysis do. However, making a requirement to always construct the
models with the granularity that automated analysis methods require would complicate enormously the modeling processes and make them much more expensive.
Furthermore, the actual information required may only be known after the analysis
methods have been selected. This usually happens late in the projects, long after
metamodels have been selected or designed, and models have been constructed
• The second limitation lies on the completeness of the model. Analysis methods require the model to have sufficient and adequate information, which depends on the
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specific analysis being applied. This information, which may be structural (represented by elements and relations) or quantitative (represented with attributes), is
not necessarily available in the models.
• The third limitation lies on the tool support that is currently available. In these tools,
the metamodels that structure the information that the tools can handle are usually
very inflexible. In some tools it is predefined and cannot be changed; in others, the
tool vendor has to intervene in order to change it. Only in a few cases it is possible
for users to change the metamodel, but typically other issues arise such as model and
metamodel co-evolution. As a further complication, some analysis methods produce
results which are naturally stored in the models as new attribute values or new
relations. Since these new elements can only be known after the analysis method
has been selected, in most tools it may already be too late to include them in the
metamodel.
These limitations are very relevant in the context of ArchiMate-based models. On the
one hand, the language does not define a predefined set of attributes, thus complicating
the application of analysis methods that depend on attribute values. On the other hand,
while ArchiMate elements cover a wide spectrum, they are very general and thus make it
difficult to discern between elements that are very specific.
As an example, consider an ArchiMate model where business processes are supported
by one or several application components hosted in one or several devices. Any business
process will be unavailable when any of the application components that supports it is not
available. Also, an application component will be unavailable if one or several devices that
support it are offline. A clever analyst can establish the availability of every application
components based on the availability of the devices that support them. Moreover, the
same analyst can establish an index of fault susceptibility for all business processes, based
on the availability of the application components.
An automated analysis method could easily do the calculations to figure said fault
susceptibility index. Nevertheless, it would require some specific attributes to be present
in the model elements. For the previous example, the following attributes could store
the necessary information: 1) availability (double) in ApplicationComponent, and 2)
availability (double) in Device. With this information, the tool would be capable of
following an analysis method algorithm to calculate a fault susceptibility value for each
BusinessProcess, and present the results to the analyst in a suitable representation or
even to store such results in the model. However, since ArchiMate does not prescript the
presence of these attributes, it is not possible to mandate their inclusion in the model,
with the right naming scheme and data types. If the ArchiMate metamodel was modified to include those attributes (and any other attribute that any other analysis method
would require) and make them mandatory, the modeling process would become even more
complex and resource consuming than it presently is.

3.5

Proposed Solution for Automated Analysis

In order to provide the necessary support to perform the automated analysis methods of
the catalog, in this dissertation we propose a solution based on extending the metamodel of
the modeling language in order to be able to include in the model, the required information
(i.e., attributes, relations, or elements) for performing one or several automated analysis
methods. Therefore, in order to support some analysis methods, it is necessary to have a
model that conforms to the corresponding extended metamodel of the modeling language.
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3.5. Proposed Solution for Automated Analysis

Solution Architecture

Our proposal to support automated analysis is based on the metamodel flexibility mechanisms presented in the previous chapter. For each analysis method from the catalog, we
build and manage an extended domain metamodel, which we call SAMBA: Specialized or
extended ArchiMate Metamodel for Business Analysis. Once a metamodel is defined, automated analysis methods and chains can be programmed and executed using an analysis
engine, which is part of the modeling platform, i.e. iArchiMate. The proposed solution of
this dissertation follows the architecture presented in Figure 3.1. This architecture consists
of the following elements:

Catalog of Analysis
Methods
AT1
AM1,1
AM1,2
..
AM1,p

AT2
AM2,1
AM2,2
..
AM2,q

...

ATn
AMn,1
AMn,2
..
AMn,r

Extended
Metamodels
MM1
MM2

...

Analysis Chains
AC1
AC2
...
ACn

MMn

Analysis Engine

Modeling Platform
EM

Report

Models Repository
Figure 3.1: Solution Architecture.
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• Catalog of Analysis Methods. The catalog includes automated analysis methods
(AM) classified by analysis types (AT).
• Extended Metamodels. Each analysis type has analysis methods that require certain
information in the model or store new information in the model. Thus, each analysis
method is related to one extended metamodel (MM) in order to demand the required
information in the model and to ensure the conformance relation when the model is
enriched by storing new information. Nevertheless, the analysis methods that belong
to the same analysis type have the same extensions; thus, there is just one extended
metamodel per analysis type.
• Automated Analysis Chains. For each analysis chain, the extended metamodel includes the extensions related to each analysis method included in the analysis chain.
For instance, the analysis chain AC1 is composed by the analysis methods AM1,2 and
AM4,1 ; then, the extended metamodel for the AC1 includes the extensions defined
in the extended metamodels MM1 and MM4 .
• Analysis Engine. This component runs automated analysis methods and automates
analysis chains. Before running analysis methods or chains, it validates the model
respect to the extended metamodel in order to inform analysts when the model does
not include the required information to run the selected analysis method or chain.
In addition, the analysis engine needs to be able to support further analysis methods
and chains.
• Modeling Platform. This component corresponds to the tool that allows modelers
to create enterprise models. It must provide a graphical editor and conformance
validation services.
• Enterprise Model (EM) contains the elements, relations, and attributes that represent the enterprise under study. It must conform ontologically to the extended
metamodel that is related to the analysis method that is intended to be performed.
After running an automated analysis method or chain, the analysis engine might
enrich the enterprise model based on the corresponding algorithm.
• Report. When an automated analysis method or chain is performed, corresponding
results are presented to analyst through reports, which provide detailed information
regarding all actions made on the enterprise model.
• Models Repository is used to store externally enterprise models.
In addition, there are the following relations between the elements just described:
• From Analysis Method (AM) to Extended Metamodel (MM). This relation is represented by a dashed arrow. It indicates that every analysis method is related to one
extended metamodel.
• From Analysis Chain (AC) to Analysis Method (AM). This relation is represented by
a doted arrow. It indicates that every analysis chain is composed by various analysis
methods.
• From Catalog of Analysis Methods, Analysis Chains to Analysis Engine. This relation indicates that every analysis method of the catalog and every analysis chain are
performed by the Analysis Engine.
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• From Extended Metamodels to Analysis Engine. Since every analysis method is
related to one extended metamodel, the Analysis Engine receives the corresponding
metamodel for performing the desired analysis method.
• From Analysis Engine to Enterprise Model (EM). This bidirectional relation indicates that the Analysis Engine reads and modifies the enterprise model.
• From Analysis Engine to Report. It indicates that the Analysis Engine produces
reports, when an analysis method or chain are performed.
• From Enterprise Model (EM) to Models Repository. This bidirectional relation indicates that models can be stored to and retrieved from the models repository.

3.5.2

Tool Requirements for Automated Analysis

We identified a set of requirements that tools should observe to provide adequate support
for automated analysis. The lack of even one of them, would severely limit the posibility
of having powerful automated analysis methods [96].
• R1: Support metamodel extensibility. It is necessary to adapt the metamodel
of the modeling language to the requirements of one or several specific analysis
methods. In particular, it should be possible to introduce new attributes (on elements
and relations), new relations, and new element specializations. Some of these extra
attributes, relations, or elements will be used during the modeling phase (i.e., they
are used by modelers). However, other elements will be used during the analysis
phase (i.e., they are used by the analysis methods) to store their results directly
inside the model. Furthermore, it should be possible to introduce into the same
metamodel all the extensions that a selected set of analysis methods require (i.e.,
analysis methods should not be exclusive). Finally, it should be possible to include
the referred metamodel extensions at any point during the modeling and analysis
cycle.
• R2: Support partial model conformity. Requirement R1 makes it likely to have
models that do not conform to the metamodel. For instance, some analysis methods
might include attributes or relations in the metamodel for storing the results; thus,
they cannot be added during the modeling phase. Nevertheless, it should be possible
to work with those partially conforming models.
• R3: Provide a framework for the implementation of analysis methods. In
order to make practical the implementation of new analysis methods, any solution
should provide a powerful framework to be used as baseline. This baseline should
provide elements to query, navigate, and alter the models and metamodels, for producing the analysis results. Without such a framework, the effort and expertise
required to write even simple analysis methods might be very high.
• R4: Manage relations between analysis methods and metamodel extensions. It should be possible to automatically apply the necessary extensions to
the metamodel after selecting a specific analysis method. Furthermore, it should
be possible to extend the analysis tools with new methods and their corresponding
metamodel extensions.
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• R5: Display or export analysis methods results. It should be possible to keep
the results of an analysis separated from the models. For this, it is necessary to offer
the means to export those results or to display them in a suitable way. In particular,
it is desirable to support the creation of the artifacts specified by frameworks like
TOGAF (matrices, catalogs, diagrams) and others such as tables, graphics, and
charts.
• R6: Store analysis results within the model. It should be possible to store
results of the analysis methods executions in a) attributes of specific elements or relations, b) new relations, and c) in new elements (with their corresponding attributes
and relations). This requirement is strongly related to requirements R1 and R2, because the new elements were likely undefined before performing the analysis method.
An even more complicated case, but still possible, is that the new attributes were
not part of the metamodel which requires them to be added also at the meta-level.
• R7: Offer validation of models against analysis methods. It is necessary
to validate which analysis methods can be applied to a given model based on its
metamodel and its structure (elements, attributes, relations). Furthermore, a proper
implementation of this requirement should also inform, given an analysis method,
what information is missing and should be added in order to enable the method
application.

3.5.3

A Strategy based on SAMBAs

The requirements presented are those necessary to support automated analysis methods.
However, tools typically have very limited capabilities to change the metamodel and thus
they are fixed from the beginning of the projects. Furthermore, they only provide a few
basic analysis (if any at all), and do not offer open interfaces to implement more complex
ad-hoc analysis methods.
In order to address this situation we have designed a strategy to support the requirements, which can be implemented in enterprise modeling analysis tools. The implementation of the strategy has been instantiated in ArchiMate as modeling language.
The core element in the strategy is a extended metamodel that we call SAMBA: Specialized or extended ArchiMate Metamodel for Business Analysis. A SAMBA is an extension
to the ArchiMate metamodel that has been designed to support a certain set of automated
analysis methods; then, there is one SAMBA per automated analysis type.
Thus, each SAMBA may include additional attributes in elements and relations, as
well as new elements that must be specializations of existing elements. Furthermore,
the extensions that each SAMBA proposes may be marked as modeling and/or result
extensions: in the former case these extensions should be used at modeling time because the
analysis method requires them to be present in the model; in the latter case, the analysis
method is responsible for creating the values or relations in the model [96]. Consider the
following examples:
• The analysis method Impact of Removing Elements which assesses the impact of
removing one element from the model, requires an attribute called remove in desired
elements, which must be introduced in modeling time.
• The analysis method Application Component Availability calculates the availability
of all application components based on the availability of the devices, system software, or infrastructure services that support them. With this in mind, the attribute
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availability in the devices must be introduced in modeling time; however, the
availability in system software or infrastructure services might be introduced in modeling time, but it also may be introduced in the model as result of the analysis method
based on the related devices. Finally, the availability in application components is
calculated and introduced in the model by the analysis method. Consequently, the
metamodel is extended including the attribute availability in the aforementioned
elements.
• The analysis method Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level creates an
association relation between requirements and infrastructure elements such as devices, infrastructures services, or system software, when the element does not comply with the condition specified in requirements. The condition is given by the
attributes: i) conditionAttribute, ii) conditionOperation, iii) conditionValue,
and iv) targetElements. These attributes must be introduced in modeling time,
but the association relation between the requirement and corresponding infrastructure elements is created by the analysis method. As a result, the metamodel is
extended including the aforementioned attributes in the element Requirement and
an association relation between Requirement and infrastructure elements.
In order to be able to support SAMBAs, the approach is based on the separation of
linguistic and ontological conformance. Thus, the only requirement that the model must
accomplish is that all its elements and relations must have a corresponding definition in
the linguistic metamodel (e.g., DSIMM ). Supporting this separation, makes it possible
to perform as many tasks as possible with the models, even when they are incomplete
regarding the metamodel. Also, validations can be used to validate the compatibility of a
model with analysis methods that have specific information requirements.
Another element of the approach is a way to package SAMBAs and analysis methods
to make them deployable as a single unit. This is complemented by a mechanism for
analysis methods to describe their information requirements by means of a descriptor.
Finally, the approach can be supported by the introduction of a framework to be used
as the base for the implementation of the analysis methods and configuration of analysis
chains. This framework should be aware of the presence of SAMBAs and it should offer
simple means to modify models and metamodels, as well as querying or navigating them.
For example, the framework should offer the means to find elements in a model by type,
by attribute values, or by topological properties (e.g., all the Business Processes with
attribute ownerArea=‘HR’ and depending on at least 2 Application Services).

3.5.4

Methodological Aspects

In order to use the proposed strategy, we state two characteristics: on the one hand,
the modeling process is based on the intention of performing enterprise analysis through
automated analysis methods; on the other hand, the analysis process is performed by
running automated analysis methods or automated analysis chains.
Modeling Process
Based on the approach described, the modeling process require specific activities, when
the purpose of creating models is analysis. Figure 3.2 presents the steps to perform during
the whole modeling phase.
1. The analyst defines the expectations about the enterprise and the required knowledge
for supporting decision making processes.
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Figure 3.2: Modeling process for Enterprise Analysis.
2. The analyst defines the required analyses in order to obtain the information that
satisfies the defined expectations.
3. The analyst then informs the modeler about the selected analyses.
4. The modeler selects the proper set of analysis methods and SAMBAs to extend the
base metamodel (i.e., ArchiMate) and forms the integrated metamodel SAMBAi .
5. The modeler observes and abstracts the enterprise, and gathers all relevant information.
6. Finally, the modeler builds the model, which must conform ontologically to the
extended metamodel (i.e., SAMBAi ). To create the model, the modeler must include
additional data for the modeling extensions presented in the SAMBAi . The data for
result extensions is created when analysis methods are performed.
For instance, the analyst expects to find the infrastructure elements that are using
more that 100 GB of storage in order to determine whether or not the technology department requires new devices. Then, he defines and informs the modeler that the purpose of
modeling is analyzing the infrastructure elements. Then, the modeler selects the analysis method Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level that relates a corresponding
SAMBA, which includes some attributes in the element Requirement and association relations from Requirement to all infrastructure elements. Then, the modeler gets all required
information to perform the analysis method and include it in the model.
Analysis Process
After the modeler finishes the modeling process, the analyst can use the enterprise model
to perform selected automated analysis methods. Figure 3.3 presents the business analysis
process. This process has the following steps.
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Figure 3.3: Analysis process.
1. The analyst executes one of the selected analysis methods using an Analysis Engine
that works using the enterprise model and some input parameters provided by the
analyst.
2. By following the analysis method algorithm, the Analysis Engine generates results
that can be exported as facts and/or stored in the enterprise model enriching it. This
may require the inclusion of new elements, relations, and attributes (on elements or
relations).
3. Based on the results produced by the Analysis Engine, the analyst interprets the
information that is now available. When the results are stored in the model, the
Analysis Engine also reports these results in order to be used for the analyst in a
easy and flexible way.
4. The analyst communicates assessments regarding the actual state of the enterprise.
These assessments provide the analyst knowledge that can be used to support decision making processes.
Continuing with the previous example, the analyst executes the automated analysis
method Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level using the Analysis Engine, which
makes the necessary calculations and creates a relation from the requirement to those
infrastructure elements that are using more that 100 GB of storage. Based on the results,
the analyst assesses how many new devices are required for supporting the enterprise.
In addition, as mentioned before, when several automated analysis methods are required to be performed in a given business analysis, an automated analysis chain can be
configured based on the existing analysis methods. For performing analysis chains, the
analysis process has an additional step than the analysis process described above (see
Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Analysis chain process.
1. The analyst creates the analysis chain that consists in selecting one analysis method
and later selecting another analysis method that depends on the results stored in the
model by the first selected analysis method. The analysis chain can include several
analysis methods; thus, this step can be repeated many times.
2. The analyst executes the analysis chain using the Analysis Engine.
3. The Analysis Engine run sequentially all analysis methods that belong to the analysis
chain configured by the analyst and generates facts and/or enriches the model.
4. The analyst interprets the information that is now available.
5. The analyst communicates assessments.
For instance, if the analyst wants to assess the probability that the business processes
have flaws, he can create an analysis chain composed by the analysis methods Business
Process Fault Susceptibility and Application Component Availability. Then, using the
Analysis Engine, the analyst selects the method Application Component Availability, which
enriches the model with its results. Thus, the analyst can select a further analysis method
i.e., Business Process Fault Susceptibility to create the analysis chain. Then, he executes
the analysis chain and based on its results assesses which business processes are susceptible
to fail.

3.6

Case Study

In this section, we want to validate the proposed strategy based SAMBAs. We implemented in iArchiMate the analysis methods of the catalog. Then, based on the enterprise
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model of the publisher scenario already presented, we performed some analysis methods
and analysis chains. In order to illustrate enterprise analysis, we present analysis methods
that demands some information in the model and provide results by reports and enriches
the enterprise model.
Thus, consider that an analyst intends to perform two analyses. On the one hand,
he wants to identify the capacity of some infrastructure elements. On the other hand, he
wants to know the probability of failure for business process based on the availability of
the infrastructure elements.
In the first case, in order to identify the actual capacity of infrastructure elements, the
automated analysis method Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level can observe
whether some infrastructure elements accomplish certain requirements. For instance, consider the requirements IT High Storage Capacity and IT High Availability. The first one
is intended to find the infrastructure elements that have used less than 100 GB of storage.
The second one is intended to find the infrastructure elements with availability greater
than 0.96. The results of this analysis method enriches the model by creating new relations from requirements to some infrastructure elements that do not accomplish with the
requirement. This results are also reported in order to inform their details. The method
obtained the following results:
• The first requirement creates association relations to the infrastructure elements SQL
Server Database Service, Linux Server, and MySQL Database Service because they
surpass 100 GB of storage used.
• The second requirement creates association relations to the infrastructure elements
Apache Application Service, MySQL Database Service, and Glassfish Application
Server because their availability is under 0.96.
Figure 3.5 presents the results of the analysis method. Part (a) presents the resulting
enterprise model, which has been enriched by including association relations from the
requirements to the infrastructure elements that do not accomplish the conditions of the
requirements. Part (b) presents a report with detailed information about the results of
the analysis method
Then, on the one hand, the databases services are using more storage space that
they are supposed to use, based on the requirement condition. The Linux Server, which
also is using a lot of storage space, realizes the MySQL Database Service; nevertheless,
another server (Windows Server ) realizes the SQL Server Service. On the other hand
the availability of some system software that are installed in the Linux Server is not
good enough. Based on these results, the analyst might conclude that it is necessary to
improve the technical characteristics of the Linux Server in order to keep an appropriate
performance of the related infrastructure elements. In addition, the Windows Server might
be improved by increasing its storage capacity.
In the second case, since business processes use application services that are realizations
of application components, it is necessary to calculate the availability of all application
elements in order to obtain the require information to determine if a business process
can fail. The automated analysis method Application Component Availability calculates
the availability of the application components based on the corresponding infrastructure
elements. Figure 3.6 presents the results of the analysis method Application Component
Availability applied on the model of the publisher scenario. The results of this analysis
method enriches the model by storing new valuable information in some elements from
the infrastructure and application layers. This results are also reported in order to inform
their details. The method obtained the following results:
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(a) Association relations impact have been created by the analysis method

(b) Report of the analysis results

Figure 3.5: Results of the analysis method Requirement Compliance at Infrastructure Level
• The Device Windows Server composes and aggregates the SystemSoftware Seniorconta and JBoss Application Server. Then, the availability of the Windows Server
is propagated to the Seniorconta and JBoss Application Server.
• Similar to the previous result, the availability of the Device Linux Server is propagated to the SystemSoftware Glassfish Application Server and Apache Application
Server.
• The SystemSoftware Microsoft Office and Book Designer do not depend on any
Device; then, their availability is created as 1.0.
• The Windows Server realizes the InfrastructureService SQL Server Database
Service while the Linux Server realizes the InfrastructureService File Storage
Service and MySQL Database Service. Then the availability is also propagated from
the devices to the corresponding infrastructure services.
• The analysis method calculates the availability for the ApplicationComponent BI,
DMS, CMS, and CRM based on the related infrastructures elements and system
software.
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(a) Attributes on red have been created by the analysis method

(b) Report of the analysis results

Figure 3.6: Results of the analysis method Application Component Availability

Based on these results, it is possible to run the automated analysis method Business Process Fault Susceptibility, which calculates the fault susceptibility for each business process. Figure 3.7 presents the enriched model after performing the automated
analysis method. In this enriched model, the business processes have now the attribute
faultSusceptibility, which has been calculated by the algorithm of the analysis method.
Then, the analyst can conclude that there are various business processes (specially
those that depend on several application services) that can fail. Thus, he can suggest
the improvement of the infrastructure elements that support application services with low
availability.
This analysis can be performed by running the two aforementioned automated analysis
methods; however, it can also be performed by the execution of an automated analysis
chain composed by the two analysis methods.
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Figure 3.7: Results of the analysis method Business Process Fault Susceptibility.

3.7

iArchiMate extensions for Automated Analysis

By using the distinction of linguistic and ontological conformance approach, iArchiMate
is capable of using metamodels which can be changed at runtime. This makes it possible
to implement the SAMBA approach already described, which requires automated analysis
methods and metamodel extensions to be selected and applied at runtime.
A modeler is allowed to select an analysis method and to integrate the correspondent
SAMBA at any point during the modeling or analysis phases. When that happens, iArchiMate performs few tasks in order to support the new extensions and provide validation
mechanisms. The most important of these tasks is the generation of a validation script
based on an EVL to validate the models. These scripts are then configured to be run
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while the model is changed, and any conformance problem is reported as a warning. This
is particularly important because, in Eclipse, errors are critical and must be addressed
immediately. Instead, warnings are more informational in nature, and thus tools should
be resilient to them. In the case of iArchiMate, errors are used to report linguistic conformance problems because models should not be processable unless those are fixed, and
warnings are used for ontological problems.

3.7.1

Automated Analysis Methods

Although iArchiMate can be used to create ArchiMate models, its real value is in supporting the execution of automated analysis methods. For this, the modeler first has to select
the methods intended to run, from a list of the currently deployed ones. If some required
analysis method is not available, the modeler may install it as a plug-in, or develop it
himself. Also, by selecting a set of analysis methods, the modeler is implicitly selecting
the extensions that have to be applied to the basic ArchiMate metamodel. The tool then
combines the base ArchiMate metamodel with the selected analysis method extensions to
build the integrated SAMBAi . With this information, iArchiMate generates the necessary
EVL validation scripts, for validating the existence of all mandatory information that the
method requires.
After the modeling phase is finished, the analyst can run any of the enabled analysis
methods. For this, he can use a wizard that asks two questions. First, the central concept
that has to be analyzed and then the specific method to be invoked. For instance, considering the layered model of the publisher scenario, Figure 3.8 shows the mentioned wizard,

Figure 3.8: Wizard for Selection of Analysis Method.
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which also includes a brief description and information about the requirements of the selected analysis method Application Component Availability. After this step, iArchiMate
proceeds to verify the existence of all the mandatory information that the method requires.
If some of it is not available, the method cannot be run and the problem is highlighted.
Listing 3.1 presents the generated validation script for the analysis method Application
Component Availability, which requires the attribute availability in devices. It has the
following lines:
• Line 1 establishes as context the EClass Element from the GIMM.
• Line 2 sets the name of the rule.
• Lines 3 to 26 check that elements with typeName equals to Device have the attribute
availability with type EDouble and value between 0 and 1.
• Lines 27 to 35 presents messages for informing a) the attribute availability is
required, b) the type of the attribute availability must be EDouble, and c) the
value of the attribute must be between 0 and 1.
• Line 5 uses one functionality provided by one of the libraries of the analysis engine,
which in this case allows parsing to double in order to approve the availability value.

Listing 3.1: Generated Validation Script
1 context Element {
2
critique h a s A t t r i b u t e A v a i l a b i l i t y I n D e v i c e {
3
check {
4
var v al id a ti on Er r or =0;
5
var rvh = new Native ( ' co . edu . uniandes . iArchimate . validation . Util ') ;
6
if ( self . typeName . name == ' Device ') {
7
for ( att : Attribute in self . attributes ) {
8
if ( att . name == ' availability ') {
9
if ( att . type . name == ' EDouble ') {
10
var attValue = rvh . castDouble ( att . value ) ;
11
if ( attValue >= 0 and attValue <= 1) {
12
return true ;
13
} else {
14
v al id at i on Er r or =2;
15
return false ;
16
}
17
} else {
18
v al id at i on Er ro r =1;
19
return false ;
20
}
21
}
22
}
23
return false ;
24
}
25
return true ;
26
}
27
message {
28
if ( v a li da ti o nE rr or ==0) {
29
return " The attribute ' availability ' in Device is required ";
30
} else if ( va li d at io n Er ro r ==1) {
31
return " The attribute ' availability ' in Device must be EDouble ";
32
} else if ( va li d at io n Er ro r ==2) {
33
return " The attribute ' availability ' in Device must be between 0 and 1";
34
}
35
}
36
}
37 }
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Figure 3.9: Analysis Method Validation.

Figure 3.9 shows the result of the validation process for said analysis method, where in
the Device Windows Server and Linux Server is missing the attribute availability.
The validation engine produces a warning and lays it up on top of the diagram. Finally,
when the mandatory information is complete, the analysis method is run and its results
are collected.
The results of running an automated analysis method can have two natures. On the
one hand, there are results which are external to the model and have to be exported or
visualized separated from the model. In iArchiMate, these are visualized in a view called
iArchiMate Analysis Results, which can display simple values as well as more complex
tables. On the other hand, there are analysis methods with results that serve to enrich
the models. These methods may register their results as valued attributes of elements or
relations, as new relations, or even as new elements.

3.7.2

Automated Analysis Chains

Executing the automated analysis methods is not necessarily the last step in the process.
New analysis methods can be selected at any time, thus forcing to recalculate SAMBAi
and to provide additional information for the model.
iArchiMate allows configuring analysis chains based on the enabled analysis methods.
After the model is created, the analyst can configure one analysis chain selecting the
desired analysis methods through the wizard presented in Figure 3.10. Initially, the wizard
presents all enabled analysis methods. Once the first analysis method is selected, the
wizard provides the list of viable analysis methods. If there is just one analysis method
selected, viable analysis methods are those that need as input any output provided by
the selected method. For instance, if one analysis method calculates one attribute (e.g.,
availability) in one specific element type (e.g., application component), one viable analysis
method should require this attribute to calculate further information. However, if there
are selected more than one analysis method, viable analysis methods are those that need as
input any output provided by any selected method. The wizard also presents information
regarding the attributes or relations for each related ArchiMate element that each selected
analysis method require or will create.
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Figure 3.10: Wizard for Selecting Analysis Chains.

3.8

Summary

This chapter presented a general description of certain enterprise analysis that may be
internal, external or both as well as explained the difficulties of making analysis on models
using tools that do not offer analysis support. In addition, the chapter defined automated
analysis methods and presented various problems that we coped with the construction of
a catalog of quantitative and functional analysis methods that is based on a systematic literature review. The catalog is an important contribution because it provides a structured,
unified, and characterized description of several analysis methods found in the literature.
Later, automated analysis problems are discussed in order to explain our strategy for automated analysis, which allows extending the ArchiMate metamodel, for demanding specific
required information on the model, when an analysis method is desired to be performed.
Finally, following the strategy described, the chapter presents the extensions done to our
modeling platform in order to support enterprise analysis based on automated analysis
methods. The functionality of business analysis methods has been illustrated using the
model of the publisher scenario already described.
The following chapters introduce the concept imperfection, which defines information
with certain specific characteristics and present our strategy to analyze enterprise models
that include imperfect information.
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4

Imperfection in Enterprise Models
The process of constructing an enterprise model is complex and requires demanding activities such as human observation, consulting sources of different natures, and interpreting
unstructured information [2]. Thus, building an enterprise model that properly represents
the enterprise has a high level of difficulty. The difficulty is based on two main reasons:
1) the enterprise size and complexity and 2) several uncontrolled factors that affect the
modeling process [97] such as sources’ quality and lack of information. Quality refers to
the knowledge level of the sources on specific aspects of the enterprise. Lack of information
refers to the incapability of sources to provide information about certain aspects of the
enterprise. Because of this, in some cases it is impossible to build an enterprise model that
accurately represents the enterprise [36].
Models represent the state of the enterprise in a given moment, but enterprises change
continuously, which implies that models are inherently imprecise (e.g., income of a product, availability of technology devices, application services processing and response time).
Thus an enterprise model may lack complete information and even contain imprecise or
inconsistent information [98]; then, it must be refined when new information is gathered
from enterprise sources.
Once the model is finished, the analyst will use the model to analyze the enterprise;
nevertheless, performing analysis using a model that might not represent accurately some
enterprise elements or relations becomes an important problem because analysis results
should not be considered accurate nor reliable; then, such results might not be used to
support other processes in the enterprise (e.g., decision making).
Model imperfection is inevitable in enterprise models. Then, it is better to include
information in the model to represent explicitly those problems than to ignore them and
to assume that the model accurately represents the enterprise. Modeling the imperfection
implies creating other kinds of models that in this dissertation are called imperfect models,
which contain information that can assess the imperfection. However, it demands the
characterization of the imperfection, which implies understanding the sources of enterprise
information.
In this dissertation we propose a strategy to support enterprise modeling using imperfect information. The strategy allows modeling different kinds of imperfect information
as well as modeling decision traces, for including in the model information regarding the
67
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decisions made, when imperfect elements are placed in the model. Modeling imperfection
demanded creating a new metamodel that supports imperfect information. This metamodel is called iMM, which is based on the DSIMM. In addition, to support decision
traces, iMM was extended into a new metamodel called EiMM, which allows modeling
required decision trace elements. The strategy also provides specific characteristics of the
language syntax. Finally, we implemented the strategy in iArchiMate.
In this chapter we define imperfect models and classify the kinds of imperfection as
well as describe the kinds of sources of enterprise information based on the quality of the
information they provide. Later, we explain our strategy to support model imperfection
and present the iMM, which is the metamodel that includes the types for imperfect information. In addition, we describe decision traces, which is data related to the decisions
made by modelers in the modeling process and present the EiMM, which is the metamodel
that include the types required for modeling decision traces. Finally, we explain how the
iArchiMate platform has been extended in order to support the creation of imperfect
models and decision traces.

4.1

Imperfect Models

Given the information obtained from one or several sources, modelers are in charge of assigning values to attributes, as well as connecting model elements with relations. However,
modelers might not have a unique course of action when dealing with multiple possible
values for a specific attribute, or multiple possible targets of a relations. Then, they need
to make decisions in the construction of the enterprise model, which might cause a loss of
information.
For instance, consider a situation where the CTO of a company, based on an experiment
made to measure the availability of enterprise’s application elements, asserts that the
availability of the application component CRM is 0.96, but an IT operator, based on
another experiment, argues that the availability is 0.99. In the case of numeric attributes,
modelers have six alternatives:
1. Model just one numeric value, either by selecting the best value (e.g., the greatest
availability, which is 0.99 ), or by doing some calculation (e.g., the average, which is
0.96 ).
2. Describe availability as a range of values (e.g., [0.96 - 0.99] ), where each value has
the same occurrence probability. This also requires modifications in the metamodel,
e.g., by creating the attributes minimumAvailability and maximumAvailability or
creating an attribute that accepts two values.
3. Include availability as a set of values (e.g., (0.96, 0.99)), where more than one value
with the same occurrence probability are provided by one or several sources.
4. Assign a certainty degree to each conflicting value, depending on the reliability of
the source, e.g. 0.96 with a 60% of certainty, and 0.99 with 40% certainty.
5. Modify the attribute type to support qualitative values, e.g., to describe availability
as “High”, instead of with a percentage value.
6. Leave an empty value until the modeler has more information.
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The first alternative can be used, but this means losing information and potentially
creating an incorrect model with respect to the enterprise. Second to fifth alternatives
include all gathered information, but imply making changes to the metamodel, which
is not always possible as it affects existing modeling and analysis methods. The last
alternative is undesired, as it leaves the model incomplete.
Furthermore, a similar situation can be possible with one to one relations with multiple
elements, which are possible sources or targets. For instance, the CTO may assert that
the application service MySQL Database Service is realized either by the device Windows
Server, or the Linux Server, but being unsure by which one in particular. In this case, the
modeler has four courses of action:
1. Select just one component by creating just one realization relation, e.g., Linux Server
→ MySQL Database Service.
2. Create two realization relations, each with the same probability, e.g., Windows Server
→ MySQL Database Service and Linux Server → MySQL Database Service.
3. Create two realization relations, and assign a certainty degree to each one of them.
4. Model neither of the relations until the modeler has more information.
When the modeler takes the first alternative, the model is complete, but again, it might
not be accurate. Second and third alternatives also imply changing the metamodel. The
last alternative is also undesired, as it leaves the model incomplete.
Thus, in order to avoid inaccurate or incomplete models, it is desirable to include all
possible information provided by the enterprise sources. This can be done by creating an
imperfect model, which can describe properly the different kinds of information that such
sources provide. Definition 4.1 presents the concept imperfect model.
Definition 4.1
An Imperfect Model is a model that can include different kinds of information in
attributes or relations that enterprise sources provide, regardless that the model do not
conform to the metamodel of the modeling language.
Then, imperfect models need to be classified. This classification aims to define the
characteristics of the kinds of information that an imperfect model can store. Enterprise
sources may be classified as well based on the information they provide.

4.1.1

Classification of Imperfect Models

The classification of imperfect models serves to specify which kinds of information can
be represented in the model, where this information is placed (i.e., attributes, relations,
elements), and which characteristics this information has.
In this dissertation, we present five types of models [36, 54]; nevertheless, imperfection
is not limited to these types i.e., new imperfection types might be identified and thus
included in this classification. In addition, a model can include combinations of some of
these types because it might include different kinds of imperfect information.
1. Imprecise model [97, 99, 100, 101]. We call a model imprecise if at least for one
scalar attribute (placed in an element or relation), the modeler specifies a range of
numeric values instead of a single value. The actual value of such attribute in the
enterprise must be included in the range of values; otherwise, the model would be
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not only imprecise, but also incorrect. The range is given by a minimum and a
maximum value.
For instance, based on different experiments, different sources inform to the modeler
different values between 0.92 and 0.96 for the availability of the application component CRM. Then, the modeler assign for such attribute a range of values, where the
minimum value is 0.92 and the maximum value is 0.96, instead of one value such as
the average.
2. Inconsistent model [102, 103]. We call a model inconsistent if the modeler specifies several values, instead of a just one value, for at least one single-valued relation
or attribute (placed in one element or relation).
For instance, sources provide to the modeler three different versions for the application service MySQL database service: 5.7.15, 5.6.30, and 5.5.40 and inform that the
administrator of the MySQL database service is either the CIO or the CTO. Then,
the modeler places in the attribute version a set with the mentioned values instead
of one of those values and creates two relations called administrator: one from the
actor CIO to the MySQL database service and the other from the actor CTO to the
MySQL database service.
3. Vague model [104]. We call a model vague if the modeler decides to assign a
linguistic value instead of a numeric value to one attribute, which may be placed in
one element or relation.
For instance, by performing different experiments, the availability of the application
service BI have several values; then, the value assigned to the attribute is Medium
instead of one calculated value such as the average, one of those values, a range of
values, or a set of values.
4. Uncertain model [99, 105, 106, 107]. We call a model uncertain if at least for
one relation or attribute (placed in one element or relation), the modeler specifies a
value, a set of values, or a range of values with a certainty degree.
For instance, the modeler assigns to the UsedBy relation from the application service
Dashboard Service to the business process Indicator Management a certainty degree
of 90% because the sources that provide such information are not completely reliable.
5. Incomplete model. We call a model incomplete if for at least one mandatory
element or attribute the modeler does not specify any value. It might happen because
the modeler decided not to assess any value because he/she does not have enough
information or the collected information has been provided for unreliable sources.
For instance, sources are not able to determine how much traffic generates the CRM
system; then, the modeler creates the attribute dataTraffic in the CRM with no
value.

4.1.2

Sources of Enterprise Information

Enterprise knowledge is usually fragmented in several sources of information. These
sources provide information to modelers for building the enterprise model. However, when
observing these sources, it is likely to find contradictory information, imprecise statements,
opposite points of view, conflicts of interest, lack of information, and other kind of situations that obstruct the construction of the enterprise model. Moreover, it is possible to
find information that was true in the past, but sources cannot confirm if it remains valid.
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Thus, depending on the quality of the provided information, an enterprise source can fall
into the following categories:
• Incorrect source [97], when it provides false, irrelevant, or unusable information.
• Imprecise source [97, 99, 100, 101], when it provides a range of values to an
attribute that requires an individual value (e.g., based on various experiments to
measure the availability of the application elements, the CTO asserts that the availability of the application component CRM is between 0.92 and 0.95 ).
• Inconsistent source [102, 103]. There are the following cases in which one source
or several sources can be inconsistent.
– Two sources are inconsistent, when one source of them determines that one
element in the enterprise exists, while other source determines that such element
does not exist.
– Several sources are inconsistent, when they provide different values for one
attribute or relation (e.g., the CEO asserts that the expected increment of
sales for the next year is 30%, but the sales committee asserts that the expected
increment of sales is 20% ).
– One source is inconsistent, when it provides different values for one attribute
or relation (e.g., the CTO makes an experiment to measure availability of the
application component CRM providing the value 0.92, but later the same CTO
based on a different experiments asserts that the availability is 0.95 ).
• Vague source [104], when it provides one linguistic value among a set of linguistic
values for one specific attribute that requires a numeric value. (e.g., based on an experiment made to measure the availability of application elements, the CTO asserts
that the availability of the application component CRM is “High”).
• Uncertain source [99, 105, 106], when it provides a value with a certainty degree.
The value with a certainty degree must be a combination of a value with a probabilistic value ([v, P(v)]). (e.g., the CTO asserts that the application component
CRM is used by the business process Customer Profile Analysis with a certainty
degree of 80% ).
In addition, it is possible that a source omits certain information, or does not have
the required knowledge to answer some questions. Then, the corresponding observation is incomplete because it does not produce any fact. Consequently, the value of the
attribute or relation related with unanswered questions must be considered by the modeler
as undetermined.

4.1.3

Modeling Process with Imperfect Information

The modeling process with imperfect information is based on the modeling process presented in the previous chapter. In this process, in the step number 5, the modeler abstracts
the enterprise and in the step number 6, the modeler builds the enterprise model. However,
these steps are not that simple because abstracting the enterprise depends on sources of
enterprise information and building the enterprise model depends on decisions made by
the modeler, based on the information provided by such sources of enterprise information.
Thus, the modeling process is upgraded, including all necessary new elements. Figure 4.1
presents the upgraded process showing the steps to perform during the modeling phase:
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Figure 4.1: Modeling imperfection process.
1. The modeler consults sources of enterprise information (e.g., employee, document).
2. By consulting sources, observations (e.g., interview of an employee, revision of a
document) are produced.
3. Each observation provides facts, which contains certain information regarding specific aspects of the enterprise (e.g., the availability value of one application component).
4. The modeler uses the collected facts, which can include imperfect information.
5. Based on facts, the modeler makes decision.
6. Decisions are used to build the model that implies creating elements and relations
and assigning values to attributes that can belong to elements or relations.

4.2

Supporting Model Imperfection

In order to support the creation of imperfect enterprise models, we propose a strategy
based on the following elements:
1. Normally, modeling tools are based on a modeling language that is defined in one
metamodel. Nevertheless, that metamodel does not include types for creating imperfect information in the model. Then, to overcome this limitation, we propose an
approach for modeling imperfection based on the separation of linguistic and ontological conformance, where the imperfect model conforms ontologically to ArchiMate
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and linguistically to a metamodel of imperfection called iMM. This metamodel includes types for modeling imperfect elements, attributes and relations.
2. Since imperfect information must be easily distinguished by the modeler, it requires
specific symbols. It is therefore necessary to provide a graphical modeling notation
as part of the modeling language. The language provides a specific notation for
assigning values of the different types of imperfection i.e., imprecision, inconsistency,
uncertainty, vagueness, and incompleteness.
3. When observing sources, it is desirable to know which sources provide imperfect
information. Thus, we propose decision traces, which are additional elements in the
model, which provide information regarding the sources of enterprise information
and decisions made to create the model. In order to model decision traces, the
metamodel of imperfection iMM has been extended producing the EiMM - Extended
Metamodel of Imperfection, which includes types to model sources, observations,
facts, and decisions.
4. In this dissertation, we describe a modeling tool for providing the required services
to create imperfect models in which each imperfect element (i.e., absent elements,
elements that include imperfect attributes, or elements that are source of imperfect
relations) can include decision traces.

4.3

Modeling Imperfection

In order to address modeling imperfection, we have used again the distinction and separation of linguistic conformance and ontological conformance. To support imperfect information in the enterprise model, the DSIMM metamodel has been extended creating a
new metamodel called Imperfection Metamodel (iMM). Thus, the imperfect model conforms linguistically to the iMM that serves to represent any type, attribute and relation,
where attributes and relations can be imperfect. The imperfect model conforms ontologically to the domain metamodel (e.g., ArchiMate); nevertheless, attributes and relations
of instances of the same metatype can have different characteristics i.e., different kinds
of imperfection; then, imperfect information must follow the notation provided by the
modeling language.
The iMM, which is presented in Figure 4.2, complements DSIMM with the following
elements:
• The type ImperfectAttribute, which is a specializations of the type Attribute
serves to represent imperfect attributes in the model. This type includes the attribute
named imperfectionType, which defines the kind of imperfection of the attribute.
• The enumeration ImperfectAttributeTypeValue, which specifies the values of imperfection types for every imperfect attribute. The values are:
– NumericRange. This value is used when the imperfect attribute is imprecise.
– NumericSet and StringSet. These values are assigned when the imperfect
attribute is inconsistent.
– NumericVaueCertaintyDegree and StringVaueCertaintyDegree. These values are assigned when the imperfect attribute is uncertain.
– LinguisticValue. This value is used when the imperfect attribute is vague.
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Figure 4.2: Metamodel of Imperfection iMM.
– NoValue. This value is used when the imperfect attribute is imcomplete.
• The type ImperfectRelation, which is a specializations of the type Relation serves
to represent imperfect relations in the model. This type also includes the attribute
named imperfectionType, which defines the kind of imperfection of the relation.
• The enumeration ImperfectRelationTypeValue, which specifies the values of imperfection types for every imperfect relation. The values are:
– InstanceCertaintyDegree. This value is used when the imperfect relation is
uncertain.
– InstanceSet. This value is used when imperfect relations are inconsistent.
• The type AbsentElement, which is an specialization of the type Element and serves
to represent elements that its existence is not confirmed.

4.4

Modeling Notation

The modeling notation offers analysts symbols to distinguish the kind of imperfection
that include elements, attributes, and relations. In addition, this notation might be used
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to develop additional services (e.g., business analysis methods) through algorithms that
browse the enterprise model and make calculations. Thus, the modeling language must
provide a specific notation to set imperfect information into elements, attributes, and
relations. In this dissertation, we present the following notation for imperfect information:
• Imprecise attributes have a minimum and a maximum values that are placed in
square braces, and separated by a dash (e.g., [1-2] ). Figure 4.3a presents the application component CRM with the attribute availability that contains the imprecise
value [0.92-0.96].
• Inconsistent attributes are described with a set of values inside of parentheses and
separated by commas (e.g., (A, B, C)). Figure 4.3b presents the application service
MySQL Database Service with the attribute version that contains the inconsistent
value (5.6.30,5.7.15).
• Uncertain attributes are represented with a pair of elements enclosed by braces and
separated by comma, where the first element represents the actual value of the
attribute, and the second element represents its certainty degree (e.g., {A, 0.9}).
Figure 4.3c presents the device Linux Server with the attribute provider that contains the uncertain value {DELL, 0.9}, which implies that the provider is DELL
with a certainty degree of 90%.
• Vague attributes include a linguistic value inside of angle brackets (e.g. <High>).

(a) Imprecise Attribute

(b) Inconsistent Attribute

(c) Uncertain Attribute

(d) Vague Attribute

(e) Incomplete Attribute

(f) Absent Element

(g) Inconsistent Relations

(h) Uncertain Relations

Figure 4.3: Notation for modeling imperfection
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Figure 4.3d presents the system software JBoss Application Server with the attribute
availability that contains the vague value <High>.
• Incomplete attributes have a question mark (?) as value. Figure 4.3e presents the
application component BI with the attribute version that contains as value the
symbol ?.
• Absent elements are drawn in blue with unfilled squares. When an absent element
does not have any ArchiMate type, its icon is a question mark. Figure 4.3f presents
an element called Shorewall, which is supposed to be a system software, but its
existence is not proved.
• Inconsistent relations are drawn in blue and are represented as a set of relations
with the same type (e.g., Realization) from one source to many targets or from
many sources to one target. Figure 4.3g presents the application component CRM
supported by the infrastructure services MySQL Database Service and SQL Server
Database Service;nevertheless, the CRM is supposed to be supported by just one
database service.
• Uncertain relations are drawn in blue and have their certainty degree specified as
an attribute displayed next to the relation. Figure 4.3h presents the UsedBy relation from the application service Analytics Service to the business process Indicator
Management whit a certainty degree of 80%.

4.5

Decision Trace

We propose decision traces as additional elements to handle model imperfection. Decision
traces are additional data about the information provided by sources and the information
gathering process. Based on the decision trace, modelers can understand the reasons why
such imperfect models has been created and later, they can identify new sources to observe
in order to obtain the required information for refining the model. Decision traces can
contain:
1. Sources of enterprise information such as Persons, Meetings (which have associated
the corresponding persons), Documents, and Direct Observations (forming information regarding the enterprise provided by the modeler)
2. Observations, which determines the time stamp when the source was consulted.
3. Facts, such as Instance Fact, Attribute Fact, and Relation Fact, which allow to
document the values obtained through each observation.
4. Decisions, which include specific information about the decision made by the modeler, when imperfect information is introduced in a element of the model.
Then, based on the decision trace, modelers can have specific information for refining
the model. Once the modeler refines one element in the imperfect model by removing
its imperfection, the corresponding decision trace can be removed as well. At the end
of the modeling process, if the final version of the model does not have incomplete or
imperfect elements; then, it does not have decision traces. Nevertheless, the final version
of the model might include imperfect information and thus decision traces because it is
not possible for the modeler to gather new information to remove certain imperfection.
Definition 4.2 presents the concept decision trace.
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Definition 4.2
A Decision Trace is a special component placed in an imperfect model and linked to
a specific element of the model that serves to document the decisions made by modelers
when they cope with imperfect information.
In order to include decision trace with all elements described above, iMM was extended into a new metamodel called Extended Imperfection Metamodel (EiMM), which is
presented in Figure 4.4. This metamodel has the necessary metatypes to represent sources,
observations, facts, and decisions related to imperfect information placed enterprise model.
EiMM includes all the elements that are part of iMM, complemented with the following
additional types:
• DecisionTrace serves as container for all other additional elements. It includes
the attribute idDecisionTrace, which identifies every decision trace placed in the
model.
• Source is an abstract type that allows representing enterprise sources. It has the
following specializations:
– DirectObservation, which allows representing observations made by modelers.
– Document that includes the attributes version and description.
– Person that represents enterprise employees and include the attributes rol and
organizationalUnit.

Figure 4.4: Extended Metamodel of Imperfection EiMM.
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– Meeting, which includes the attribute minuteNumber in order to specify the
document that includes the information treated in the meeting and the relation
meetingParticipant that specifies the people who attended the meeting.
• Observation serves to represent interviews, document revisions, and meeting acts.
It includes the attributes idObservation and referenceDate in order to identify
when that observation was taken.
• Fact serves to create registers of information obtained about elements, attributes,
or relations of the enterprise. It has the following specializations:
– InstanceFact that includes the boolean attribute exist, which is used to register whether an element exist or not in the enterprise.
– AttributeFact that includes attributes for specifying the attribute name and
value.
– RelationFact that includes attributes for specifying the relation name and
value.
• Decision serves to specify the decision made by modelers for imperfect elements,
attributes or relations.
By means of EiMM, it is possible to include all available information into the imperfect
model. Each element in the model can have a decision trace component, for specifying
all data related with the enterprise information obtained, when the modeler decides to
include imperfect information.
An element should include a decision trace when happens at least one of the following
situations:
• the element is imperfect,
• there are imperfect attributes or imperfect relations that belongs to the element,
• there are imperfect attributes placed in one relation that belongs to the corresponding element.
For example, consider that two different sources provided different information to the
attribute version that belongs to the infrastructure service MySQL Database Service and
the modeler decided to assigned an inconsistent value to such attribute. Then, the modeler
can create a decision trace for the MySQL Database Service including information of the
sources, observation (e.g., interview), facts, which corresponds to the values provided by
the sources in the corresponding observation, and decision, which document the decision
of including the inconsistent value.

4.6

iArchiMate for Modeling Imperfection

We upgraded iArchiMate to provide the necessary services to include imperfect information
as well as decision traces. Then, iArchiMate provides in the graphical modeling language
the following new elements: imperfect attributes, imperfect relations, absent elements, and
decision traces. The validation engine has been upgraded as well. Now, it can validate the
notation for imperfect elements, attributes, and relations. Moreover, iArchiMate offers
in separated views the elements of decision traces i.e., sources, observations, facts, and
decisions.
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Imperfect models

In order to illustrate the creation of an imperfect model using iArchiMate, based on the
the enterprise publisher scenario, consider the following situations:
• The CTO asserts: a) the version and availability of the ApplicationComponent BI
is 2.1.2 and 0.9% respectively; b) the availability of the Device Windows Server is
High, but he does not know an accurate value; and c) the availability of the Device
Linux Server is 95% and its provider is DELL.
• A technology operator indicates that the availability of the Linux Server is 98% and
its provider is SUN.
• The CIO communicates: a) the ApplicationService Profile Service is not yet running,
but he is not sure if this service is already installed and b) the ApplicationService
Analytics Service, Dashboard Service, and Customer Management Service are used
by the BusinessProcess Indicator Management with a certainty degree of 95%,
80%, and 85% respectively.
• A development engineer states: a) the availability of the BI is 0.8%, b) the version of
the ApplicationComponent CRM is unknown, and c) the Linux Server aggregates
the Firewall Shorewall.
• A contract establishes that the version of the BI is 2.1.6
Then, based on the previous information provided by different sources, the modeler
creates the model including some imperfect elements, attributes and relations. For illustration purposes, Figure 4.5 presents a fragment of the layered view that includes only the
elements that contain imperfection and their related elements. Then, the model includes
the following imperfect information.
1 The Windows Server includes the vague attribute availability with value High
based on the information provided by the CTO.
2 The Linux Server contains the a) imprecise attribute availability with minimum
value 0.95 and maximum value 0.98 and b) the inconsistent attribute provider
with values DELL and SUN. Both attributes based on the information provided by
the CTO and a technology operator.
3 The BI contains a) the inconsistent attribute version with values 2.1.2 and 2.1.6
based on the information provided by the CTO and a contract and b) the vague
attribute availability with value Medium based on the information provided by
the CTO and a development engineer.
4 The CRM contains the incomplete attribute version based on a development engineer.
5 The Profile Service is placed as absent element based on the information communicated by the CIO.
6 The firewall Shorewall is placed as absent element based on the information provided by a development engineer because the element Firewall is not defined by
ArchiMate.
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Figure 4.5: Fragment of layered view of imperfect model.
7 The uncertain UsedBy relations from Analytics Service, Dashboard Service, and Customer Management Service to Indicator Management based on the information provided by the CIO.

4.6.2

Conformance Validation

iArchiMate also validates imperfect information in order to verify whether attributes
and relations have the proper format depending on the values assigned in the attribute
imperfectionType. Listing 4.1 presents a fragment of the validation script (written using
Epsilon Validation Language (EVL)) for imperfect attributes. The script just presents two
rules: one for imprecise attributes and the other one for inconsistent attributes; however,
it actually includes one rule per imperfection type. The script has the following lines:
• Line 1 establishes the EClass ImperfectAttribute from the iMM as context.
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• Lines 2, and 19 set the names of the rules.
• Lines 3 to 10 and 20 to 27 check the correct value format of the imperfect attribute.
These rules are supported by the Java class specified in the lines 4 and 21. This Java
class includes the necessary algorithms to solve the correspondent formats.
• Lines 11 and 28 present messages for informing the wrong format.
• Lines 12 to 17 and 29 to 34 offer an alternative to fix the problem through the Eclipse
Quick Fix dialog.
Listing 4.1: Fragment of Validation Script for Imperfect Attributes
1 context I m p e r f e c t A t t r i b u t e {
2
constraint isN umericRa nge {
3
check {
4
var rvh = new Native ( ' co . edu . uniandes . iArchimate . validation . ⤦
Ç I m p e r f e c t A t t r i b u t e R u l e s V a l i d a t i o n H e l p e r ') ;
5
if ( self . i m p e r f e c t i o n Ty p e . name = ' NumericRange ') {
6
return rvh . isNume ricRange ( self . value ) ;
7
} else {
8
return true ;
9
}
10
}
11
message : ' Incorrect format for numeric range in ' + self . eClass () . name
12
fix {
13
title : ' Correct the format for numeric range '
14
do {
15
self . value := rvh . c o r r e c t N u m e r i c R a n g e ( self . value ) ;
16
}
17
}
18
}
19
constraint isNumericSet {
20
check {
21
var rvh = new Native ( ' co . edu . uniandes . iArchimate . validation . ⤦
Ç I m p e r f e c t A t t r i b u t e R u l e s V a l i d a t i o n H e l p e r ') ;
22
if ( self . i m p e r f e c t io n T y p e . name = ' NumericSet ') {
23
return rvh . isNumericSet ( self . value ) ;
24
} else {
25
return true ;
26
}
27
}
28
message : ' Incorrect format for numeric set in ' + self . eClass () . name
29
fix {
30
title : ' Correct the format for numeric range '
31
do {
32
self . value := rvh . c o r r e c t N u m e r i c S e t ( self . value ) ;
33
}
34
}
35
}
36 }

Listing 4.2 presents a fragment of the validation script for imperfect relations. The
script presents two rules: one for uncertain relations and the other one for inconsistent
relations; however, it actually includes one rule per imperfection type. The script has the
following lines:
• Line 1 establishes the EClass ImperfectRelation from the iMM as context.
• Lines 2, and 25 set the names of the rules.
• Lines 3 to 16 and 26 to 39 check the correctness the imperfect relation. These rules
are supported by the Java class specified in the lines 6 and 27. This Java class
includes the necessary algorithms to solve the validation issues.
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• Lines 17 to 23 and 40 to 46 present messages for informing the errors.
Listing 4.2: Fragment of Validation Script for Imperfect Relations
1 context I m p e r f e c t R e l a t i o n {
2
constraint i s I n s t a n c e C e r t a i n t y D e g r e e {
3
check {
4
var rvh = new Native ( ' co . edu . uniandes . iArchimate . validation . ⤦
Ç I m p e r f e c t R e l a t i o n R u l e s V a l i d a t i o n H e l p e r ') ;
5
var problemId ;
6
if ( self . i m p e r f e c t i o nT y p e . name = ' I n s t a n c e C e r t a i n t y D e g r e e ') {
7
problemId = rvh . i s I n s t a n c e C e r t a i n t y D e g r e e ( self ) ;
8
if ( problemId = 0) {
9
return true ;
10
} else {
11
return false ;
12
}
13
} else {
14
return true ;
15
}
16
}
17
message {
18
if ( problemId = 1) {
19
return self . eClass () . name + ' with imperfect type ⤦
Ç " I n s t a n c e C e r t a i n t y D e g r e e " requires certainty degree ';
20
} else if ( problemId = 2) {
21
return self . eClass () . name + ' with imperfect type ⤦
Ç " I n s t a n c e C e r t a i n t y D e g r e e " cannot have an AbsentElement as target ';
22
}
23
}
24
}
25
constraint isInstanceSet {
26
check {
27
var rvh = new Native ( ' co . edu . uniandes . iArchimate . validation . ⤦
Ç I m p e r f e c t R e l a t i o n R u l e s V a l i d a t i o n H e l p e r ') ;
28
var problemId ;
29
if ( self . i m p e r f e c t i o nT y p e . name = ' InstanceSet ') {
30
problemId = rvh . isInstanceSet ( self ) ;
31
if ( problemId = 0) {
32
return true ;
33
} else {
34
return false ;
35
}
36
} else {
37
return true ;
38
}
39
}
40
message {
41
if ( problemId = 1) {
42
return self . eClass () . name + ' with imperfect type " InstanceSet " does not ⤦
Ç require certainty degree ';
43
} else if ( problemId = 2) {
44
return self . eClass () . name + ' with imperfect type " InstanceSet " cannot ⤦
Ç have an AbsentElement as target ';
45
}
46
}
47
}
48 }

For instance, Figure 4.6 presents a fragment of the layered view with the imperfect
elements and the corresponding validation icons for imperfect information, while Figure
4.7 presents the Problems view with detail about errors and warnings. This validation
founded the following problems.
1. Imperfect relations UsedBy from Customer Management Service and Dashboard Service to Indicator Management have in the attribute imperfectionType the value
InstanceCertaintyDegree, but they do not have assigned any certainty degree.
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Figure 4.6: Fragment of Layered View
2. Imperfect attribute availability in Windows Server is vague; however, its value
includes square braces instead of angle brackets.
3. The CRM includes the imperfect attribute version, which has no value; nevertheless, the imperfectionType assigned to this attribute is NumericRange.
4. The Linux Server has the imprecise attribute availability, but the range of values
assigned are separated by comma instead of by dash.
5. In BI, the inconsistent attribute version has a collection enclosed by braces instead
of parentheses.
6. The Shorewall, which represents a firewall, is an absent element; thus, it does not
have any ArchiMate type selected. For the same reason, the Aggregation relation
from Linux Server to Shorewall presents a warning.
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Figure 4.7: Problems View

4.6.3

Decision Trace

Continuing with the publisher scenario, consider that the modeler wants to include decision trace to those infrastructure elements and application components that contain any
imperfect attributes. Then, the modeler includes in the imperfect model one decision trace
component for the following elements:
• Windows Server that includes the vague attribute availability.
• Linux Server that includes the inconsistent attributes availability and provider.
• BI that includes the vague attribute availability and the inconsistent attribute
version.
• CRM that includes the incomplete attribute version

Figure 4.8: Fragment of the layered view with Decision Trace components.
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Figure 4.8 presents the decision trace components for the Windows Server, Linux
Server, BI, and CRM. Each element is linked to the corresponding decision trace component by a blue dashed arrow with a square in the source.
iArchiMate also includes a specialized graphical editor for creating decision trace, which
can be opened through double clicking on a decision trace component placed in the imperfect model. This editor allows the inclusion of elements related with decision trace,
where each element is differentiated by icons and contains the required attributes for documenting all possible information regarding the enterprise information obtained by the
enterprise sources. In addition, relations are drawn by dashed arrows and can only be
placed from sources to observations and from observations to facts.
Figure 4.9 presents the decision trace for the application component BI. This decision trace provides information regarding the attributes version and availability that
belong to BI. It contains the following sources:
• The Person CTO, who informed in the Observation Interview1 that the version of
the BI is 2.1.2 and the availability of the BI is 0.9. These values where stored in
the AttributeFact AttFact1 and AttFact2 respectively.
• The Document Contract, which provided the AttributeFact AttFact3, which specifies that the version of the BI is 2.1.6 through the Observation Review1.
• The Person Engineer, who stated in the Observation Interview2 that the availability of the BI is 0.8. This value was stored in the AttributeFact AttFact4.
Based on the mentioned information provided by sources, the modeler made decisions
documented in the following elements:

Figure 4.9: Decision Trace of BI.
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• Decision Dec1, which specifies that the attribute version is inconsistent with the
values (2.1.2, 2.1.6)
• Decision Dec2, which specifies that the attribute availability is vague with the
value <Medium>.

4.7

Summary

This chapter defined the kinds of imperfect models i.e., imprecise, inconsistent, vague,
uncertain, and incomplete models as well as the kinds of enterprise sources based on the
quality of information provided by them as incorrect, imprecise, inconsistent, vague, and
uncertain.
In order to include imperfect information in enterprise models, we presented our strategy to support the creation of imperfect models as well as the decision trace to include
information regarding the decisions made by modelers, when they include imperfect information in elements, attributes, or relations of the enterprise model. Finally, based on the
ideas presented in the mentioned topics, the chapter presented the extensions done to our
modeling platform in order to support the creation of imperfect models. These extensions
have been illustrated using the model of the publisher scenario already described.
The following chapter is intended to use imperfect models to perform enterprise analysis. However, before performing analysis, we provide mechanisms to quantify the level
of imperfection of the model. This quantification requires the classification of imperfect
models presented in this chapter as well as the notation provided for imperfect elements,
attributes, and relations. Thus, analysts can observe the imperfect information from different perspectives in order to be able to reduce or remove imperfection. For this, decision
traces have a great importance because they contain relevant information about the imperfection placed on the model. If an enterprise model remains imperfect because of the
incapability to gather additional information from enterprise sources, we specify how imperfect models can be transformed into imprecise models in order to be able to perform
quantitative and functional business analyses. Then, we provide business analysis methods
that can be performed on imprecise models.

5

Automated Analysis using Imperfect Models
As presented in the previous chapter, imperfection is inherent to enterprise modeling process; then, it is necessary to be able to represent imperfect information in the model as well
as to trace the origin of imperfect information with the corresponding enterprise sources.
The main benefit of enterprise modeling is the use of enterprise models to perform automated business analysis. Nevertheless, most automated analysis do not consider imperfect
information as input; thus, automated analysis methods might provoke erroneous conclusions. In addition, the size and complexity of the model do not allow to infer the impact
of imperfect information on the results of analysis methods.
When an enterprise model is imperfect, it is important to identify and measure its
imperfection level in order to understand how the model might be refined to reduce or
even remove certain imperfect information. Identifying and measuring the imperfection of
an enterprise model can determine whether the model is useful for further purposes such
as documentation, communication, or analysis. Detecting imperfection while developing
enterprise models can be an onerous task, given the size and complexity of these models,
as well as the different types of imperfection that we can encounter: imprecision, inconsistency, vagueness, uncertainty, or incompleteness [36, 54]. It is desirable to discover flaws
in the model as early as possible. In order to correct them, it is necessary to make them
visible, something that can be done by different means.
In order to cope these problems, we propose two strategies. The first strategy is to
provide tools that allow evaluating the imperfection level using both visual analyses to
suggest where this imperfection can be found, as well as quantitative analyses to measure
how much imperfection a model has. Based on the results provided by these analysis
techniques, it is therefore possible to determine the model’s requirements for refinement
and to identify new necessary information. The second strategy is to extend automated
analysis methods to manage imprecise information. This strategy requires tools to help
analysts a) to semi-automatically transform imperfect information of the models to obtain
just imprecise information in the model i.e., information represented by ranges of values
and b) to interpret imprecise results obtained from automated analysis methods.
Nevertheless, it is unlikely to refine every imperfect information in enterprise models
because of enterprises dynamics. When the imperfect model is intended to be used to
analyze the enterprise, some imperfect information can impede to make analyses through
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performing automated analysis methods because these methods need to follow algorithms
that make numeric calculations. Then, if the model include information that cannot be
used to make calculations (e.g., vague information) the analysis cannot be supported by
automated analysis methods; thus, analyses need to be performed in a manual manner
by analysts. However, if some imperfect information can be transformed to imprecise
information, despite it remains imperfect, it can be used to perform automated analysis
methods.
When the imperfect model contains only imprecise information (e.g., ranges of values),
automated analysis methods could be upgraded in order to take into account this kind
of information. But in this case, the results of an analysis method that uses as input
imprecise information will be also imprecise, and perhaps its level of imprecision will be
greater than imprecision of input information. Furthermore, if these imprecise results are
in turn used as input to further analysis methods; then, the error will compound and the
final result might not be useful to make assessments. Consequently, before performing an
automated analysis method, it is necessary to assess the influence of imprecision on the
results of desired analysis methods in order to determine if it can be used to analyze the
enterprise. Thus, if the model is not adequate, modelers must refine the model in order
to improve its level of imprecision.
This chapter starts presenting our approach to measure the imperfection level of enterprise models based on three techniques (visualization analysis, domain analysis and
topological analysis). Then, we present our approach to transform imperfect information
into imprecise information in order to perform automated analysis. Finally, we present
our proposal for analyzing imprecise models regarding desired business analysis methods,
while determining whether or not the imprecision level of the model is adequate based on
the analysis methods results.

5.1

Approach to Quantify Imperfection

In this dissertation, we propose an approach to offer modelers and analysts valuable information, for studying and measuring imperfection problems in the models in order to
understand and, if possible, correct such problems. For instance, a modeler may realize
that a model is not finished because the imperfection level of the model suggests that a)
there is a lack of elements in the whole model or in one specific ArchiMate layer, b) there
is a lack of relations between elements placed in different ArchiMate layers, or c) there are
missing attributes in elements or relations. The analyst can also conclude that the model
is not useful for performing a specific business analysis because there are different kinds of
imperfections in elements, attributes, or relations required for the analysis; consequently,
the analysis results might not be accurate or reliable enough.
Enterprise models can be rather large and complex, and usually are developed in a
collaborative manner by a group of people with different backgrounds. Under these assumptions, it is really difficult for a single person to have a detailed knowledge of the
model. This is troublesome for analysis, as this means that analysts start with a set of
doubts and uncertainty that influences possible questions that they can ask. When the
model is imperfect, some questions (e.g., is the model precise?) are difficult, or even impossible (e.g., is the model complete?) to answer automatically; thus, sometimes analysts
do not know exactly which questions to ask. In addition, in certain circumstances, an analyst needs to know certain information (e.g., level of imperfect information) of a particular
meta-type in order to focus on specific issues of the model. Moreover, analysts might be
interested in knowing the amount of imperfect elements, relations, and attributes of the
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model in order to determine the elements that need to be refined.
Thus, we propose a top down approach in which the analyst can discover and measure
imperfect information in the enterprise model. This approach is based on three techniques
to quantify imperfection: a) exploratory visual analysis, b) topological analysis, and c)
domain analysis. When using one of these techniques, results are presented in different
ways (e.g., graphs, reports, charts), as well as the model is augmented with annotations.
Based on such results and annotations, analysts can understand imperfection issues and
can identify whether or not another technique is required to be run in order to get further
information regarding certain imperfections. Thus by using these techniques, an analyst
can obtain relevant insights regarding the imperfection in the model, as well as a global
perspective that facilitates the discovery of additional imperfections.

5.1.1

Exploratory Visual Analysis of Imperfection

Visual Analysis is an exploratory analysis technique for discovering new facts, as well
as asking better questions, by rapidly testing simple hypotheses through the exploration
of the model [108]. This technique leverages on the human visual system for finding
new insights in the form of visual patterns, which can be translated into domain-specific
knowledge, based on the experience of the analyst [109]. Using this technique enables
analysts to make conclusions regarding the imperfect information placed on large models
because it presents imperfect problems in an interactive manner. Thus, Exploratory visual
analysis is useful for 1) diagnosing imperfect elements and relations through their imperfect
attributes, 2) exploring possible uncertain relations, and 3) discovering potential sources
of incompleteness (absent elements) of the model.
For this purpose, we use PRIMROSe, which is a tool for visual analysis of enterprise
models created by Naranjo et al. [16]. PRIMROSe enables the analyst to visually navigate
the model and uncover imperfection qualities. PRIMROSe has been adapted to be able

Figure 5.1: Clustered diagram of the publisher scenario.
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to work with imperfect models created in iArchiMate. In this section, we present different
scenarios in which this tool is used to discover various kinds of imperfection.
Exploratory visual analysis is supported by interactive Visualization Techniques that
provide operations such as: a) visual controls, for the assignment of visual variables (e.g.,
color, size, transparency) to elements and relations; b) navigation controls, for zooming,
panning, rotating the view); as well as c) layout controls, for adjusting the position of
elements, either manually or with the aid of layout algorithms.
For instance, with these operations, we can start visualizing the topology of our enterprise scenario. In Figure 5.1, using the layout controls, the model is divided into four
ArchiMate layers ( 1 Business, 2 Application, 3 Technology, 4 Motivation). In addition, based on the visual controls, the nodes of the model are filled using the ArchiMate
color scheme. The model also has hierarchical (i.e. Aggregation, Composition, and Containment) relations, along with inter-layer relations. Moreover, by using the navigation
controls, analysts can zoom in some specific elements such as those elements that belong
to the business layer. Then, using all controls together allows the interaction with the
model facilitating the discovery of imperfection characteristics of the model.
Diagnosing Imperfect Attributes
Imperfection qualities, such as vagueness, imprecision, or inconsistency are defined in
terms of imperfect attributes that belong to elements or relations. Under this notion,
modelers or analysts can be interested on localizing the imperfection in the model. For
instance, imperfection can affect only certain meta-types (e.g., ApplicationComponent,
BusinessActor), or only a handful of layers (e.g., Business layer).
For this purpose, PRIMROSe offers a variable layout that organizes elements, depend-

Figure 5.2: Clustered view.
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ing on the criteria defined by the user. Figure 5.2 presents a clustered view of the model
that uses a different layout that groups ArchiMate elements depending on their metatype. This visualization technique offers a global view of all elements and relations of
the model, where it is possible to identify imperfect elements and relations. Red nodes
represent model elements with imperfect attributes, which can be inspected individually
by selecting one of the colored nodes of the graph. In this inspection, all attributes are
shown with their imperfection type (e.g., imprecision, inconsistency).
With this visualization, more inspections can be done through the use of the palette
placed on the right side. Thus, imperfect attributes can also be visualized through grouping
them by their imperfection types, layers, etc. In this manner, the analyst can easily find
and interpret the imperfection level of the model in term of its imperfect attributes.
Exploring Relational Incompleteness
Given a layer from the ArchiMate language, relational incompleteness arises when the
modeler cannot be sure of the accuracy of the model relations. These relations can be
divided in two different types: intra-layer relations that are inside a layer, and inter-layer
relations, between elements from different layers.
With this in mind, Figure 5.3 presents a multiplex view of the model, in which the
analyst can focus on intra-domain (planar) and inter-domain (perpendicular) relations,
depicts a Multi-layer (or Multiplex) Network, where each layer contains elements and
relations from a specific ArchiMate layer, and the color of an inter-layer relation represents its source layer (e.g., blue relations indicate that its source is a Business element).
This distinction between intra-layer and inter-layer relations facilitates the discovery of
relational incompleteness in elements of a specific layer, based on incidents and outgoing
links. For instance, observing the multi-layer graph of the Figure 5.3, we can find several
characteristics of the model. On the one hand, there are various nodes in the Business
layer that have just one intra-layer link (drawn in gray), suggesting a lack of relations

Figure 5.3: Multiplex view.
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between nodes that belongs to the Business layer. On the other hand, there are few interlayer links (drawn in blue) from the Business layer to the Motivation layer, indicating that
few business elements such as business processes are related with the enterprise’s goals;
thus, missing relations between these layers is very likely.
Uncovering Incompleteness
While it is possible to pinpoint other kinds of imperfection to certain elements and relations, incompleteness –seen as the absence of elements that otherwise should be in the
model– is a special kind of imperfection.
The problem with incompleteness is its lack of self-evidence: How can we know if an
element is missing? Incompleteness is mostly accidental, i.e. the modeler does not include
a necessary element to describe the enterprise because he/she did not even consider it. This
notion falls into the category of ‘unknown unknowns’, and is in contrast with uncertainties,
or ‘known unknowns’.
PRIMROSe offers a spatial approach to uncover the absence of model elements, seeing
the model as an irregular solid with model elements as vertexes, and relations as edges,
where adjacent edges form a face. The solid is constructed by navigating hierarchical relations of the model, in this case Aggregation, Composition, and Containment relations.
The rationale behind this visualization technique is that we value symmetry, so disconti-

Figure 5.4: Cone mesh.
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nuities in faces of the solid are easily identifiable, and can be mapped to structural holes
in the model.
Thus, the goal of Figure 5.4, which is a cone mesh, where each element is a vertex
of the cone and each upward level represents a hierarchy level of the breadth tree of the
model, is to suggest possible extension points for the model, where the difference in detail
for some depth levels can be evident, as it is depicted by discontinuities and outliers on
the solid. For instance, Extension Point 1 means that the Implementation & Migration
layer is absent, while 4 does not have any element in the second level of hierarchy for the
Application layer, and 2 3 suggest that there could be absent elements in the second
level of the hierarchy for the Technology and Motivation layers. In addition, 5 shows
that just the Business layer has elements in the third, fourth, and fifth level of hierarchy.
Finally, 6 suggests that some elements on the fifth level of hierarchy may need additional
decomposition.

5.1.2

Topological Analysis of Imperfection

In some cases, the analyst requires knowing the amount of imperfect elements, attributes,
or relations. The topological analysis technique provides these kinds of results. This kind
of analysis measures the imperfection level of the model, based on structural properties of
the model. This analysis provides quantitative results, and can be done from different perspectives by running topological analysis methods. We identified two classes of topological
analysis methods for measuring the imperfection in enterprise models: Context-Free and
Context-Dependent analysis methods.
Context-Free analysis methods calculate the amount of imperfect elements, imperfect
attributes and imperfect relations in the model, while Context-Dependent analysis methods
provide information regarding the imperfection level of the model based on the modeling
language concepts. Table 5.1 presents the set of topological analysis methods for analyzing
the imperfection that we have identified.
Regarding topological Context-Free analysis, we propose the following four analysis
methods:
1. TCF01 analyzes imperfect elements, attributes, and relations. This method calculates the amount and percentage of imperfect elements, attributes, and relations of

Table 5.1: Quantitative Analysis Methods for Analyzing Imperfection
Type
Id
Name
Context-Free
TCF01 Overall Model Imperfection
TCF02 Imperfect Attributes
TCF03 Imperfect Relations
TCF04 Imperfect Elements
Context-Dependent TCD01 Imperfect Elements by Element Type
TCD02 Imperfect Elements by Layer
TCD03 Imperfect Attributes by Element Type
TCD04 Imperfect Attributes by Element Type
and Attribute Name
TCD05 Imperfect Relations by Element Type
TCD06 Imperfect Relations by Element Type and
relation Type
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(a) Overall Model Imperfection

(b) Imperfect Attributes

(c) Imperfect Relations

(d) Imperfect Elements

Figure 5.5: Topological Context-Free Analysis Methods Results
the whole model. Imperfect elements are those that have been instantiated with the
type AbsentElement, or those that include imperfect attributes or relations.
2. TCF02 analyzes imperfect attributes classified by imperfection type (e.g., imprecise,
inconsistent, uncertain, vague, or incomplete) calculating the amount and percentage
for each imperfection type.
3. TFC03 analyzes imperfect relations classified by imperfection type (e.g., inconsistent, uncertain calculating the amount and percentage for each imperfection type.
4. TCF04 analyzes imperfect elements that can be absent elements, elements that include imperfect attributes, or elements that include imperfect relations. This method
also calculates the amount and percentage of imperfect elements based on the mentioned classification.
Figure 5.5 reports the results of the topological Context-Free analysis methods for the
complete model of the publishing scenario, where sub-figures (a), (b), (c), and (d) present
the results of the analysis methods TCF01, TCF02, TCF03, and TCF04 respectively.
In addition, the iArchiMate environment also displays the topological analysis results
through different charts. Figure 5.6 is a pie 3D chart that contains the results of the
analysis method TCF02. Based on this chart, it is possible to observe the proportion of
imperfect attributes by imperfection type in the model, as well as the proportion of the
non-imperfect attributes.
Then, based on the results of the Context-Free analysis methods run on the model of
the publisher scenario, an analyst can make several conclusions such as:
• 61.31% of the attributes are imperfect which seems to be a high amount of imperfect
attributes; however, just 20.75% of the elements are imperfect, where 20.33% of those
elements are imperfect because they contain imperfect attributes. This implies that
most of the imperfect attributes are placed in the fifth part of the model’s elements.
• Just 4 relations that corresponds to the 0.92% are imperfect. This amount is very
low and does not affect the model.
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Figure 5.6: Chart of Imperfect Attributes.
• From the 61.31% of the imperfect attributes, 32.85% are imprecise attributes. Thus,
it suggests that refining the model might be focused on reducing or removing imprecision.
Regarding topological Context-Dependent analysis, we propose the following six analysis methods:
1. TCD01 analyzes imperfect elements classified by element types (e.g., ArchiMate
elements BusinessProcess, ApplicationComponent). It calculates the amount and
percentage of imperfect elements by type. Imperfect elements are those that have
been instantiated with the type AbsentElement, or those that include imperfect
attributes or relations.
2. TCD02 analyzes imperfect elements classified by layers (e.g., ArchiMate layers Business, Technology). It calculates the amount and percentage of imperfect elements
placed in each layer.
3. TCD03 analyzes imperfect attributes classified by element types.
4. TCD04 analyzes imperfect attributes classified by element types and attribute names
in order to calculate the percentage of imperfect attributes with the same name
placed in the same element type (e.g., the attribute availability placed in all
ApplicationComponent)
5. TCD05 analyzes imperfect relations classified by element types (e.g., ArchiMate
relations UsedBy, Realization).
6. TCD06 analyzes imperfect relations classified by element types and relation types.
Figure 5.7 presents reports with the results of the topological Context-Dependent analysis methods for the enterprise model of the publisher scenario, where sub-figures (a), (b),
(c), (d), (e), and (f) present the results of the analysis methods TCD01, TCD02, TCD03,
TCD04, TCD05, and TCD06 respectively.
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(a) Imperfect Elements by Element Type

(b) Imperfect Elements by Layer

(c) Imperfect Attributes by Element Type

(d) Imperfect Attributes by Element Type and
Attribute Name

(e) Imperfect Relations by Element Type

(f) Imperfect Relations by Element Type and relation Type

Figure 5.7: Topological Context-Dependent Analysis Methods Results

In addition, Figure 5.8 presents a bar 3D chart with the results of the analysis method
TCD01. Based on the chart, it is possible to observe, which ArchiMate elements include
attributes and imperfect attributes. The chart presents in red bars, the total amount
of attributes for each element type (e.g., 24 attributes for business actors) and in blue
bars, the total amount of imperfect attributes for each element type (e.g., 15 imperfect
attributes for business actors). In addition, the chart presents the imperfection level of
the enterprise model (regarding the amount of imperfect attributes), for each ArchiMate
element type.
Then, based on the results of the Context-Dependent analysis methods run on the
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Figure 5.8: Chart of Imperfect Attributes by Element Type.
model of the publisher scenario, an analyst can make several additional conclusions such
as:
• Imperfect elements in the model are concentrated in three element types, which
are: BusinessActor, ApplicationService, and BusinessObject. Although the
greater amount of imperfect elements are placed in the Business layer, those imperfect elements correspond to the 12.5% of Business elements, but the 100% of the
Application elements and 86.67% of the Technology elements are imperfect. It allows interpreting that imperfect elements that belong to Application and Technology
layers need to be refined.
• Imperfect elements are concentrated in few element types of the model and some
element types contain only imperfect attributes, but the greater amount of imperfect elements are placed in just four element types. In addition, some attributes
such as availability in ApplicationService elements are always imperfect. Then,
these results suggest that imperfection in the model must be refined specially in the
element types ApplicationService, BusinessActor, ApplicationComponent, and
SystemSoftware.
• Few relations are imperfect; however, all of them are UsedBy relations, which are
placed in ApplicationService elements. Thus, it is important to pay special attention to the relations placed in the Application layer.

5.1.3

Domain Analysis of Imperfection

The exploratory visual analysis and the topological analysis do not consider directly the
semantic of elements, relations, or attributes; however, the domain analysis is based on
the knowledge of said semantics. Thus, the purpose of domain-specific analysis of imperfection is to know the imperfection level of the model by focusing on business rules and
patterns, as well as taking into account specific properties of the modeling language used
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for creating the enterprise model. For instance, our model has a large amount of business
elements, but a small amount of technology elements. A domain analysis of imperfection
might suggest that 1) the model does not contain the necessary technological elements to
support the business elements of the enterprise; as a result, the model is incomplete, or
2) the enterprise is not working properly. In this section we illustrate two domain-specific
analyses: incompleteness and uncertainty. These analyses have been implemented on top
of iArchiMate.
Incompleteness domain analysis
This analysis aims to identify the possible absence of certain elements, relations, or
attributes in the enterprise model, based on the specific characteristics of the modeling
language. The metamodel of the modeling language specifies structural characteristics;
thus, modeling languages might contain certain rules that this analysis must take into
account. In addition, this analysis must allow the inclusion of parameters, for determining the values of required variables allowing analysts to customize the analysis when it is
required. Then, the analysis methods can perform specific queries based on the criteria
selected by the analysts to find certain incompleteness. The criteria may focus on different aspects such as layers (e.g., business, application), elements (e.g., business processes,
application components), relations, and even attributes.
For instance, based on the ArchiMate metamodel, each business process in the model
should be related with at least one business actor or business role. This analysis determines
if there are business processes that are not performed by any role or actor. By performing
this analysis on our publishing scenario, we have obtained the results shown in Figure 5.9,
which presents the amount of business processes that have been related with the amount of
business actors or roles. We can observe that 8 processes do not have assigned any business
actor or role, and 17 processes just have one business actor or role, while the rest of the
processes are related to at least 2 actors or roles and up to 6 actors or roles. On the one
hand, these results indicate that the model is incomplete because there is a lack of business
actors or roles and a lack of corresponding relations with business processes, specifically
for those 8 processes that do not have any actor or role. On the other hand, the results

Figure 5.9: Results of Incompleteness Domain Analysis.
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also suggest that there is a possible additional level of incompleteness corresponding to the
business processes with just one business actor or role; thus, the lack of relations between
business processes and business actor or roles is very likely. The rest of the processes
seem to be complete, but analysts can also use these results to know how many processes
have been correctly modeled. This analysis evidences incompleteness; nevertheless, this
incompleteness might be present because the reality is in that way; thus, albeit the analysis
reflects incompleteness, the model is not necessarily representing incorrectly the enterprise.
Uncertainty domain analysis.
This analysis provides information about uncertain relations of the model, based on a given
certainty degree. The analysis evaluates one desired relation type, of those available in the
modeling language. However, in several modeling languages one relation type can have as
source and target, different meta-types. Thus, the analysis might also be performed, for
one specific source meta-type and one specific target meta-type, in order to obtain filtered
results. With this in mind, the algorithm of this analysis must browse the relations of the
model to find those that match to the desired relation type as well as to the desired source
and target. Next, it compares their assigned certainty degree with the given certainty
degree to be reported in the results.
For example, the enterprise model of our publishing company has some uncertainty
in the UsedBy relations that go from ApplicationService elements to BusinessProcess
elements. In order to measure the uncertainty of these relations, the analyst considers
the ones with a certainty degree greater than 0.9 as valid. Figure 5.10 presents the
results of the analysis method through a report, which informs the amount of imperfect
UsedBy relations with certainty degree greater than 0.9 that go from ApplicationService
elements to BusinessProcess elements.

Figure 5.10: Results of Uncertainty Domain Analysis.
Based on these results, the analyst can not only identify in which elements imperfect
relations are located, but also the amount of imperfect relations filtered by a criteria given
by the analyst. For example, the presented results alerts the presence of several imperfect
relations concentrated in just two elements: Customer Management Services and File
Management Service and more than half of the imperfect relations have a certainty degree
over 0.9% which demands their refinement.

5.1.4

Synthesis

The three techniques presented in this section allow studying and measuring the imperfection from three different perspectives and allow focusing in different characteristics of
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the model.
1. When the analyst is interested in having a big picture of imperfection in the whole enterprise model or in discovering certain imperfection qualities; then, the exploratory
visual analysis can be used. This technique allows understanding imperfection by
navigating available visualization techniques; nevertheless, they do not provide quantitative information.
2. When the model is considered as a graph and the analyst requires knowing the
amount of imperfect elements, attributes, or relations, the topological analysis technique provides these kinds of results. Consequently, each technique does not exclude
the other techniques, but they should be used together in order to find the desired
information regarding imperfection.
3. When the analyst is interested in measuring the imperfection based on the modeling language characteristics, domain analysis techniques provide quantitative results
taking into account those characteristics.

5.2

Approach to Analyze Imperfect Enterprise Models

When the enterprise model is imperfect, automated analysis methods might not be performed because these methods follow algorithms that make numeric calculations; as a
result, analyses must be done manually by analysts. Nevertheless, manual analysis is a
though task because imperfect enterprise models are big, complex, and include all types of
imperfection (i.e., imprecision, inconsistency, vagueness, uncertainty, and incompleteness).
Thus, once the level of imperfection has been evaluated, there are two courses of
action. On the one hand, the modeler tries to refine the imperfect model, if new useful
information can be gathered. On the other hand, the analyst tries to perform analysis
through automated analysis methods using the imperfect model. In this section, we focus
on a solution for the second course of action.
Due to automated analysis methods need to make numeric calculations, some imperfection types cannot be used. For instance, vague attributes because they contain linguistic
values (e.g., attribute availability with the value <High>); inconsistent attributes that
contain a set of textual values (e.g., attribute provider with the value (Dell, SUN)); inconsistent attributes that contain a set of numeric values (e.g., attribute memory with the
value (4,8,16)) because it would be necessary to make the calculations using all values of
the set; uncertainty attributes because they contain a values and a certainty degree (e.g.,
attribute storage with the value {1000,90%}).
However, imprecise attributes serve to make numeric calculation because any calculation can be done using the minimum and maximum values and thus the result is represented
with a range of values, which corresponds to a new imprecise attribute. Then, if some
automated analysis methods can be upgraded in order to be performed on imprecise enterprise models, it is necessary to prepare the imperfect information involved in a desired
analysis method to be able to make the corresponding calculations.
In this dissertation, we propose an approach that consist in transforming imperfect
information into imprecise information. However, it is not possible in every case. Imperfect
information that can be transformed is the information assigned to numeric attributes.
Then, following information can be transformed into imprecise information:
1. Inconsistency to imprecision. An inconsistent numeric attribute contains a set of
numeric values inside of parenthesis and separated by commas (e.g., (0.9, 0.97, 0.93,
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0.95)). This transformation puts a range of values to the corresponding attribute,
where the minimum and maximum values are selected from the set of values.
2. Vagueness to imprecision. Vague attributes include a linguistic value inside of
angle brackets (e.g., <Good>). The linguistic value must be selected from a set
of linguistic values defined for the corresponding vague attribute (e.g., Outstanding,
Good, Acceptable, Bad ). This transformation puts a range of values for each linguistic
value, where the range is equitable for the set of linguistic values. This range is then
assigned to the numeric attribute.
Any transformation generates an alternative imprecise enterprise model, which is an
approximation of the original imperfect model. It means that the original imperfect enterprise model is not altered. An imperfect enterprise model can be transformed in three
different ways:
• Automatic. iArchiMate is able to make every transformation from inconsistent and
vague values to imprecise values. There are the following alternatives:
– AI1: For inconsistent values, the range of values includes as minimum and
maximum values the minimum and maximum values of the set of values. For
instance, if the inconsistent value is (0.9, 0.97, 0.93, 0.95) the transformed
imprecise value is [0.9 - 0.97].
– AV1: For vague values, a default range of values is assigned to each linguistic
value. The default scale is from 0.1 to 1. For instance, if the vague attribute can
have one of the following linguistic values: Outstanding, Good, Acceptable, Bad ;
then, the equivalent ranges for each linguistic value are: Outstanding: [0.76 1], Good : [0.54 - 0.75], Acceptable: [0.26 - 0.5], Bad : [0.1 - 0.25] ; thus, if the
linguistic value is Good, the transformed imprecise value is [0.54 - 0.75].
• Semiautomatic. iArchiMate offers analysts services to customize the transformation. This customization has different alternatives for each imperfection type.
– For inconsistent values, there are the following alternatives:
∗ SI1: The analyst can select for each imprecise attribute, the minimum and
maximum values from the set of values. iArchiMate validates that the
minimum value is less than the maximum value.
∗ SI2: When the inconsistent value is a set of four or more values, iArchiMate
offers the analyst the option to remove the lower and greater value of the
set, and proceeds to create a range of values using the automatic way AI1.
– For vague values, there are the following alternatives:
∗ SV1: The analyst can assign a scale for the set of linguistic values and
iArchiMate assigns the corresponding range of values based on such scale.
For instance, if the linguistic values are: High, Medium, Low and the analyst
sets the scale 71-100, the equivalent ranges for each linguistic value are:
High: [91 - 100], Medium: [81 - 90], Low : [71 - 80] ; thus, if the linguistic
value is Medium, the transformed imprecise value is [81 - 90].
∗ SV2: The analyst can assign a range of values for each linguistic value
that belongs to a set of linguistic values and iArchiMate assigns the corresponding range of values. For instance, the linguistic values are: High,
Medium, Low and the analysts assigns the following ranges: High: [95 100], Medium: [81 - 95], Low : [61 - 80] ;
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• Manual. The analyst can decide to introduce imprecision, for desired imperfect
attributes. However, it might produce an incorrect model and thus automated analysis results might be incorrect as well.
These alternatives facilitates the transformation; however, it is important to take into
account their advantages and disadvantages that are presented in Table 5.2.

Id
AI1

AV1

SI1

SI2

SV1
SV2

5.3

Table 5.2: Advantages and disadvantages of transformation alternatives
Advantage
Disadvantage
Every inconsistent attribute is trans- Transformations cannot be done for
formed into a imprecise attribute just specific elements (e.g., Busiwith just one process
nessProcess) or specific elements that
belong to a specific layer (e.g., business layer ).
Vague attributes are transformed The resultant ranges of values might
based on the amount of linguistic val- have a big difference between the
ues
maximum and minimum value
Analysts can decide the imprecision In the model has a lot of inconsistent
to be introduced
attributes, analysts have to make lot
of selections
Analyst have to make just one opera- This alternative might introduce intion for transforming every inconsis- correct information
tent attribute of the model
Analysts can decide the scale of im- Analysts need to make one action for
precision
each vague attribute in the model
Analyst can provide non equitable Analyst has to provide one range of
ranges of values for linguistic values
values for each linguistic value for
each vague attribute

Analyzing Imprecise Enterprise Models

Most analysis methods require to make numeric calculations based on the information
placed in the model, but when the model is imperfect, numeric calculations might not be
possible because some attributes’ values can be inconsistent, vague, uncertain, or incomplete. However, when the information required for a desired automated analysis method is
imprecise, numeric calculations are possible. Then, in this section, we present our approach
to analyze imprecise models.
Once the imperfect model has been evaluated and the analyst determined that it is
good enough to perform enterprise analysis; then, the model can be used to run automated
analysis methods. However, as described before, analysis methods require certain information in certain elements or relations in the model to be performed. This information is
included through attributes. Then, when imperfect attributes are required to perform a
specific analysis method, they need to be transformed into imprecise attributes.
For instance, consider the layered view of the publisher scenario and the analyst
desires to perform the automated analysis method Application Component Availability.
Then, the model should include the attribute availability with a double value in every
InfrastructureService and SystemSoftware. However, if the model is imprecise, the
attribute availability in some infrastructure elements might contain imprecise values
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Figure 5.11: Layered view of the Publisher Scenario.

i.e., range of values instead of a double value as presented in the Figure 5.11. Imprecise values could be included in the model by a modeler or could be the result of a transformation
of another type of imperfect information.
Then, to perform said analysis methods, it must be upgraded in order to be able to
make calculations taking into account the minimum and maximum values of imprecise
values. Thus, the results now consist in a set of possible scenarios, where each scenario
has one combination of values based on the imprecise values placed in the corresponding
elements. For example, Figure 5.12 presents the results of the analysis method Application
Component Availability applied to the imprecise model of the publisher scenario presented
in Figure 5.11. The sub-figure (a) presents one report that deploys the results just for
the application component DMS, showing all possible scenarios with the corresponding
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(a) Report

(b) Application layer of the layered view

Figure 5.12: Results of the analysis method Application Component Availability.

availability value, while the sub-figure (b) presents the application layer of the layered
view with the corresponding calculated availability values. The report presents multiple
scenarios. One scenario corresponds to the calculation of the availability for one possible
combination of the corresponding set of ranges of values. In addition, the range of values
that is included in the attribute availability of the application component is composed
by the minimum and the maximum value obtained in all scenarios.
In order to explain how the scenarios has been calculated, consider again the Figure 5.11 in which we can observe that the ApplicationComponent DMS depends on
the ApplicationService MySQL Database Service and File Storage Service, and the
SystemSoftware Glassfish Application Server. However, the availability values in these
infrastructure elements are respectively: [0.95-0.98], [0.92-0.95], and [0.92-0.96]. Then,
there are eight scenarios for calculating the availability of the DMS. The minimum availability value is 0.804, which is obtained by the scenario with the availability values: Glassfish Application Server = 0.92, MySQL Database Service = 0.95, and File Storage Service
= 0.92. The maximum availability value is 0.894, which is obtained by the scenario with
the availability values: Glassfish Application Server = 0.96, MySQL Database Service =
0.98, and File Storage Service = 0.95. Thus, the range of values for the DMS is [0.8040.894]. Finally, the DMS realizes the InfrastructureService Files Management Service
and Version Control Service; consequently, the availability of these services is [0.804-0.894]
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as well.
The results of the analysis method enrich the model by including the calculated imprecise information in the corresponding element’s attributes. Thus, now the model includes
more imprecise information that can affect the execution of further analysis methods. The
following sections discuss the impact and sensitivity that imprecise information has on one
analysis method; thus, the impact and the sensitivity allow determining whether or not
the model is adequate or the model needs to be refined or completed.

5.3.1

Impact of Imprecision in Analysis Methods

The presence of imprecise information in a model has an important impact on query
evaluation [110]. Then, it is of great value to any enterprise to incorporate processes
for assessing, measuring, reporting, reacting to, and controlling the risks associated with
unexpected data such as imprecise data [111]. Thus, we define the impact of imprecision to
one analysis method as a measure that determines how much imprecise information placed
in one element might provoke undesired results when an analysis method is performed.
Then, if the impact is low to one analysis method, it can be performed and results can be
used by analysts for making assessments. However, if the impact is high to one analysis
method, it means that the model is not adequate for performing the analysis method.
Performing analysis methods using imprecise information generates imprecise results
for every element that is target of the analysis. Thus, if the difference of the calculated
maximum and minimum values is high, the result would not be useful. Then, the impact
corresponds to the collection of the differences of the calculated maximum and minimum
values for each target element involved in the analysis method. With this in mind, imprecise information can impact in different levels the target elements involved in one analysis
method [112].
For example, continuing with the model of the publisher scenario and based on the
results of the analysis method Application Component Availability, it is possible to perform further analysis methods such as Business Process Fault Susceptibility, which re-

Table 5.3: Importance level for UsedBy relations from application services to business
processes
Source
Target:Value
Accounting Service
BP:0.1, H:0.9, WS:0.9
Analytics Service
IM:1, ACM:0.8, WS:0.1
Cover Design Service
BBP:1
Customer Management Service IM:0.2, AC:0.1, BC:0.2, BS:0.1, H:0.2, V:0.1, WS:0.3
Dashboard Service
IM:0.8
ETL Service
DWM:1
Files Management Service
H:0.1, AC:1, BD:0.2, BC:1, BP:1, BS:1, DWM:0.1
Image Design Service
BC:0.1, BD:1
OLAP Service
ACM:1, CM:0.5, IM:0.8
Post Management Service
CM:1
Product Searching Service
ACM:1, V:02, BS:1, CM:1, IM:0.2, WS:0.9
Profile Service
ACM:1, CM:0.8, H:0.2, V:1
Spreadsheet Service
CM:0.1, IM:0.1, V:1, WS:0.1
Text Editor Service
AC:1, BS:1, BP:1
Version Control Service
ACM:1, AC:0.9, BC:1, BP:1, CM:1
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quires the attributes: a) availability in every ApplicationService that is related
with at least one BusinessProcess and b) importanceLevel in each UsedBy relation
from ApplicationService to BusinessProcess. Table 5.3 presents the values of the
attribute importanceLevel for the UsedBy relations of the publisher scenario. The table
uses the following acronyms: Book Selection BS, Book Design BD, Book Correction BC,
Book Printing BP, Visiting V, Warehousing and Shipping WS, Indicator Management
IM, Analysis Cubes Management ACM, Data Warehouse Management DWM, Catalog
Management, Agreement Creation AC, Hiring H.
The analysis method Business Process Fault Susceptibility is intended to calculate one
value for the attribute faultSucceptibility for each business process, and this value
should be as small as possible. Equation 5.1 presents the formula for the calculation
of the fault susceptibility for this analysis method, where BP = BusinessProcess, fs
= faultSusceptibility, AS = ApplicationService, a = availability, RAS→BP =
UsedBy relation from ApplicationService to BusinessProcess, il = importanceLevel,
and n = amount of AS related with BP.
n

BP (f s) = 1 −

∑ (AS(a)i ∗ RAS→BP (il)i )

i=1

n

(5.1)

∑ RAS→BP (il)i

i=1

In this case, we are interested in observing, how the imprecise value of one infrastructure service affects the related business processes. Figure 5.13 presents polar charts
for analyzing the impact of imprecision in the analysis method Business Process Fault
Susceptibility. There is one polar chart for each application service that has imprecise
availability, where each axis represents one business process and the series represent the
minimum possible result for the attribute faultSusceptibility based on the imprecise
values (i.e., minimum and maximum values) of the attribute availability of the corresponding application service. In this figure, we illustrate just six polar charts, although
iArchiMate allows selecting all desirable application services, for deploying the corresponding polar charts.
The first chart corresponds to the application service Files Management Service, which
is used by seven business processes. This chart evidences that the difference of the minimum possible value for the attribute faultSusceptibility is: 1) close to 0.05 for the business processes Book Selection and Book Printing; 2) around 0.03 in the business processes
Book Correction and Agreement Creation; and 3) close to zero in the business processes
Book Design, Data Warehouse Management, and Hiring. As a result, imprecise information in the attribute availability of the application service Files Management Service
has an important impact in just two business processes: Book Selection and Book Printing.
However, there is an additional issue. The value of the attribute faultSusceptibility in
the business process Book Selection is over 0.1 in both series; then, this business process
is even more impacted for the imprecision placed in the attribute availability of the
application service Files Management Service.
In the second chart, the application service Customer Management Service is analyzed.
Just the business processes Hiring and Warehousing and Shipping have a difference close to
0.01. In the rest of the business processes, the difference tends to zero. Then, despite this
service is used by seven business processes, its imperfection in the attribute availability
does not affect in an important way any business process.
The third chart presents the application service OLAP Service. This service impacts
the business process Analysis Cubes Management with a difference around 0.03 and the
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Figure 5.13: Impact of imprecision in analysis method.

Indicator Management with a difference close to 0.01, while the difference in the Catalog
Management tends to zero.
The application service Product Searching Service is illustrated in the fourth chart.
This chart evidences an important impact for the business processes Book Selection and
Warehousing and Shipping because the difference is around 0.05. For the business process
Catalog Management the difference is close to 0.02 and the difference in the other business
processes tends to zero. Furthermore, similar to the first chart, in the business process
Book Selection the minimum value for both series is 0.1.
The fifth chart presents the Profile Service. This application service impacts just
the business process Visiting because the difference is around 0.05. The other business
processes that depend on this application service have a difference near zero.
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In the sixth chart, the Accounting Service impacts the processes Hiring and Warehousing and Shipping; nevertheless, the difference of the impact over the first one is around
0.05 and over the second one is around 0.02.
Summarizing, these six charts present some interesting evidences regarding imprecision
of the attribute availability placed in application services: 1) the Files Management
Service impacts four out of seven business processes; 2) the Customer Management Service
does not impact any of seven business processes; 3) the OLAP Service impacts just one of
three business processes; 4) the Product Searching Service impacts three of five business
processes, 5) The Profile Service impacts just one of three process, and 6) the Accounting
Service impacts two of three processes.

5.3.2

Sensitivity of Analysis Methods for Imprecise Models

Another perspective for measuring the level of imprecision is sensitivity that we define as
a measure that determines how much imprecision in certain elements in the model affects
target elements of one desired analysis method. Thus, using this measure, analysts can
assess which target elements of an analysis method are more sensitive to imprecision and
which source elements of an analysis method affect more target elements. Source elements
must contain an imprecise attribute that is used for the desired analysis method. The
sensitivity is calculated for each target element based on the related source elements.
Calculating the sensitivity for one target element regarding a desired analysis method
requires the following steps:
• Finding the source elements that affect each target elements.
• Calculating the minimum and maximum value for the target attribute based on every
related source elements.
• Calculating the difference between the maximum value and minimum value for each
source element.
• Adding the calculated differences.
Once the sensitive is calculated for every target element, all information may be interpreted as a single result in order to identify which target elements are sensitive to imprecise
attributes placed on the related source elements as well as to identify which source elements
that contain imprecision can affect target elements of the analysis methods. With this in
mind, the analyst can assess which source elements with imprecise attributes need to be
improved.
Coming back to the analysis method Business Process Fault Susceptibility, before establishing a value for the attribute faultSusceptibility in every business process, it
is useful to know how the imprecision in one required attribute (e.g., availability in application service) can affect the results of one analysis method. Figure 5.14 presents a
stacked bar chart, where each bar corresponds to one business process. This chart informs
how sensitive is one business process regarding the imprecision included in the attribute
availability of the related application services. In this case, we can observe two main
facts. On the one hand, the process Book Selection is the most sensitive business process.
On the other hand, the imprecision of the application service Files Management Service
has the higher impact in the whole model because it impacts seven processes and, in five
of those processes, the impact of this application service is the highest. However, there
are another interesting facts in these results.
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Figure 5.14: Sensitivity of imprecision in business processes.
• Most of the business processes are sensitive to more than two application services,
while just one business process is sensitive to one application service.
• The application service Customer Management Service impacts seven business processes; nevertheless, its impact in every process is very low.
• The application service File Management Service impacts seven business processes
as well, but three of these processes have low sensitivity.
• The business process Book Selection is very sensitive to the imprecision of the application services Files Management Service and Product Searching Service; then, it
is advisable to eliminate or at least to reduce the imprecision in the availability of
these two application services.
• In most of the business processes, the sensitivity is lower than 0.06, which implies
that the model can be used for performing the analysis method; nevertheless, the
model can be refined in order to reduce imprecise results.
• The business process Book Design is sensitive just to the File Management Service
and its sensitivity is very low.
• The ETL Service impacts just one process, which is Data Warehouse Management;
however, its impact is high.
• The Post Management Service and the Dashboard Service impact just one process
as well.
As conclusion of the sensitivity analysis results, imprecise information in the Customer
Management Service, Dashboard Service, and Post Management Service would not affect
the results of the analysis method; thus, the model could keep this imprecise information.
In addition, imprecision in the Files Management Service and Product Searching Service
should be reduced in order to avoid possible useless results of the analysis method. Finally,
imprecision in the rest of the services i.e., Accounting Service, ETL Service, Profile Service,
OLAP Service, Version Control Service, and Analytics Service have high impact in just
one process; then, their imprecision might be acceptable.
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Thus, due to the imprecision of application services comes by the analysis method
Application Component Availability, the refinement of the imprecision in the technology
layer decreases the impact in this analysis method.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, we presented an approach to quantify the imperfection using three techniques: exploratory visual analysis, topological analysis and domain analysis. Using these
three techniques, it is possible to assess whether the enterprise model is incomplete or the
model is good enough to be used to analyze the enterprise. Exploratory visual analysis
allow discovering new facts through interacting with the model using customized visualizations. Topological analysis allows to measure the imperfection level of the model,
based on its structural properties classified in Context-Free, which measures the amount
of imperfect elements, imperfect attributes, and imperfect relations in the model; and
Context-Dependent, which measures the imperfection based on the modeling language concepts. Domain analysis measures imperfection of the model taking into account specific
properties of the modeling language.
Later, we presented an approach to perform business analyses using imperfect models, which consists in transforming some kinds of imperfect information into imprecise
information. Transformations produce new imprecise models that can be analyzed using
automated analysis methods. These transformations can be automatic, when the tool is
able to make a direct transformation from inconsistent and vague information to imprecise
information; semi-automatic, when the tool offers services to customize transformations;
and manual, when the analyst decides to introduce ad-hoc imprecise information.
Finally, we presented an approach to analyze imprecise enterprise models that was
illustrated with the enterprise model of the publisher scenario. This approach includes a
strategy to quantify how much imprecise information impacts a desired business analysis
method and how sensitive is an analysis method with respect to imprecise information on
the model. Thus, analyzing the impact and sensitivity is a possible manner to evaluate
the quality of automated analysis results, which allows identifying imprecise information
in the model that might be refined.

6

Global Approach
The global approach of this dissertation is made up of three main components already
presented. The first one is the approach for automated enterprise analysis, the second one
is the approach for modeling imperfection, and the third one is the approach for automated
analysis on imperfect models.

6.1

Approach for Automated Enterprise Analysis

This approach is based on automated analysis methods, which are algorithms that make
calculations based on the information placed in the model. Their results can have two
natures. On the one hand, they can be stored in the models by assigning values to existing
attributes as well as creating new attributes new relations or even new elements. On the
other hand, they can be presented to the analyst by reports that offer detailed information
and might include charts that facilitates their interpretation.
Based on automated analysis methods, we have created a Catalog of Automated Analysis Methods. It summarizes the existing analysis methods in the literature. For each
analysis method, we present a unified characterization, detailed description, required inputs, algorithm, and results. This catalog is also extensible in order to allow the inclusion
of new analysis methods. This catalog was built through the compilation, classification,
structuring, characterization, and unification of the analysis methods found in the current
literature.
Once the catalog of automated analysis methods was created, in order to provide
the necessary support to perform said analysis methods, we developed a solution based
on extending the metamodel of the modeling language in order to be able to include in
the model, the required information (i.e., attributes, relations, or elements) for performing one or several automated analysis methods. Therefore, in order to support some
analysis methods, it is necessary to have a model that conforms to the corresponding
extended metamodel of the modeling language. Nevertheless, we identified the following
set of requirements that tools should observe to provide adequate support for automated
analysis: support metamodel extensibility, support partial model conformity, provide a
framework for the implementation of analysis methods, manage relations between analysis methods and metamodel extensions, display or export analysis methods results, store
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analysis results within the model, offer validation of models against analysis methods.
The mentioned requirements are necessary to support automated analysis methods.
However, tools typically have very limited capabilities to change the metamodel and thus
they are fixed from the beginning of the projects. In order to address this situation we have
designed a strategy to support the requirements, which can be implemented in enterprise
modeling analysis tools. The implementation of the strategy has been instantiated in
ArchiMate as modeling language. The core element in the strategy is SAMBA, which is
an extension to the ArchiMate metamodel that has been designed to support a certain set
of automated analysis methods; then, there is one SAMBA per automated analysis type.
Thus, each SAMBA may include additional attributes in elements and relations, as
well as new elements that must be specializations of existing elements. Furthermore,
the extensions that each SAMBA proposes may be marked as modeling and/or result
extensions: in the former case these extensions should be used at modeling time because
the analysis method requires them to be present in the model; in the latter case, the
analysis method is responsible for creating the values or relations in the model.

6.2

Approach for Modeling Imperfection

In this dissertation we proposed a strategy, based on the distinction and separation of
linguistic and ontological conformance, to support enterprise modeling using imperfect
information. The strategy allows representing different kinds of imperfect information as
well as modeling decision traces, for including in the model information regarding the
decisions made, when imperfect elements are placed in the model. Modeling imperfection
demanded creating a new metamodel that supports imperfect information. This metamodel was called EiMM, which includes the types for modeling imperfect information as
well as the types required for modeling decision traces.
This approach includes the classification of imperfect models based on the characteristics of the information provided by enterprise sources. Thus, we proposed five kinds of
imperfection: imprecision, inconsistency, vagueness, uncertainty, and incompleteness.
Thus, when creating an imperfect model, it conforms linguistically to the EiMM
and conforms ontologically to the domain metamodel (e.g., ArchiMate); nevertheless,
attributes and relations of instances of the same metatype can have different characteristics i.e., different kinds of imperfection; then, imperfect information must follow the
notation provided by the modeling language. Then, the approach also includes specific
notations for representing imperfect information.
In addition, we proposed decision traces as additional elements to handle model imperfection. Decision traces are additional data about the information provided by sources and
the information gathering process. Based on the decision trace, modelers can understand
the reasons why such imperfect models were created. Decision traces can contain: sources
of enterprise information, observations, facts, and decisions. Consequently, each element
in the imperfect model can include a decision trace based on the linguistic conformance
to the EiMM.

6.3

Approach for Automated Analysis on Imperfect Models

When an enterprise model is imperfect, it is important to identify and measure its imperfection level in order to understand how the model might be refined to reduce or even
remove certain imperfect information. Identifying and measuring the imperfection of an
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enterprise model can determine whether the model is useful for further purposes such as
analysis.
In this approach, we have upgraded automated analysis methods in order to apply
them on imperfect models that include just imprecise information. Then, once the analyst
determines that the model is adequate to perform analysis, the model must be transformed
into an imprecise model. Later on, the imprecise model can be automatically analyzed;
nevertheless, analysis results will also be imprecise. Thus, it is necessary to measure the
imperfection in the analysis results in order to determine whether or not this results are
reliable enough to be used to support decision making processes in the enterprise.
In this dissertation, we have presented an approach to quantify imperfection and an
approach to perform automated analysis on imperfect models.

6.3.1

Approach to quantify imperfection

This approach offers modelers and analysts valuable information, for studying and measuring imperfection problems in the models in order to understand and, if possible, correct
such problems. This approach is top down, in which the analyst can discover and measure
imperfect information in the enterprise model. This approach is based on three techniques
to quantify imperfection: a) exploratory visual analysis, b) topological analysis, and c)
domain analysis. When using one of these techniques, results are presented in different
ways (e.g., graphs, reports, charts), as well as the model is augmented with annotations.
Based on such results and annotations, analysts can understand imperfection issues and
can identify whether or not another technique is required to be run in order to get further
information regarding certain imperfections. Thus by using these techniques, an analyst
can obtain relevant insights regarding the imperfection in the model, as well as a global
perspective that facilitates the discovery of additional imperfections.
• Exploratory visual analysis allows discovering new facts, as well as asking better
questions, by rapidly testing simple hypotheses through the exploration of the model.
This technique leverages on the human visual system for finding new insights in the
form of visual patterns, which can be translated into domain-specific knowledge,
based on the experience of the analyst. Using this technique enables analysts to
make conclusions regarding the imperfect information placed on large models because
it presents imperfect problems in an interactive manner. Thus, exploratory visual
analysis is useful for 1) diagnosing imperfect elements and relations through their
imperfect attributes, 2) exploring possible uncertain relations, and 3) discovering
potential sources of incompleteness (absent elements) of the model.
• Topological analysis measures the imperfection level of the model, based on structural properties of the model. This analysis provides quantitative results, and can
be done from different perspectives by running topological analysis methods. Topological analysis methods can be context-free that calculate the amount of imperfect elements, imperfect attributes and imperfect relations in the model or contextdependent that provide information regarding the imperfection level of the model
based on the modeling language concepts.
• Domain analysis measures the imperfection level of the model by focusing on business
rules and patterns, as well as taking into account specific properties of the modeling
language used for creating the enterprise model.
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Approach to perform automated analysis on imperfect models

When the enterprise model is imperfect, automated analysis methods might not be performed because these methods follow algorithms that make numeric calculations. Thus,
some imperfection types cannot be used. Once the imperfect model has been evaluated
and the analyst determined that it is good enough to perform enterprise analysis; then,
the model can be used to run automated analysis methods. However, when imperfect
attributes are required to perform a specific analysis method, they need to be transformed
into imprecise attributes.
Imprecise attributes can be used to perform numeric calculation because any calculation can be done using the minimum and maximum values and thus the result is represented
with a range of values, which corresponds to a new imprecise attribute. Then, if some
automated analysis methods can be upgraded in order to be performed on imprecise enterprise models, it is necessary to prepare the imperfect information involved in a desired
analysis method to be able to make the corresponding calculations. In this dissertation we
proposed an approach that consists in transforming imperfect information into imprecise
information. However, this is not always possible, as it can only be done for numeric
attributes.
Thus, when performing an automated analysis method on a imprecise model, the
results now consist in a set of possible scenarios, where each scenario has one combination
of values based on the imprecise values placed in the corresponding elements. The results of
the analysis method enrich the model by including the calculated imprecise information in
the corresponding element’s attributes. However, now the model includes more imprecise
information that can affect further processes. Then, in this approach we have proposed
two techniques to evaluate the level of reliability of the analysis results.
The first technique is the impact of imprecision to one analysis method, which is a
measure that determines how much imprecise information placed in one element might
provoke undesired results when an analysis method is performed.
The second technique is the sensitivity of one analysis method regarding imprecision,
which is a measure that determines how much imprecision in certain elements in the model
affects target elements of one desired analysis method.

6.4

Use of the Global Approach

Based on the approaches presented in this dissertation, enterprise modeling and analysis
is possible even if the model is imperfect.
On the one hand, when enterprise analysis is going to be performed on an enterprise
model that does not include imperfection, the following activities must be done:
1. The analyst communicates the modeler the expectations of the analysis. Thus,
based on the catalog of automated analysis methods, the analyst selects the analysis
methods to be performed to satisfy the enterprise analysis.
2. The modeler selects the required automated analysis methods. In our approach,
this activity generates a SAMBA, which extends the ArchiMate metamodel. Thus,
based on the resultant SAMBA the modeler creates an enterprise model that does
not include imperfect information. This activity is done by consulting enterprise
sources of information.
3. The analyst then may validate the model in order to verify that all required information is correctly included. This validation is done regarding the SAMBA obtained
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by the selection of automated analysis methods.
4. Then, the analyst may perform the selected analysis methods. Finally, based on the
analysis results, the analyst may communicate assessments.
On the other hand, when enterprise analysis is going to be performed on an imperfect
enterprise model, the following activities must be done:
1. The analyst communicates the modeler the expectations of the analysis. Thus,
based on the catalog of automated analysis methods, the analyst selects the analysis
methods to be performed to satisfy the enterprise analysis.
2. The modeler selects the required automated analysis methods. Then, the modeler
creates an enterprise model, which includes imperfect information. In addition,
the modeler may include decision trace for those elements that include imperfect
information.
3. The analyst then may validate the model in order to verify that all required information is correctly included. This validation has the following natures:
• Validation regarding the SAMBA obtained by the selection of automated analysis methods.
• Validation regarding the EiMM that evaluates the correct notation of imperfect
information.
4. The analyst quantifies the level of imperfection in the imperfect model to determine
whether the imperfect model is appropriate to perform analysis or the imperfect
model needs to be refined after new information is gathered from enterprise sources.
5. The analyst transforms the imperfect model into an imprecise model.
6. Then, the analyst may perform the selected analysis methods. However, since the
results are imprecise, it is necessary to measure how much imprecise information
affects analysis methods results. In our approach, it can be done by measuring how
imprecise information impacts a desired business analysis method and how sensitive
is an analysis method with respect to imprecise information on the model.
7. Finally, if the analyst consider that the analysis method results a adequate, based
on said results, the analyst may communicate assessments.
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7

Discussion
7.1

Synthesis

In this dissertation we have addressed one important problem in the enterprise modeling
context, which is the lack of support for creating and analyzing large imperfect enterprise
models. To solve this problem, it was necessary the use of platforms that support the
creation of imperfect enterprise models and support enterprise analysis based on imperfect
models through automated analysis methods. Nevertheless, the development of these
platforms required addressing three aspects.
• How to define and create imperfect enterprise models. Currently, enterprise models
are created based on the metamodel of the modeling language, which cannot be
modified impeding modelers to include imperfect information in the model.
• How to perform analysis based on imperfect models. When the model is imperfect,
it is necessary to assess the quality of the model, in order to determine whether or
not the model is adequate for further purposes such as analysis.
• How to support automated analysis of enterprise models that do not depend on specific
metamodels and are able to cope with imperfection. Analysts use enterprise models to
analyse the enterprise; however, they require technological support to obtain desire
results. Automated analysis methods can browse the model and make calculations
allowing analysts to access data in a efficient and reliable way.
The objective of this dissertation was to solve the problems identified with a novel approach to support the creation and analysis of imperfect enterprise models. The proposed
approach includes the necessary abstractions to define the kinds of imperfect models and
a framework to model imperfection and to implement business analysis methods based on
a novel architecture. Specific research objectives are:
• Research Objective 1: To study, understand, and characterize imperfect enterprise models to make possible the construction of platforms supporting their life
cycle (modeling, validation, evolution, etc). This objective implies the need to study
the sources of imperfect enterprise information.
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Regarding this objective, this dissertation provided a clear definition of imperfect
models as well as a classification of them. Thus, imperfect models can be: imprecise, inconsistent, vague, uncertain, and incomplete. This classification is based
on the characteristics of the information provided by enterprise sources. Based on
the definition and characterizations of imperfect models, we proposed a strategy for
creating imperfect models using the distinction of linguistic and ontological conformance. Thus, every imperfect model conforms ontologically to the metamodel of the
modeling language (e.g., ArchiMate) and conforms linguistically to a metamodel of
imperfection called iMM, which contains the required meta types to create elements,
relations, and attributes (in elements or relations) as well as imperfect elements,
imperfect relations, and imperfect attributes.
The strategy is supported by validation rules to ensure that the model conforms
linguistically and ontologically to the corresponding metamodels. Validation rules
also verify the right notation for every kind of imperfection. We also proposed what
we called decision trace, which corresponds to additional elements in the model that
informs how the enterprise information was gathered and which decision was made
by the modeler, for including imperfect information in the model. To include decision traces, the iMM was upgraded into a extended metamodel of imperfection
called EiMM. Then, each element that contains imperfect information may have a
decision trace. Each decision trace can contain sources, observations, facts, and decisions. Then, modelers consult sources through observations in order to obtain facts
regarding specific aspects of the enterprise. Based on such facts, modelers decide to
include imperfect information in one specific element in the enterprise model. When
modelers decide to reduce or even remove imperfection, decision traces support these
tasks because based on them, modelers can take proper actions to obtain new useful
information.
• Research Objective 2: To study the impact of model imperfection on model analysis and use this to develop mechanisms to support enterprise model analysis based
on imperfect enterprise models.
This was achieved through a top down approach in which the analyst can discover
and measure imperfect information in the enterprise model. This approach is based
on three techniques to quantify imperfection: a) exploratory visual analysis, b) topological analysis, and c) domain analysis. By using these techniques, an analyst can
obtain relevant insights regarding the imperfection in the model, as well as a global
perspective that facilitates the discovery of additional imperfections. Each technique
does not exclude the other techniques, but they should be used together in order to
find the desired information regarding imperfection.
By using these techniques together, the analyst may identify where is the imperfection, how much is the level of imperfection in the model, which kinds of imperfection
the model contains, which elements or layers are impacted by imperfect information,
which elements need to be refined or completed. Thus, when the imperfection level
of the model is good enough to analyze the enterprise, automated analysis methods can be performed, but it is necessary to evaluate analysis results in order to
assess whether or not the imperfection of the model is adequate for specific analysis
methods.
• Research Objective 3: To study existing automated analysis methods in order to
understand their differences and commonalities and thus identify requirements for
the creation of platforms to support automated analysis methods independent from
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their metamodels.
In this dissertation, we have presented the work of compilation, classification, structuring, characterization, and unification of automated analysis methods for enterprise
models. We collected these analysis methods in one catalog, which aims to offer a
guide for supporting enterprise analysts in analyses processes through the description of 78 analysis methods sorted in 2 dimensions (quantitative and functional) and
16 analysis types.
We performed a Systematic Literature Review (SLR), for identifying analysis methods suitable with the needs of enterprises and thus build a catalog of automated
analysis methods. In addition, in order to provide the necessary support to perform
the automated analysis methods of the catalog, in this dissertation we proposed a
solution based on extending the metamodel of the modeling language in order to be
able to include in the model, the required information for performing one or several
automated analysis methods.
• Research Objective 4: To develop a prototype platform to support all the proposed solutions in order to validate them in realistic environments.
We built iArchiMate, which is an enterprise modeling an analyzing tool. iArchiMate
serves to create ArchiMate models in a flexible way by creating drafts of models.
iArchiMate also is able to create imperfect ArchiMate models, which can include
imperfect elements, attributes, and relations as well as decision traces that are components that contain elements to document the way in which the decisions to place
imperfect information were made.
This platform also serves to analyze ArchiMate models through performing automated analysis methods. Moreover, when the enterprise model is imperfect, iArchiMate can be used to quantify the level of imperfection of the model in order to
determine if the model needs to be refined or the imperfection of the model is good
enough for further purposes such as automated analysis. iArchiMate supports two
techniques for quantifying imperfection: topological analysis of imperfection and
domain analysis of imperfection. However, iArchiMate is able to export imperfect
models to be used in the tool PRIMROSe, which provides the other technique that
is exploratory visual analysis of imperfection. Thus, iArchiMate and PRIMROSe
work together to quantify from various perspectives the imperfection in enterprise
models.
Finally, business analysis on imperfect models can be performed in iArchiMate; however, it is necessary to transform the imperfect model into an imprecise model. This
transformation is also possible with this tool because it offers analysts services to
customize such transformations. When, the imprecise model is ready to be analyzed,
iArchiMate is able to measure the impact that imprecise information has on target
elements of the desired analysis method, as well as the sensitivity of target elements
regarding imprecision for a desire analysis method. With these two metrics, analysts
can determine whether or not the imprecise model is adequate to be used to analyse
the enterprise.

7.2
7.2.1

Reflection
Enterprise Modeling

Modeling is a essential activity for humans because every action in common life is preceded
by the implicit or explicit construction of a model. Indeed, constantly humans create
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mental models observing small portions of the reality in different ways through their
sensory organs. These mental models are used to take actions; however, if the model is
incorrect or incomplete, the action may be inappropriate. In addition, the reality changes
over time; then, humans have the ability to quickly update their mental models in order
to avoid that such models become obsolete. This characteristic is very important because
an obsolete model might potentially be an incorrect or incomplete model.
The same situation occurs when humans want to observe an enterprise. Nevertheless,
creating mental enterprise models is not a trivial activity. Sometimes, stakeholders need to
make decisions based on a reduced amount of information; then, perhaps in these cases it is
possible to create a mental enterprise model instead of writing a more elaborated enterprise
model. For instance, every day stockbrokers have to trade with partial information; thus,
they create mental models of the business and take actions based on his knowledge and
experience.
Then, enterprise modeling has become an important activity in enterprises because
based on different kinds of models, it is possible to build a partial representation of the
enterprise, but good enough to use them for further purposes. However, creating enterprise
models that accurately represent the enterprise can be a big challenge. When a modeler
starts creating an enterprise model, it is important to identify which is the purpose of such
model because based on its purpose, the modeler infers which kind of information and how
much information is required. Later on, the modeler needs to gather all necessary information that satisfies the intended purpose. Nonetheless, gathering information usually is
a though activity because said information is usually provided by enterprise sources, but
they do not necessarily have the information that they are supposed to know and even
they might provide low quality information that cannot be used by the modeler. Moreover, enterprises are dynamic which implies that they change over time; then, it provokes
two important issues: sources can provide obsolete information, which might be incorrect
at the moment in which the modeler is observing the enterprise and models permanently
need maintenance in order to keep them up to date.
Consequently, enterprise models are created with partial information (which might be
incorrect) and they never completely represent the enterprise under study. This situation
fosters the creation of enterprise models through the creation of drafts. Thus a draft can
be created once a minimum amount of information is gathered and it can be complemented
when more useful information is obtained from sources. Nevertheless, as mentioned before,
sources not necessarily provide complete and accurate information. Then, drafts should
be able to accept different kinds of information.
In this dissertation we argued that enterprise models might include imperfect information. We contributed with the characterization of imperfect models and thus we classified
them as imprecise, inconsistent, vague, uncertain, and incomplete information. When
drafting enterprise models, drafts might include all of this kinds of information that might
be refined when a new version of the draft is created. However, to refine imperfect information it is important to know the reason in which the modeler decided to include such
information.
When modelers create a new version of the draft, it is very likely that some imperfect
information might not be refined; then, models might remain imperfect. This situation
demands new approaches to manage imperfect models, as well as to provide services for
further purposes based on imperfect information such as enterprise analysis.
Regarding enterprise modeling, in this dissertation we contributed with an approach
for flexible modeling. Based on this approach, it is possible to create and maintenance
enterprise models through the creation and refinement of drafts as well as to create imper-
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fect enterprise models in which imperfect information can have associated decision traces,
which are components that include data related to the decisions made by modelers, when
assigning imperfect information.
Based on the mentioned contributions, modelers can create imperfect models in order
to keep all information gathered from sources. This is an important benefit that other
approaches do not offer because in this way, modelers do not need to take the risk to
introduce incorrect or obsolete information in the model; consequently, errors in further
processes that are based on the created model can be avoided.

7.2.2

Enterprise Analysis

Enterprise analysis is a critical activity because it provides insights based on the formulation of hypotheses that serve to get assessments, which support decision making processes.
Enterprise analysis is performed by humans, who usually are domain experts i.e., people
with proper skills, knowledge, and experience. They manipulate the enterprise models to
extract information that can be used to make assessments.
Some analyses might be performed based on mental models because the information
required for such analyses is very specific; then, the domain expert might create a mental
model with a minimum amount of information, but enough to process mentally such
information and to provide assessments. Of course, there is a potential risk when those
assessments are used to support decision making processes because those assessments
depend just on the person who created the mental model and thus it might not be possible
to perform any validation of such assessments.
Some other analyses do not require technological support because the model needed is
very small and simple; thus, it can be manipulated easily by the analyst. This situation
is much better than the previous situation because when the model is written, it can be
used by different domain experts; then, different assessments are provided reducing risks
in decision making processes.
However, the rest of the analyses require a lot of information; then, these analyses
are performed on large and complex enterprise models. In this situation, performing
manual analysis require a great effort and it is very likely that the results are incorrect
and inaccurate. As a result, for this kind of analysis, appropriate technological support is
demanded.
In this dissertation we focused on enterprise analysis based on large and complex
enterprise models. Typically, model analyses are performed by analysts supported by
modeling tools that are used just to get access to the available data in an efficient way.
However, analysts have the entire responsibility of discovering information useful to provide
assessments. This activity might be pretty though because analysts need to browse the
model manually to find the required information and make some calculations. Then,
this activity is prone to omission of elements and miscalculations; consequently, providing
erroneous results is very likely.
Based on the previous ideas, analysts require support to perform enterprise analysis.
Thus, in this context, the trend to automate analysis appears, but every approach to automate analysis demands its corresponding technological support. Then, different initiatives
can be used for enterprise analysis such as automated analysis methods, machine learning techniques, and artificial intelligence techniques. In this dissertation we decided to
research automated analysis methods in order to provide a great amount of alternatives to
analyze different aspects of the enterprise. Thus, we contributed with a extensible catalog
of automated analysis methods, where methods are classified as functional or quantita-
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tive, as well as with an approach to perform automated analysis based on extending the
modeling language in runtime.
This approach provides useful analysis results, which can be presented in different ways
and even can be used to enrich the model enabling such results to be used to run more
analysis methods; however, we have identified a couple of limitations.
• Since in some cases gathering complete information is unlikely, one limitation is the
need to include complete information in elements and relations that are involved in
an analysis method.
• Another limitation is that some analysis methods provide results with a lot of information; then, interpreting them might be a though task.
In addition, as mention above, models might be imperfect; then, automated analysis
methods need to be upgraded to be able to use imperfect information. However, before
performing automated analysis methods on imperfect models, it is necessary to quantify
the level of imperfection in the model in order to determine whether the model can be
used to analyze the enterprise or the model need to be refined. Regarding this matter, in
this dissertation we also contributed with an approach to quantify imperfection based on
three techniques, which provide a quantification from different perspectives that enable
analysts to assess imperfection.
In our approach, some analysis methods can be extended to be used on imprecise
models. Then, it demands transforming imperfect models into imprecise models. Although
we consider that this is a proper way to perform business analysis on imperfect models,
we are aware that it also has limitations.
• Not all imperfect models can be transformed into imprecise models because there
are some imperfection types that do not comply with the required characteristics to
transform their values to ranges of values i.e., imprecise values.
• Imprecise information that is the result of transforming other imperfect information
might strongly impact the results of automated analysis methods; consequently, the
imperfect model must be refined before performing analysis, otherwise the analysis
results might be potentially inaccurate.
Based on our contributions regarding enterprise analysis, we help analysts a) to identify which automated analysis methods are proper to be performed based on the analysis
requirements; b) to determine which information is required to perform certain automated
analysis methods; c) to assess whether or not the imperfection level of the model is good
enough to be used for analysis purposes; and d) to perform automated analysis based
on imprecise model quantifying how much imprecision impacts certain automated analysis methods as well as how sensitivity is an automated analysis method with respect to
imprecise information.

7.2.3

Validation

An important activity made in this approach was the selection of a case study, because it
allowed including the key aspects of the domain under study in order to obtain significant
results. Thus, applying a validation of the approach based on a case study enabled a
critical analysis of the proposal as well as served to discover and document recurrent solutions to key issues in the enterprise modeling and analysis domains. The case study that
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corresponds to the publisher scenario was selected because it fulfills a lot of characteristics
of a common enterprise.
Based on the publisher scenario, it was possible to test our approach for flexible modeling by creating the corresponding enterprise model, which includes all kinds of imperfect
information as well as decision traces. Based on said enterprise model, it was possible to
test our approach to perform enterprise analysis based on automated analysis methods,
which dynamically generates metamodel extensions and validation rules. The imperfect
model also was used to test the approach to quantify imperfection through visual, topological, and domain analyses. Finally, the model allowed testing the approach for automated
analysis on imprecise models.

7.3

Future Work

This section presents directions for future research related to modeling and analysis of
enterprise models as well as some possible improvements to our modeling and analysis
platform.

7.3.1

Enterprise Modeling and Analysis

New studies can focus on providing a methodology for enterprise modeling and analysis
taking into account the characteristics of imperfection discussed in this dissertation. These
methodology will include a detailed study of the activities for the modeling and analysis
processes such as information gathering, model creation, model validation, documentation,
business analysis conceptualization among others. Based on this activities, such methodology might offer stakeholders a guide to perform modeling and analysis processes in a
standardized manner that fosters efficiency and correctness.
In addition, collaborative enterprise modeling and analysis can be studied in order to
provide mechanisms to create and analyze enterprise models by teams. Regarding enterprise modeling, these mechanisms should allow modelers to manage repositories of models
that might include different models’ versions as well as to support the co-creation and coevolution of imperfect enterprise models. Regarding enterprise analysis, these mechanisms
should allow analysts to perform desired business analyses based on different versions of
imperfect enterprise models because one version of the model might contain the required
information to perform a set of analysis methods, while other versions might not include
such information.

7.3.2

Imperfect Models

Regarding the creation of imperfect models, further studies can focus on study how to
combine different kinds of imperfection for the same attribute or relation. For instance,
is it possible to include in a numeric attribute, a range of values and a set of values? In
this case, such attribute would be inconsistent, but one value would be imprecise. With
this in mind, it is necessary to upgrade the validation rules and language notation, for
modeling tools can accept such kinds of structures. This new approach would be very
useful because in some occasions modelers receive diverse information for the same aspect
of the enterprise and including in the model all information might be necessary.
In addition, we presented three techniques for quantifying imperfection in enterprise
models, where each technique has various analyses. However, it is important to continue
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researching about this topic in order to identify new techniques that provide valuable information that the current techniques are not providing, in order to help analysts for discovering insights in imperfect models. These new techniques might focus on the quality of
the imperfect information. For instance, the techniques developed in this dissertation can
provide insights such as: how many imprecise attributes the model has; in which elements,
imprecise attributes are concentrated; where the most frequent imprecise attribute are located; etc. Nonetheless, new techniques might also provide insights such as: how many
imprecise attributes with low level of imprecision (i.e., small ranges of values) the model
has. Thus, in order to validate these techniques, it is necessary to create new enterprise
scenarios and if possible imperfect enterprise models for real enterprises of the industry.

7.3.3

Extension of the catalog of automated analysis methods

Enterprises are dynamic and everyday they require new analyses to improve their business. As a result, new automated analysis methods are presented by the academic and
industrial community. In this dissertation, we contributed with a catalog of automated
analysis methods. The catalog was created to be extensible; then, it is important to keep
performing systematic literature reviews in order to update the catalog by including further analysis methods. These new analysis methods need to be included in the catalog
through their characterization. This activity will provide new valuable information to
analyze enterprises.
In addition, the catalog might be extended to specific domains in order to take advantage of the work already done. This kind of extensions might provoke a great benefit
because new automated analysis methods can include deeper semantics and thus their
results could serve to discover new insights.

7.3.4

Improvements and additions for iArchiMate

Regarding our platform, in order to satisfy new requirements about the different characteristics that have been presented in this dissertation, the following activities on iArchiMate
need to be continually performed:
• To develop ontological validation rules to support new kinds of imperfection as well as
the combination of imperfect values (e.g., attributes with imprecise and inconsistent
values) and to upgrade transformations from imperfect models to imprecise models
taking into account new kinds of imperfection and the combination of imperfect
values.
• To develop new techniques for quantifying imperfection. This includes the creation
of different kinds of reports and charts that provide clear and accurate information
to analysts.
• To develop new automated analysis methods included in the catalog as well as to
develop services to configure automated analysis chains based on those new analysis methods. This might imply the creation of new SAMBAs and new ontological
validation rules.
• To upgrade current automated analysis methods to be performed on imprecise models taking into account the quantification of the impact and sensitivity of imprecise
information on such automated analysis methods.
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• To upgrade the iArchiMate metamodel when the ArchiMate specification evolves in
order to i) enable the platform to include further features and ii) to coevolve models
based on iArchiMate.
• To support other enterprise metamodels in order to be able to create models that
combine elements and relations from different modeling languages.
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Conclusions
In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the main contributions made in the research of
this dissertation.
• A structured catalog of existing automated analysis methods
Enterprise modeling and enterprise analysis are becoming increasingly important in
many fields. There are some approaches that offer different alternatives for analyzing enterprise models. However, these approaches are focused on specific kinds of
analyses; then, they usually provide a limited amount of analysis methods. Based
on this situation, it is unlikely to be able to cover all analysis options.
In this dissertation, we have presented the work of compilation, classification, structuring, characterization, and unification of automated analysis methods for enterprise
models. We collected these analysis methods in one catalog, which aims to offer a
guide for supporting enterprise analysts in analyses processes through the description of 78 analysis methods sorted in 2 dimensions (quantitative and functional) and
16 analysis types.
• A framework for enterprise analysis
Tools have many limitations to support automated analysis. Two important limitations are: i) restrictions to modify metamodels and ii) restrictions to to deal with
models when metamodels are changed. In this dissertation, we have discussed the
requirements that modeling and analysis tools should offer in order to provide proper
support for automated analysis methods. These requirements cover aspects such as
the capability of extending metamodels with new attributes, relations and specialized elements; the capability of handling models that only partially conform to the
metamodel; and the capabilities to handle the results of the analysis, which may be
used to enrich the analyzed enterprise model.
This dissertation discussed and presented a strategy independent of the tool to support the requirements mentioned above. This strategy is based on the concept of
SAMBAs, which correspond to metamodel extensions that enrich it with the elements
required by specific analysis methods. By means of using SAMBAs it is possible to
select analysis methods long after the models have been created because both the
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metamodels and models can be extended to accommodate the information that the
analysis method require.
• A characterization of imperfect enterprise models
In the enterprise modeling context, models are built using information provided by
various and heterogeneous sources. It is very likely that these sources have inaccurate, incorrect, or obsolete information. In addition, it is possible that the modeler
considers that the information obtained is not enough for including certain elements
in the model. Consequently, enterprise models might not represent the enterprise
correctly.
Imperfect models represent and structure imperfect information while enabling modelers to keep all the information provided by sources about the elements, relations,
and attributes (placed on elements or relations). In this dissertation, we have characterized imperfect enterprise models based on the kinds of information provided by
enterprise sources.
• A framework for modeling and analyzing imperfect models
Tools do not support the creation of models with imperfect information. In this
dissertation, we have proposed a strategy for flexible modeling that serves to represent imperfection based on the creation of models that conform linguistically to the
generic metamodel EiMM and conform ontologically to the ArchiMate metamodel.
When imperfect models are used to perform analysis methods, it is necessary to study
its level of imperfection. In this dissertation, we have provided three techniques to
quantify imperfection that enables analysts to determine whether the model can be
used to analyze the enterprise or imperfection in the model might be refined.
In addition, we have focused on analyzing imprecise models, which represent and
structure imprecise information by including in some numeric attributes, ranges of
values instead of a specific numeric value. Thus, before analyzing an imprecise model,
it is necessary to measure the impact and sensitivity of imprecision to certain analysis
methods. These measures allow determining whether the imprecise model is good
enough for performing the desired analysis method. In this dissertation, we provide
techniques for determining the impact and sensitivity of imprecision to business
analysis methods, by providing graphical results that allows easy understanding.
Based on the results of the impact and sensitivity analysis of imprecision, certain
analysis methods might be performed.
• A modeling and analysis platform
We implemented all the elements proposed in the approach in a platform called
iArchiMate. In this platform, we have implemented the analysis methods presented
in the catalog, for ArchiMate models. In addition, it offers a framework for the
development of additional methods. To support the necessary flexibility, models
in iArchiMate conform linguistically to a generic intermediate metamodel called
EiMM and conform ontologically to the ArchiMate metamodel, which is specialized
or extended depending on the selected analysis method. The specialized or extended
metamodel is called SAMBA.
By using iArchiMate it is possible to create or import ArchiMate models; to validate
models based on the analysis method that is intended to be performed; and to run
the selected analysis methods, where the results can enrich the model.
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Moreover, imperfect models are created using iArchiMate, which supports imperfect
elements, relations, and attributes, and also allows the inclusion of information regarding imperfection. In this dissertation, we have focused on providing mechanisms
to properly manage and keep the information about imperfection. It was necessary
to conceptualize these kinds of imperfection, while understanding the impact from
the sources in the quality of models. iArchiMate offers mechanisms to study and
evaluate the imperfection level of the model. In addition, iArchiMate allows upgrading business analysis methods in order to take into account imprecise information
placed in attributes that can belong to elements or relations.
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